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THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.

NEWSPAPER niSTOBY

and Hyacinths in the garden and to

plant and- store in the cellar those
pots of Bulbs that are to blossom

for you in the early winter. Time,
too, to fill your fern dishes and

bring in the out door plants that
will bloom for a while inside.
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Jardiniers,

Ferneries, Ferns and Plant Food,
and we are ready to supply them.,

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
399 Main Street

We sell AMERICAN Insurance
only, and we adjust and pay our
own claims

Rockland
117-tf

All-Electric Radios Are Here—See and Hear the New
STATE
AGENTS

Freshman Equaphase Radios

425 MAIN ST. TEL 9Q
ROCKLAND, MAINE

at House-Sherman, Inc.
They operate directly from your house current, using
"raw” Alternating Current. No Batteries,

ROCKLAND
COMMERCIAL
COLLEGE

No Makeshifts, No Trouble

NOW OPEN
Students may enter at any time.
EVENING SCHOOL OPENS
SEPTEMBER 27
Senter Crane Building—4th Floor
LENA K. SARGENT, Prin.
111-130

ROBERT U. COLLINS

REAL ESTATE

The public utilities commission
fixes the rate of tolls for the Kenne
bec Bridge, between Bath and Wool
wich.
The State Highway Commission Wtant telephone conference in Bos
for the past number of years has ton this week.
been operating the Bath State Ferry,
Mrs. Newton Io-gage has moved
the rates of which have from time
•••
He thut will make a good use of *•*
to time been the subject of examina from the tenement over the Hall &
•- any part of his life must allow a ♦
tion by this commission,” says the Melvin store to the house on State
••• largo part of It to recreation.— *••
decision of the Public Utilities ComT street owned by Myron J. Hahn.
A TIMELY DISCOVERY
*•• L<x*ke.
••*
mission.
••*
—. •••
I* ••• ••• ••• •«.
.«■ .«. ••..«.
“The State Highway Commission
Stephen H Cables has moved to
has submitted to us its estimate of the Ivan A. Trueworthy house, cor
DR. HAHN ACQUITTED Warren Track Walker Finds Negro Meadow Bridge Burned 'annual requirements for interest and ner of Main and Mechanic stree.s.
the retirement of $1,350,000 Kenne He bought this property some months
As the Morning Train Approaches.
bec Bridge Bonds equal to 45 per ago.
Former Rockland Man Goes
cent of the State’s indebtedness for
the bridge, to be taken care of by the
Wessaweskeag Inn at South Thom
Fr$e After Trial In York What might have resulted in a arrived on a wrecking train from bridge
tolls. The highway commls- aston is closed this week v^hile the
!
serious
disaster
was
averted
by
Brunswick
about
4
p.
m.
The
newsion
lias
also
estimated
the
operating
County.
proprietor, Mrs. L. B. Smith, is en| trackman Charles Sodderberg Sun- comers, used to coping with such sit costs which provide for tlie expense | Joying a richly earned vacation in
uations,
and
equipped
for
the
work
in
Dr. Myron J. Hahn of Boston was day mornl"K- when
hls ‘'Ip out
in connect:on with selling and taking New York.
Si of Warren, he discovered that tire hand proceeded in a calm and matter tlckqis, lighting tlie structure, water,
found not guilty in the York County wooden brldge at Negro Meadow had of fact manner to build a temporary
iieat and light for toll houses,
Miss Martha Bartlett has been pre
Supreme Court on the charge ol man- been destroyed by fire.
bridge. Thp task was in charge of current repairs and supervision. No siding over the sessions of the Maine
Wading across the stream which is Forrest IHaskeli, bridge foreman; and estimate or provision Is made for
slaughter arising out of an automo
Librarians' Association in Waterville
bile accident in Biddeford on the very shallow at this point Mr. Sod Bert Coombs, carpenter foreman. In .depreciation or other expenses which in her capacity as president of that
night of Aug. 10, when three cars derberg ran in the direction of Thorn- all about 40 men were engaged, and ! |n t|,e development of the project will organization.
were in collision and Miss Margaret aston and flagged the 7.10 train out of - when tlie morning train left Rockland doubtless inise.
C. Richardson, a student nurse at Rockland just as It was nearing the I yesterday it crossed Negro Meadow
Mrs. David Rubenstein asks correc
ibe Webber Hospital, received fatal last curve before the straightaway i as though nothing had happened,
"The cost of the bridge will be ap- tion of the item stating that Samuel
which crosses Negro Meadow.
J Later the temporary bridge will be
injuries. The jury retired at 4.15 an<t
prox'mately the estimated cost pro Rubenstein would occupy the Tillson
The westbound passengers and mail ' replaced by one of a permanent
brought in the verdict at 8.05.
vided In the act. of 33,000,000, al house, which her husband recently
were transferred and similar action . character.
It was the contention of the State
though it is probable that the amount bought. David Rubenstein, himself,
was necessary in the reverse order ' Sparks from the night freight lothat Dr. Hahn, operator of a machine
will lie somewhat less than this.
is to be the occupant, but not until
when the Sunday paper train arrived comotive are supposed to have caused
“After conference with the entire next summer.
which struck that in which Miss Rich
at thut point. The disaster was not the burning of the old bridge. Being
. ,, ,, . . . ,
ardson was riding, was criminally re
generally known in Rockland until remote from any habitation, and prove tolls which are substantially
•
sponsible. while the defense was that
Fred M. Blackington, Everett L.
tlie late arrival of the iSunday newsprobably not very s|»eetaeular, the those charged for the ferry service.
he’ war not.
Spear, L. Dow Jones and Harold
papers led to inquiries.
I fire was not discovered.
New classifications have been estab Blackington were witnesses In U. S.
Dr. Hahn said that he left Boston
Meantime the section crews of j The writer, who has chronicled lont 4 in the afternoon to visit rela Rocklaud and Warren were busy re- cal liistury for quite a long period of lished, and we have considered the District Court, Portland, last week in
tives in Rockland, and was accom moving what little remained of tlie \ years, cannot recall a similar dis- indubitable fact that traffic upon the the case of Mrs. Helen It. Decatur
panied by Dr. Arthur Sime, a dentist. burned structure and preparing tlie .aster on tlie Eastern end of tlie Knox i bridge in the course of time will of Brookline, Mass., vs. Miss Lucy
probably greatly exceed traffic by Farnswortih of Rockland, The case
He drove from 35 to 40 miles an hour, ground work for the big crew which & Lincoln Division.
ferry:
otherwise, Increased
tolls was resumed today.
once in a while, in the open country,
would appear to be warranted.
increasing his speed to 45 miles.
‘fWhen the actual out-of-pocket ex
When he reached Five Points, Bidde
The
stated communication
of
"WETS" VS. "DRYS"
DIDN’T SHUN JOB
penses shall have been earned and Aurora Lodge, F. and A. M., will be
ford. he cut down his speed. He saw
the Curtis car coming out into Elm
Wednesday night. In addition
Obadiah Gardner Not Too!The Two Elements Will Have charges it will be u very easy matter held
street and as it turned to the left,
to regular business there will be
n .. C
c
WL 1 10 a<Uust the tolls to a basis that
bis hit it. He asserted that he had
Big Or Too Good To Be
rost Season Series When will be no hig!ier than that nevded (or work on the Entered Apprentice and
blown his horn as he approached
Master Mason degrees. Candidates
necessary expenditures. The first to the Entered Apprentice degree are
Union street and stopped his car
Juror, He Thought.
Congress Meets.
bunds to lie paid by the state mature requeate(j to be present a, 7 p
within ten feet of the spot where
in
1(1*11
.. .i/l
1 . .r 1 ftr.A <4
.. .1
in 1931,
and
by 1950 it iis.. expected
the erasli occurred.
sharp.
Wets and drys are lining up their
So many political honors have
that the state's share of the bridge
come to Hon. Obadiah Gardner that forces for a resumption of their an will huve been entirely paid. Such
Weil, people would have sepmed as he must be mildly surprised to find
The attractive advertisement in the
lawless fifty years ago if there had himself so much in the limelight nual warfare in Congress, says a bonds are to be paid from income de October Woman's Home Companion
rived
from
the
bridge
tolls.
Washington
Associated
Press
de

been as many laws to break.—De merely because he served as a trav
is a reproduction of a still life paint
"It Is apparent that it will be im
troit Free Press.
erse juror in United States (District spatch. Neither side made any ma possible to determine at this time ing done for the Jello Company by
Ccurt.
The Portland Express of terial progress In the way of legis mathematically the use that will be Marion Rowers Kirkpatrick. This is
Saturday indulged in the following lation at the last session but the drys made of the bridge und the income one of a series being painted by Mrs.
Kirkpatrick, whose work is also used
extended editorial on the subject.
are hopeful of getting through some that will be derived from such use. to advertise Hostess Cake.
The
....
We
feel
it
safe
to
make
a
reasonable
pio'posals in the old Goff bill for
Kirkpatricks have a beautiful studio
provision
to
meet
the
estimated
re

Obadiah Gardner, of Rockland, tightening up the Volstead Act.
quired expenses and to be guided by in Friendship where they spend most
former United States senator, and
Conceding
that
the
drys
have
a
future events in tlie modification of of the year.
former member of the United States
boundary commission is in Portland preponderance of the votes in the tolls.
A pleasing novelty in the way of
• • • •
this week serving as one of the Jur House and Senate, the wets say there
Tlie toll rates for the Kennebec advertising is being featured in thia
ors in the United States District is no parliamentary method by which
AND
Court. Naturally a man of so great the) can delay a decision as the first Bridge, now rapidly approaching paper by the Maine Music Co. in its
"Musikad," published each issue on
die tinction as Mr. Gardner would be session of Congress will continue for completion, have been announced.
Foot passengers, free; passenger iwge three. The advertisements are
chosen as foreman of the jury, upon five or six months.
However, proponents of additional or person, not on foot, 5 cents; pas brief chats on things of moment to
which he serves and (he Rockland
dry legislature Incline to the view senger ticket, consisting of 25 cou- the radio and musical world, much
man has been so selected.
NOW BEING DONE AT THE
material being news matter
It is said that the official records now that with a presidential cam pons will be sold at one time to one .
fascinating interest. Mr. Fickett
fail to show where any man of paign in the olfing the party leader purchaser, euch coupon good for
E. F. Crockett Baby Shop Maine who has held high office, as v.iill not look with any great favor one-way trip, |1; children under five lM receiving many favorable cornMr. Gardner has. has ever been a juror on enactment of more stringent pro years of age when aucompanled by ' ’bents on the scheme.
BY
in this State. This is probably true visions to a law which the wets now parent or guardian will be carried
General Manager Putnam P. Bick
it is unlikely that any former charge is impossible of enforcement. free; school tickets, for scholars in
MISS MARY GOODEY and
While the prohibition Issue is non
governors, senators or members of
conveyances and good for u round nell of the Livingston Manufacturing
Congress have ever served on the partisan so far as Congress Is con trip during reasonable hours on each Co. has Just returned from a busi
393 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
jury in any of the State Courts. But cerned, it is In politics more so per school day of a month, 25 cents per ness trip, bringing with him what
w? do not see why citizens of so haps than ever before and party month; vehicle, one horse, including Is believed to be the largest single
Tel. 251 -M
great
distinction should not do so leaders see little prospect of its being driver. 15 cents; vehicle, two horse, order ever placed for granite surfac
119-121
if they are drawn according to the removed In advance of the 1928 elec including driver, 20 cents; vehicle, ing machinery. The order consists
Livingston stationery type surlaw and can act without too great tion unless it should be that botli more than two horses, ’including °f
parties nominated dry candidates.
drlver. 30 cents; horses, cows and facln* machines and will keep the
a sacrifice of other interests.
Just what provisions of the Goff oxen, on hoof, each 15 cents; small machine department of the company
Jury duty is not attractive to the
average citizen. It takes time, the act will be selected by the drys as live stock, on hoof, cacti, 10 cents; busily employed for several weeks.
their battle points in the new Con
An opportunity that may never !pay is merely nominal and the du- gress remains to be determined hut push curt or wheelbarrow, each, 5
The Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.,
I ties are perplexing and frequently
cents; motor cycle, including driver,
come again.
1 disagreeable. The rule is that when during the last session emphasis 15
cents;
uutoniobile,
including commenced their reduced rate fall
There is a good location in Rock
'a man who has anything else to do was placed upon those proposals for driver. 50 cents; automobile, with excurions to Boston Saturday. The
land for a hustling retailer. Per
steamer J, T. Morse was withdrawn
liai been drawn he proceeds to de revocation of liquor permits, for
manent and profitable business. vise ways and means of avoiding the search of dwellings suspected to have trailer, including driver, 75 cents; from tihe Bar Harbor line Friday and
Only limited capital needed to get duty which the State has asked him been converted into commercial dis auto truck or tractor, one ton or will be taken to Boothbay Harbor
less carrying capacity, including
started.
to perform, it is not uncommon to tilleries and for stricter regulation of I driver, 75 cents; auto truck or trac today to be hauled up for the winter.
For particulars see me at—
The steamer Westport, Capt. Thomp
hear of a man hoastng of the man breweries.
At any hearings held, the anti tor, over two und one-half tons son, will run on the Bar Harbor line
ner in which he got out of jury duty
to
five
tons
carrying
capacity,
when he had no reasonable or valid saloon league will he represented by tons carrying capacity, including and the steamer Southport, Capt.
HOTEL THORNDIKE
F. Scott McBride, selected tempor
excuse for so doing.
driver, 75 cents; auto truck or trac Phllbrook, will make the run to BlueOCT. 6-7
Now of course the courts are fun arily at least to carry on the work tor, over two and one-half capacity, hill.
damental to any form of free gov which the late Wayne B. Wheeler including driver; 311 auto truck or
M. M. Stevenson
Billy Hail and hls Musical Com
119-120.... ernment. The rights of every citi looked after for many years both tractor, over five tons to 10 tons
zen are protected by them and they In committee and in the hall of Con carrying capacity, including driver, edy Revue are holding the boards at
arc absolutely the only recourse any gress.
Strand Theatre this week, and the
The wets will press a proposal re 31.50; steam or gasoline roller, or program is enlivened by half a dozen
Individual has when any of thesi
well drill, including driver, 31; motor
moving
the
testriction
on
the
amount
rights are infringed upon. The juror
bus, 16 passengers,or less carrying ca acts of sparkling vuudeville. "Po-p"
Auk For
Is the person who determines these of spirits a physician may prescribe
pacity, Including driver, 75 cents; Gallagher, who is here in the capacity
for
patients.
This
measure
Is
in
line
rights after having heard the facts
KOLSTER RADIO
motor
bus, mure than 16 passengers of manager, is an old time showman,
with
one
endorsed
by
the
American
and been instructed as to the law.
Demonstration Now
carrying
capacity, including driver, now president and general manager
Medical
Association.
Unless there be fairminded, intelli
of the Brewster Amusement Co., Tre
F. W. Farrel Company gent. Jurors Justice fails. It is there Whether the wets will press for a 31.
mont street, Boston He had not been
• • • •
national
referendum
on
the
appeal
543 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
fore the patriotic duty of any citi
in Rockland for 40 years before, but
Commutation
tickets
—
Round
trip
of
the
18th
amendment
and
modify

zen who has been called to do jury
remembered the names of old firms
or
commutation
tickets
provided
for
ing
the
Volstead
Act
has
not
yet
duty, to accept the responsibility im
and showed a remarkable familiarity
the
use
of
the
original
purchaser
and
been
determined
hut
neither
these
posed upon him, equally as it is duty
with the city.
serve in time of war, if physical or any other wet proposals have a are not transferable Automobile, or
GLENMERE CIGARS to
auto
of
one
ton
or
less
carrying
ca

chance
of
getting
anywhere
in
the
ly able to do so. In a very true
That fascinating melodrama which
sense, the one is as important as the next Congress which is overwhelm pacity, ticket good for 30 days from
Are UNION MADE and
date of issue, entitling an automobile last season ran so long at the Copley
ingly dry.
other.
MADE IN ROCKLAND
or auto truck (of one ton capacity or Theatre in Boston is now on the
We have no doubt that this was
Its printed program states:
less) and driver thereof to 10 round road.
precisely the way that Mr. Gardner
"The action of the play takes place
James L. Rogers, Mfr.
felt about it when he found he had of the U. S. District Court in this trips, 33.50; auto trucks, over one
in the waiting room of the railway
118*120
been called to service on the panel city It Is pretty sure that he didn't ton to two and one-half tons carrying
want to, it Is quite certain that hls capacity, ticket good for 90 days from station at Clear Vale Junction on a
acceptance Interfered with hls own date of issue, entitling an auto truck branch line near Rockland, Maine."
private afTalrs, and probably to quite (over one ton to two and one-half "Boze," who saw the play in Somer
a degree. But when he was called tons carrying capacity) and driver ville, Mass.. Monday night, writes;
At the Sign of
North
rtn National BariK
he responded cheerfully and will
thereof to 10 round trips, 37.50; auto “I wondered who wished the scene of
to the best of his ability, which trucks, over two and one-half tons to the play on the locality mentioned in
means that he will do the job well. five tons carrying capacity; ticket the synoposis. J heard the actor
Few men of Maine have been as good for 90 days from date of issue, Clive give it over the air last spring
highly honored by their fellow cit entitling an auto truck (over two and then It was real English. Now
izens as Mr. Gardner and few have und one-half tons to five tons carry it is a mixture that goes tor Down
OUR THRIFT SAVINGS
Prob
been called to greater or more im ing capacity) and driver thereof to East Yankee and English.
portant responsibilities.
But be- r6”round trips, 310.50; vehlcla, one ably I would have enjoyed it had
VAULTS
cause he has been a senator and an horse and driver, ticket good for 90 I not heard it before.”
international boundary commisslon- days from date of issue, entitling a
er, he did not think he was too good sfHAVE ARRIVED
horse team and driver thereof YOUR FAVORITE POEM
or too big to be a Juror. This shows to 10 round trips, 32; vehicle, two
that
he
possesses
a
high
sense
of
Call at the Bank and we will give you one of
horse, und driver, ticket good for 90
If I had to Ike my life again I would
his responsibilities:! san American cit days from date of issue, entitling have made a rule to read some poetry and
our Thrift Vault Coin bags. When you have one
izen
and
a
willingness
to
accept
the
listen
to some music at least once a week.
dollar or more in it bring it to us to open an ac
two-horse team and driver thereof to The loss
of these tastea Is a loss of happi
same. In this manner he Is proving 10-round trips, 32.50.
count and w, will loan you one of our metal
ness.—Charles Darwin.
a good example for other citizens of
Commutation
tickets
issued
for
the
Thrift Vault Savings Banks.
humbler capacity to follow.
A RED. RED ROSE
carriage of trucks of over one ton and
Most people say: “Why didn't I begin to save
O, my lure’s like a red. red rose
under two and one-half tons capacity
sooner?"
There Is no foundation for the will be accepted for the transporta
That’s newly sprung In June:
O, my lure’s like the melodie
widespread notion that fish Is parti tion of lighter auto trucks, automo
May we have the pleasure of greeting you at our
That’s sweetly played In tune.
cularly valuable as a brain food. Tlie biles and teams. Commutation tick
Bank? We invite you most cordially to make use
Idea
seems
to
have
originally
gained
As
fair thou art, my bonnie lass.
of this sure way to safety and aucceds.
ets issued for the carriage of automo
headway because fish was supposed
ISo deep in Jure am I;
Sincerely yours,
biles and light auto trucks will be ac
And I will lure thee still, my dear,
to coritaln relatively large propor
cepted for the transportation of
Till a’ the seas gang dry.
tions of phosphorus. There is, how
teams.
ever, no experimental evidence to
Till a* the seas gang dry. my dear.

OPENING!

MONDAY, OCT. 3

And

Ione Lackee-Duffney

INSURANCE
375 Main Street

It

The Kockland Gazette was established
1810. In 1874 the Courier was established
and con so'Ida ted with the Gazette In 1882.
The Free Press was established in 1855, and
in lfcyi changed Its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

It is time to plant your Tulips

The Thursday issue of The Courier-Gazette will be dedicated
to the interests of the Knox and Lincoln Farm Bureau. Special
pages will be added bearing a wealth of information gathered
throughout the two counties by the members of the farm bureau.
There will be many illustrations of well known local persons and
places—all branches of farm bureau activity being stressed with,
of course, full attention to the valuable work of the Home Demon
stration agent. Many extra papers will be flooded throughout the
rural districts of the counties.

Rockland
118-119

bkshbikh*;

(Pupil •( th« lata Carlo eounamiei)
Toaekar af Piaao and Harmony, Orchoatral Instruction.
Popular C assical
Course tor Boplnneri and
Advanced
Pupils.
21 TALBOT Ava.
TEL. II09-W

119-T-Th-123

DRESSMAKING

REMODELING

WANTED

The saving “habit” of youth
furnishes the comfortable
clothing of old age.

When the American bankers* Association made an
investigation, some few years ago, of the life history
of one hundred agerage men—they found that only
four of the sixty-four who survived were financially
independent at the age of sixty-five. Yet ninety per
cent had earned enough, in the prime of life, to keep
them in comfort during their declining years.

The trouble is that the average man has not been
taught to conserve or build with his money. His finan
cial education has all been on how to make it.

There is an answer, of course. An obvious answer
which every one can understand. But the solution of
the problem rests with the individual himself.

—Practice Thrift—

Security Trust Co.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
: : Branches : :

Camden

Vinalhaven

Rockport

Union

Warren

Resources over $4,500,000
-

North
National
Bank 1

FT

T

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

warrant the assumption that phos
phorus is any more essential to the
brain than nitrogen, potassium or
any other element that occurs in Its
tissues. Various other foods furnish
a higher proportion of phosphorus
than fish.
t

The loaning Tower of Pisa is offi
cially declared safe for the time be
ing, but doomed eventually to fall
It might appositely be renamed the
Mussollning Tower.—The New York

er.

*

And tlie rocks melt wi’ Hie sun;
I will lure thee still. my dear.
While the sands o’ life shall rnn.
And fare-thee-weel. my only lure!
And fare-thee-weel a while 1
And I will come again, my lure.
Though It were ten thousand mile.

—Robert Ruma.

THE LADDER TRUCK

The Courier-Gazette
Rockland, Maine, Ocl. 4, 1927.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who
declares that he la Pressman ln the
ofllce of The Courler-Razette, and that of the
Issue of this paper printed Oct. 1. 1927 there
Was printed a total of 6225 copies.
Before tne.
FRANK B MILLER.
Notary Public.

City Council Made Up Its
Mind On the Matter Last
Night.

on Mtn

I will declare thy name unto my
brethren: in the midst of the congre
gation will I praise thee.—Psalm
22:22.
That gentlemanly and financially
successful promoter of prize fights,
Mr. Rickard, discerns in the radio
a possible source of narrowing of
income from the sale of seats next
to the ring.
•1 want to give fights to the people
ovefr the air,” he sails, "but it will be
necessary to evolve a workable
scheme so that all the fans will not
stay home and listen ln. especially if
radio television Is Introduced on a
wholesale basis. The sale of seats in
Chicago seems to indicate that, the
mar of moderate means preferred to
buy a radio set, or make a payment
on one, rather than spend the money
to attend the fight. 1 deduce this
from the fact.that all of the $40 seats
were sold while 3805 of the $5 seats
remained vacant. In addition, 22.000
of the $10 seats were not occupied.
Patrons who had plenty of money
purchased ringside seats.”
With nearly two million dollars
paid to the recent Chicago combat
ants and only a scant half million
left for Mr. Rickard's personal per
quisites the radio does present a
pioblem meriting serious considera
tion. The gentleman has our sym

pathy.

The dove of peace was charge d’'
affairs at the October meeting of the
City Council last night as has been
customary during Mayor Carver’s ad-1
ministration. The reports of the sev-l
eral department heads showed the!
municipal machinery lo be running
smoothly and the citizens to be on I
good behavior. There were but 11
arrests last month.
City Clerk E. R. Keene was at his
accustomed post following a month's |
vacation on order of the Council and
is much Improved in health. An In
vitation to the supper of the Veteran
Firemen's Association for Thursday
night was accepted. Mayor Carver
spoke briefly on snow removal, plans
for the approaching conflict being al
ready completed.
A cab for the
Fordson plow has been added to the
equipment, making that piece avail
able for all weather service as is the
big plow.
The city's crying need for a ladder
truck was thoroughly discussed and
the hazard of operating the old
truck recognized. Chief W. S. Petee
and Roy K. Small, former chief o-f the
Augusta department and now State
agent for American-La France were
called in and lent expert advice.
The salary resolve for 1928 was
received from the finance committee
and tabled for future consideration.
No changes were noted from the 1927
salary list. It was voted to move
the fire plug from the Chisholm block
corner to facilitate building. Several
perpetual care funds for cemetery
lots were received indicating the
widespread interest created by the
recently organized Sea View Ceme
tery Association.

The recent newspaper notice given
to the arrival in Portland harbor of
three foreign vessels arouses recol
lection in this neighborhood of those
days when the traffic in wood for
lime burning purposes made of
Rockland harbor a spot of exceed
ing activity, from the presence there
of vessels bringing the wood from
the Canadian provinces. Wood-boats,
they were called. Being from “over
the line" they necessarily had to ar
rive and clear through the local cus
tom-house, with this amazing thing
noted at the time, that in one par
ticular week in point of number of
•'foreign clearances" the little port of
Rockland stood third among all the
ports of the United State*. (X«tw
York anpearing as usual at the head
of the list, with Philadelphia sec
ond. Glorious company to be found
in. even though the glory was ’evan
escent. Now the appearance of a
foreign flag in this harbor is a thing
so rare as to command discussion
around the fireside.

“Absolutely
absurd,"
Governor
Cobb branded assertions that a huge
sum of money was being raised to
put over repeal of the primary law
and that the repeal proposal was part
of an attempt to weaken the pro
hibitory law.
He was debating before the Port
land Rotary Club at its luncheon Fri
day at the Falmouth Hotel with
Judge Ralph AV. Crockett of the I.ewiston Municipal Court the proposal to
repeal the Primary Law which will
be submitted to the voters Oct. 18
Governor Cobb spoke for. and Judge
Crockett against the repeal.
"To date.” said Governor Cobb.
"exactly $1,100 has been collected to
nuance the repeal activities.

It is always with a feeling of mel
ancholy that we present the list of
divorces registered at the conclusion
of each session of the supreme court,
a list that in recent days has seemed
to lengthen.
So much of sorrow
ard misery looks out of tlie picture
that often we have wondered if its
omission from print wasn't to be
preferred. But Judge Sabath of the
Chicago supreme court, just re
turned from Europe, says no. "Pub
licity for divorce cases," he declares,
“should be permitted, because it is
a proved deterrent to divorce," and
he adds, “The divorce rate in Eng
land and Switzerland has been
doubled since publication of proceed
ings has been forbidden."

lars, the object of which is the care

friendly support.

harness,

have

need of a

little

We can think of

none who more highly deserve that
form of recognition of

a life which

at., r ting out with renunciation of
material gaih spends Itself
r'

vicc to others.

Tremendous Values in

QUALITY
COMFORTABLE

1
I
!

$24.00
complete with cre
tonne covered mat
tress pad and val
ance. Opens into a
full size bed, trans
forming living room
into bedroom.

When you buy fur
niture for your home
know that you are
buying as good as
you can for your
money. Shop around
and carefully com
pare values. It pay3
to do this.

$2. Cash. Easy Terms

Unused Mileai e in

SUPER-SPECIAL

$11.00
A very graceful dav
enport table in period
design—built of gumwoods and finished
a beautiful walnut
effect. Special at $11.
$2 Cash, Easy Terms

Reconditioned Cars
Values never before equalled in this
city. We want to sell out these cars
rather than carry them through the

.

'

The early retirement of Associate
Justice William R. Pattangall of
Augusta from the Maine supreme
bench and his resumption of the
practice of his profession in Port
land in partnership with Judge Ben- j
jamin F. Cleaves of that city, for
merly of Biddeford, for several years
ccunsel for The Associated Indus
tries of Maine, is a rumor which is
being discussed with deep Interest 1
and is regarded by members of the
Maine bar and others as one of great
importance. Credence to this rumor ,
is given by many who have heard
it, legal practiitioners and intimate
friends of the associate justice, who.
while surprised, at the likelihood ot
such a decision having been consid
ered at the present time, frankly
state that they have never felt that
Justice Pattangall for any extended
time would continue to serve in his
present distringuished capacity.
The probability of Associate Jus
tice Pattangall resigning from the
supreme bench was freely discussed
by attorneys attending the Septem
ber term of supreme court at Alfred
during the latter part of last week
and it was then said to be commonly
talked In legal circles In Portland.
The rumor reached the court
house at Alfred for the first time
during the noon hour ln the attor
ney's room
Several York county
practitioners were present, as well
as a prominent member of the Cum
berland county bar. The court re
porter for the Journal was also pres
et^. One of the attorneys repeat
ing it said that this rumor was being
talked all over Portland by leading
lawyers and others. Inadequate sal
ary was given as the principal rea
son for Justice Pattangall's reported
intention to leave the bench and re
sume the practice of law.
Tlie rumor, as circulated, has it
that Justice Pattangall will retire
from the bench in January next, but
thia is not considered probable, as
it is known that he desires to com
plete his circuit of the counties of
the state, which will not be for sev
eral months yet.—Biddeford Jour

of clergymen of that denomination
in

$5.00 Cash. $1.00 a Week
They’ll crowd our store for these 9x12 ft. seamless Axminster «rugs
tomorrow, so come in early for best selection 1
Rugs of extra
quality !
Luxurious new patterns and colorings, all at the one price
’mcjjouio) ajaq sfinj jnoX fiuiXnq Xq aaeg 'O9’Ft$— mojjouioj

Rumor That Justice Pattan
gall May Retire Jan. I st.

fund of two hundred thousand dol

old

9x12 Axminster Rugs
$44.00

MAY QUIT BENCH

(We hope the Methodists of Maine
meet with the largest kind of auci . ss in their i:r
to create a

grown

One Group of

Governor Cobb Thus Brands As
sertion of Huge Fund For Primary
Repeal.

A friend has laid upon the edi
torial desk a horse-chestnut, one of
a pair that he had picked up from
tho ground where the tree, ln ful
fillment of the familiar autumnal
piocesses, had dropped them. The
other one he retained, to be carried
in the trousers-pocket against the
assaults of rheumatism. In our boy
hood this was a favorite prescrip
tion, highly recommended by the
laity, but frowned upon by science,
which declined then, as it does today,
to compromise with tradition. Does
the horse-chestnut continue to be re
garded by any considerable body of
citizens as a specific against this
permeating physical affliction? It
would be interesting to k»ow.

come to stand in

Snow=Hudson’s

“ABSOLUTELY ABSURD"

All New England will add its en
couragement to Boston’s project of
a municipal auditorium with twenty
tho usand seats, a theatre, parking
space for a thousand automobiles,
and best of all, a union station,
where the railroads from the north
and the south shall join hands—and
ail ot this under a single huge roof
ln the immediate heart of the city.
There is to be encountered in scarce
ly any other sizable city of the coun
try such inconvenience as Boston's
two railroad terminals present to
the traveling public, compelled to
pass from one to another of them
through tortuous streets congested
by traffic. In the rapid growth that
attaches to Boston ag the metropo
lis of New England the problems to
which this proposed building Is add’essed cannot be left unregarded.

who,
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winter.
3-Piece* In Handsomely Figured Velours

30

JOIN THE GLENWOOD CLUB
A FREE GLENWOOD FOR SOMEONE!
In every club,', someone is awarded their Glenwood absolutely FREE.
Ask for full particulars.

Every one of these cars represents a
smashing value—every one goes with
our

$1.00

Delivers
This
Range

»f>t

USUAL
GUARANTEE
¥j *

Many Others to Select From

First Come—First Served
So Buy Early

Thursday, Friday and Saturday
October 6, 7 and 8

nal.
ANCHORS NEVER “CAST"
Joseph Conrad's Observation Should
Be Heeded By Benighted Lands
men.

Before an anchor can ever be
raised it must be let g< : and this
perfectly obvious truism brings me
at once to the subject <jf the degra
dation of the sea language in the
dally press of this country, is an
observation made by Joseph Conrad
in "The Mirror of the Seas.”
Your journalist, whether he takes
charge of a ship or a fleet, almost in
variably "casts" his anchor. Now,
an anchor is never cast, and to take
a liberty with technical language Is
a crime against the cleanness, pre
cision and beauty of perfected
speech.
Ar. anchor is a forged piece of
Iron, admirably adapted to Its end,
and technical language is an instrument wrought with perfection by
ages of experience, a flawless thing
for its purpose. To its perfection its
size bears witness, for there is no
other appliance as small for the
gnat work it has to do. Look at
Ihe anchors hanging from the cat
heads of a big ship. How tlnv they
are in proportion to the giant size
of the hull. Were they made of gold
they would look like trinkets, like
ornamental toys no bigger in pro
portion than a Jeweled drop In a w»-

Cars

Large davenport, club chair and fireside chair—full
spring construction is embodied throughout each piece.
The loose cushions are spring-filled. Made by Kroehler
—a real buy ...............................................................................
$10.00 CASH
EASY CREDIT TERMS

BURPEE
I L'ltNITUKE CO.
1?O< KLAND

—

MAINE

faagkgliEL-WJWMgtf=EatB3Saai^gF=!Ba«fcbMt&a3LjtBBfep

for faithfulness; give it ground that
it can bite and it will hold till the
cable parts, and then, whatever may
afterward befall its ship, that an
chor Is "lost." The honest, rough
piece of Iron, so simple In appear
ance, has more parts than the hu
man body has limbs; the ring, the
stock, the crown, the flukes, tlie
palms, the shank. All this, accord
ing to the journalist, is “cast" when
a ship arriving at anchorage is
brought up.
This instance in using the wrong
werd arises from the fact that a par
ticularly benighted landsman must
imagine the act of throwing some
thing overboard, whereas the anchor
ready for its work is already over
board, and is not thrown over, but
simply allowed to fall. It hangs from
the ship's side at the end of a heavy
projecting timber called the cathead,
man's ear.
in the bight of a short, thick chain,
An anchor is forged and fashioned whose end link is suddenly released

by a blow from a top mall or the pull
of a lever when the order Is given.
And the order is not "Heave over!"
a.i the paiagraphist seems to im
agine, but "Let go"
As a matter of fact, nothing is ever
cast in that sense on hoard ship but
the lead, of which a east Is taken to
scotch the depth of water on which
she floats. A lashed boat, a spare
spar, a sack or what not secured
aiw ut the deck is "cast adrift" when
it is untied. Also the ship herself
is “cast in port or starboard" when
getting under way. She. however,
never "casts" her anchor.—"Milwau-

710-712 Main Street

RADIO
F. W. Farrel Company
643 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Rockland, Maine

Watch This Paper Thursday for
Startling Price Announcements
ys s 4 a

The Place To Go For

Phone 896

i.V*
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TALK OFTHE TOWN

Some Items of General Inter
est Disseminated By Uncle
Sam.

cotta.

Oct. 11-13—Topahan Pair
Oct. 11—Order of the Eaatern Star Fair at
Temple hall.
Oct. 12—Colunibna Day.
Oct.
12—Rummage
aale.
Universalist

F-A-I-R

Weather This Week
Weather outlook for the week in
North Atlantic States A period of
showers at beginning, algo a period
of rains about middle of week.
Moderate temperatures In New Eng
land first half, followed by colder by
about Thursday.

Rockland Lodge, F. and A. M'., will
meet tonight.

BECAUSE OF THE RAIN

Wednesday-Thursday-Friday

The supper In pushing town hall
John H. McGrath entered upon a
tonight will attract a delegation of fortnight's vacation from Knowlton’s
Rocklandltes who know by long ex Market yesterday and hls first act
perience that better baked bean sup was to hit the trail for New York
pers do not grow on any bush
where he will see the home games
of the World Series and the latest
A gift of $10 for tbe Central Fire theatrical attractions, a list of which
fro
he has been carefully compiling dur
Littlefield was received by Capt. ing his spare moments. Mr. Mc
Fred L. Cheyne yesterday and the Grath is accompanied by George N.
boys unite in thelr appreciation. The Phillips, who is having his annual
“Radio Dance" will be held Oct. 18. vacation from his duties as head
bellman at the Thorndike Hotel. It
James O’Hara, formerly organist is Mr. Phillips first visit to the na
af Strand Theatre, has successfully tional metropolis, but he will see It
passed his examinations and entered under the auspices of a guide who
the Curtis Institute of Music. Phil knows it from A to Z.
adelphia. where he will study the or
Cobb and Hurd won first honors
gan.
He will be joined by Mrs.
O'Hara in Philadelphia in the course from Lawry and Howard at the Star
of a few weeks. “Jimmy" takes his Alleys in a three-string match Sat
Cobb and Hurd
first lesson today, with Lynwood urday evening.
scored 556 points and Lawry and
Farnum gs his instructor.
Howard 503 points—Lawry and Rus
The Forty Club heard the "No" sa! beat Howard and Simmons in a
arguments in the matter of the pri single string match. Score: Lawry
mary referendum at its meeting yes nnd Russell. 195: Howard'and Sim
terday. following a discussion in its mons. 179. The Veteran Firemen’s
favor the preceding week by Mrs. team ig aftor a few games, and plans
Mary Perry Rich. Yesterday’s speak ore underway for a series with Wal
er was William S. Linnell of Augusta, doboro. Plans tor a city league seem
member of tlie Governor's Council to have gone astray and members of
the Veteran Firemen's Teams and
aaid of the Republican State Com
also one of the local clubs are un
mittec.
He s^oke frankly as a
derstood to have considered having a
“strict party mat, and proud of it"
two man team with six teams or
giving his vigws of why he felt a more as the members so desire in a
return to the convention system private league. With the success of
would be beneficial to the State. He the City League last season local
especially stressed the fact that the fans regret the fact that more inter
new caucus-convention plan would est is not taken.
be as thoroughly protected from dom
ination by individuals as is the pri
Call at .the Needle Art Shop, for
mary through the retention of tbe dressmaking, plain sewing, or any
corrupt practices act. Supt. E. L. kind of needle work. (Now is the
Toner is to be the speaker next Mon time to have your Christmas work
day, considering Rockland's severe done.) Gloves cleaned at reasonable
school problem.
prices at any time.—adv.
119*121

The most satisfactory method of
controlling field mice in orchards is
by the use of poison bait. Put the
poison in wooden or other containers,
which are accessible to mice but
which will protect tiie poison from the
weather and also from birds, and
place these near the fruit trees. In
orchards where mice are abundant
it is advisable to place a container
under each tree. The following prep
aration is designed for use as a per
manent bait in poison stations or
containers and has proved satisfac
tory for general use. Mix together,
dry.
ounce of powdered strychnine
and
ounce of baking soda. Sift the
strvehnine-soda mixture over 1 quart
of-rolled oats, stirring constantly to
tniure an even distribution of the
Wednesday Night—Surprise Night, with 20 Prizes
votsnn through the grain. Thorough
Given Away
1? jwarm the poisoned rolled oats in
an/oven and sprinkle over them 6
Friday Night—Bonnet Night, when Beautiful Hats
tatji spoonfuls of a mixture of 3 parts
of “melted beef fat and 1 part of
Will Be Given Away
melted paraffin, mixing until the bats
are evealy coated. When the grain
Compliments of Manager Dondis
Is <-<»ol ll is ready to use. The Bio
logical Survey of the United States
Department of Agriculture has de
veloped several formulas for pre
A meeting of the board of mana- i Capt. John I. Snow is at Au[| s
gers uf the Home for Aged Women ta with the steam lighter Sophia and paring baits and directions for dis
This information
will be held Thursday at 2.30 at the wrecking apparatus raising a sunken tributing them
will be sent free upon request to the
home of Mrs. Fred S. Rhodes, Talbot barge.
bureau at Washington/ I). C.
avenue.
AAA.
Charles W. Jones of Thomaston,”
Members
of
tlie
squash family are
The regular business meeting and and Marie S. Morse of Rockland have
supper of the Business and Profes-| filed intentions of marriage at the sometimes overlooked by even tlie
bopicmaker most anxious to vary her
sional Women's Club will Ije held at city clerk's office.
menus, The Bureau of Home Eco
the Copper Kettle Wednesday even
nomics. 17. 61. Department of Agri
ing.
i Wj. G. Hunton, industrial agent of culture. suggests baked stuffed cym
j the Maine Central Railroad will l« bling as a good way to combine pork
All members of the American ! the speaker at the first meeting ol With ii delicious vegetable. Try th©
Legion Auxiliary desiring the new ; the Baptist Men's League, Oct 19.
following method of preparing it:
department cap for Armistice Day i
iatWa tender cymbling: Ity cups
should communicate at once with
Children of Ihe L. T. L. will mee(. Iry bread crumbs; 1 tablespoon
Mrs. Corinne JI. Fdwards.
ai the Sunday School rooms of the hopped onion; 1 tablespoon chopped
First Blptist church Thursday, af -Teen pepper; 4 tablespoons butter,
“Beauty and Spirit” is the name ter school. Election of officers for -alt and pepper; ■£. cup vegetable
selected fpr a collection of poems of the first quarter is in order.
if desired, such ns cooked peas, carthe late Beulah Sylvester Oxton
tjts. beans, or celery; crisped bacon
that Is being brought out by the
if cubes of salt pork. Wash the
The regular meeting of the W. C
Lewiston Journal in the very near T. U. will be held at iShoreiand, the cymbling. Scoop out the pulp with
future. The book will be of 44 pages, summer home of Mrs. J. N. Southard, a spoon, being careful not to break
bound ln light blue cloth and Ingraham Hill Friday afternoon at I Ho outer skin. Cook the cymbling
stamped in gold. A very general 2 30.
Reports from national and1 ;AFll until tender in boiling salted
request for ^rs. Oxton's poems will State convention will be given.
vater. Remove and drain. While
be met by this edition. Mrs. Clara
ihe shell is still warm, rub the Inside
B. Emery of 230 Limerock street is
The ‘'School and College" list pub with butter so the flavor will go
having the work done and will be lished in this paper omitted the through the vegetable. Brown tho
able to supply copies where desired. names of two Bowdoin students, onion and green pepper in the fat
Norman S. Waldron and Herbert C. ldd the bread crumbs, and stir until
Prescott. With a desire to have the well mixed. Cook the inside of the
Horace Pierce Maxey has been
list complete The Courier-Gazette ymbling until tender and dry; add
elected associate editor of “The Col
wil' be glad to add names if there to it the seasonings and the bread
by Oracle." for the coming year. were other omissions.
crumbs.
Mix small pieces of the
This book is published once a year
crisped bacon or salt pork and any of
by the students and contains pictures
Austin R. Richardson, who has be vegetables mentioned with the
of the college buildings, football,
been employed as chauffeur by Mrs. other ingredients. Place the mixture
baseball and basketball teams, glee
J. M. Baldrige, leaves tomorrow for n the shell and cover the top with
clubs, etc.’, and has many other fea
Miami Beach, Fla., where he will buttered crumbs. Bake in the oven
tures which are of great interest to
have similar duties. On the eve of until hot through and golden brown
the" student body, and in a concen
,h top. Cut in slices and serve at
trated form has much which will his departure he demonstrated that
he is the champion cunner fisherman oncebring up many pleasant memories io
(or rather flounder Asherman) of
future years
Rockland Breakwater. 'lie hopes to
Frank H WHiitney who has been
see a game1 or two in the iWorid Se spending the summer with hls sons
ries. enroute.
in Akron. Ghio, is In the city for
lew days before starting for Klorda
The Weather Bureau yesterday told
Sons of Veterans Auxiliary will
us that there would be showers to
day, but not the clouds tipping bottom have a circle supper at G. A R. hall
side up and spilling their contents Wednesday evening, followed by
upon us all at once. The storm lasted meeting and rehearsal.
scarcely longer than the four-minute
Dr. James Kent is now at 33 Union
cyclone in St. Louis, but it gave
117-122
Rockland one of the greatest drencli- street, corner Oak.
ings it has ever had in the same
length of time.

SPECIAL ATTRACTION

STRAND THEATRE

Al. Wilson, who has attracted so
much attention ln pugilistic circles
by his recent work in the squared
circle, has signed articles of agree
ment with the Elks charity commit
tee to appear in four bouts, each of
six three-minute rounds, two of them
to be semi-finals and two main bouts.
He will make hls first appearance
under the terms of this contract one
week from next Friday.

Radiola 20
1. $200 performance for $78.00.
2. Single dial tuning.
3. Extreme “A” and “B" Bat
tery economy.
4. Many times as selective aa
the ordinary set.
5. Seven tube performance with
five tubes.
6. Can be adapted for complete
lighting socket operation.

Not always does the open safety
pin swallowed by a baby call for tlie
surgeon to remove it. A Rockiand
baby living at the Southend per
formed with such a pin the other
day, but disposed of it in tlie man
ner prescribed by nature, to the un
bounded joy of the entire neighbor
hood. (Which leads The Courier-Ga
zette to repeat the question it once
before propounded: Why will babies
insist upon opening the safety pin be
fore swallowing it?

I00A loud Speakar
1. Produces more faithful re
production over entire musical
scale than any competing loud
speaker.
2. New type corrugated treat
ed cone prevents rattles and is
entirely weatherproof.
3. A large sized permanent mag
net of special alloy steel gives
great sensitivity and volume.
4. Themagnetic strength will not
decrease with age as is the case
with some loud speakers.
5. An electrical filter removes
distortion.
ARRANGE FOR A HOME
DEMONSTRATION

Established 1890

I

Knowlton’s Market
.A

Hardly had
Proprietor Frank
Allen of the Recreation Alleys offered
a prize of $3 to the lady breaking (lie
alley record of 109, held by Miss
Reed of Rockland, when Mrs. F. II.
Jones of Portland walked into the
alleys, took a look at the prize of
fered on the blackboard and pro
ceeded to roll 112. Mrs. Jones not
only won the prize on the first day it
was offered, but also has the dis
tinction of breaking a record which
has stood since last March. It Is up
to the lady bowlers to get busy and
bring that record back to Rockland,
and another prize is offered to the
lady who brings It back, also to ihe
gentleman bowler breaking the alley
record of 1157 held by Capt. SpeedSome high strings were hung up last
night for the weekly prizes, Everett
Benner having the highest string
with 130.

McCallum Hosiery
Week
Oct. 3rd to 8th

$1.85

“ON MY SET’
Reception Sunday night was
what my friend Bill Harrison
calls "spotty.” The Mississippi
flood was no comparison to the
drowning out process that WEEI
was undergoing from WJZ and
there were several stations that
sounded like a mad hornet when
you undertook to tune in.

many

ROCKLAND

DANCE
R. V. F. A.
SPEAR HALL
WEDNESDAY EVG., OCT. 5
CLARK’S 6-PIECE ORCHESTRA
POPULAR PRICES
*lt

the home in winter is a

DAY BED
We carry a very complete line in hand

MARRIED

some Cretonne and Denim coverings.

Lord Barter—iRockland,'Oct. 1. hy Rev. B.
p. Browne. Ronald <5. Lord and Miss Lillian
B. Harter, both of Rockland.
Hastings-Muzzy—£t. Albans. Ji. Y.. Sept.
Ill, Donald F. Hastings of Rockland aaid Betty
Agnes Muzzy of Greenville.
Moody Astlll—Boston. Sept. 84, by Rev. A Z
Conrad. Kenneth Watts Moody of Belmont,
Mass, and Miss Wills Astlll of Ogden, Utah.
Kuhn-Perkins— Rockland, Oct. 1, by Rev.
John Dunstan. Bernard R. Kuhn of Rockland
and Miss Fairy M. l’erktns of Boston.
Paul-Andrews- Rockland, Oct. 2, by Rev.
John Dunstan, Brainerd Paul and Miss Dorootiiy Andrews, both of 'Rockport.
Hastings-Gardner—Tenant's Harbor,'Oe.t. 1.
by Rev. Sidney E. Packard. William J. Hast
ings and Miss Mary E. Gardner, both of St.
George.
.
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Seed Sown Here

Fertile

See Our Window Display

The most indispensable bit of furniture in

BORN

V. P. HALL, Rockland

range, $2.50

Beauty
Utility

Hurd- Bockland, Sept. M. to Mr. sod Mrs.
Harland Hurd, a son, Carl Thomas.
Files -Portland, Sept. 27, to Mr. and Mrs 1
Earl Files, I Merle Davis of Friendship), a sun.

Why Not Taxi?
Damariscotta Fair, Oct. 4, 5, 6
Football, Belfast-Rockland. Oct. 8
Topsham Fair Later
Tel. 515 Res.—156W Bus. Lot’s Go

most

Senter Crane Company

O. E. S. Fair at Temple Hall, Oct.
11. Shoppers’ Lunch noon and night
adv.
—
118-120

SPECIAL RATES

of

McCallum Hosiery.

My log for Sunday night
showed WJR (which, by the way,
is coming to bo a pretty good
station for we Easterners), WJZ,
WBZ,
WOR,
WGY,
WPG,
KDKA, WLW, WEBH, WEEI,
WNAC, WMCA, WEAF, KYW,
WTAM and WJBT.
*•**•**•■
"Which character in the Bible
has the greatest following?”
asked one of tho radio comedians
Sunday nighL
"Ananias,” replied the other.
••• *•* *•*
"I have been working two years
on that play*,” aaid Comedian
No. 1.
"Too bad,” said No. 2, "all
work, and no play.”
•»•••• *•*
F. H. Wyllie of Warren is en
joying the fruits of a new DayFan, and rapidly becoming one of
that town’a most enthusiastic
"radio buga.”
«•**•**••
The hands of the clock pointed
to quarter of 1 when J. M. Briggs
caught the signal letters KFFD
yesterday morning. He was list
ening to a broadcast from San
Diego. Last fall he logged KPO,
San Francisco.

Demonstration

Soil,

^Hosiery

fDoes

F. W. Farrel Company

In

any drape, 5c, 10c, 25c, 35c and up

CHEVROLET-ANTI-ACCIDENT
a typewriter anl makes out a com
CUSHING
plete report right on the spot.
The ladles' Aid will serve a supper
Traffic accidents are being effec
The names of all parties to the ac
t the town hall this Tuesday eve tively reduced -at Cleveland. Ohio,
ning.
bj' a newly organized and unique cident are taken, as are those of all
homicide squad that is doing much lo
“"d statements from everyMrs. Annie Robinson
4nsure the safety of that city’s body are typed. By getting state
ments immediately, as well as pho
A long life, filled with loving, streets,
thought and care for others, elimi- j. The plan, which is being studied tographs to introduce into court at
nating self, came peacefully to a close ,n other localities in the hope that trial, the police have complete and
Sept. 5 after an illness of short dur-1 by adopting it traffic fatalities else- accurate information on which to
ation when Mrs. Annie Robinson died where may be lowered, consists in base a prosecution if anyone is
The news that “Aunt Ann'as she was maintaining a squad of trained in- shown to be at fault.
In addition to its Chevrolet which
ealled, had passed away brought sad-| wstigators competent to secure evlness to those who knew her, for her dance that will hold in court and has the essential speed and snap to
friendliness and hospitality combined fix blame on tlie person responsible get the investigators to the scene
quickly, the squad has complete pho
with many fine traits of character for the accident.
Two police officers—a sergeant and tographic equipment including a
endeared her to her associates and
for her good deeds she was known 8 patrolman-r-eom prise the' working dark room for developing pictures
and much loved. The passing of prv'v. As soon as a traffic accident immediately after an accident, two
such a life, radiating cheerfulness "s reported these officers hurry to offices to which the principals and
and goodwill to all. leaves a void in the scene in their Chevrolet used ex witnesses are often brought and
quizzed, filing cabinets and draught
community that cannot be filled pressly for this purpose and secure
ing materials to make sketches ot
Mrs. Robinson, was born in South al! available data. One man la a
tlv scene
This squad is said to
Warren Dec. 18. 1846, tlie daughter ■killed photographer and takes pic
tures of the scene from a number of be the only one of its kind in the
of Anthony and Louisa Libby. In
.»
different angles. The other carries United States.—adv.
1868 she married Dexter Jameson of
Cushing and came to the Jameson
homestead to reside. The care and
devotion she gave the mother of that
A National Event is
home no daughter could exceed. Sevral years after the death of Mr.
Jameson Bhe became the wife of Al
bert V. Robinson. Aug. 6. 1912. He
died about ten years ago. Ever in
terested in Ihe church and its work,
when the Free Will Baptist Church
was organized at North Cushing she
became one of its members and was
the last survivor of the organization.
I o inaugurate this weA
It was with much regret that she saw
A New Low Price
the members one by on© pass on and
on No. I9I6 Service
no on ; till their places.
Funeral services were held at her
-Weight
tie home, Rev. J. L. Pinkerton of
The
biggest
selling McCallum
Thomaston officiating. She was laid
number
to rest beside her first husband in
Jameson cemetery, her nephews act
ing as bearers. The silent expres
sions of love and esteem were mani
fested by many beautiful flowers.
We are exclusive agents
Mrs. Robinson is survived by a!
in
Rockland on McCallum
brother, Charles L. Libby of South j
Warren and a sister, Mrs. Mary
Hosiery
I. Lord of Wells, also several nephews
and nieces, among whom are Mrs.
Do you wear Pointed
Cora Jones, Mrs. Ada Spear, Mrs.
Your
Heels?
Alice Spear and Mrs. Fannie Demuth
of South Warren.
Pass^
JlCustu:
Onyx Pointex (the orig
Wilder M. Sherman went to live
with Mrs. Robinson, after caring for
inal pointed heel stocking
his father, his step-father and his
When a feminine knee it ex in fact all other manufac
mother, and from the experience thus
gained gave her every care and at
posed in Peking, accidentally or turers
pay a pattern
tention to make her last years com
1 otherwise, the fine is $10, says a charge to the makers of:
fortable and happy; and perhaps no
better tribute can be paid than to re
despatch. But here in the Pointex) all colors special i
peat the words of the one who hadStates, we are not anti- at $1.50.
been with her nearly seven years,
"She was a good mother ttvus all."
A, a matter of fact we are
Pure si]^ QVer
knee
M. A. W.
th. .object. That's Qordon y

Ask For

Falls

DRAPERY RODS, flat or round for

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

Philco Socket Power
643 MAIN ST.

LINOLEUM FLOORS lessen labor

N. B.—The October Delineators and Butterick Quarterly have arrived.

We are Now Making
Fresh Daily

Special Features of

AINE(s
US1C

home, both inside and out
NEW RUGS and FLOOR COVERINGS add cheer and warmth to all
rooms in your home.__________________

=P

Dr. James Kent is now at 39 Union
street corner Oak.
117-122

TODAYS'

A flaming meteorite, 25 pounds in
weight, is reputed to have caused a
recent forest fire in the AValla Walla
section of the Umatilla National For
est in Oregon. The meteorite, ac
cording to reports to the Forest Serv
ice, broke off a 28 inch tree 20 feet
from the ground and lodged in the
I stump* * * *

Today’s (Tuesday’s) Full Racing Program Set Ahead to Wednesday

Gladys Gilchrist of Trainer’s Res
Miss Minnie Goodey has opened a
dressmaking and remodeling shop at taurant is having her annual vaca
©
the rear of the E. F. Crockett Baby tion.
Store, being associated with 'Miss
Blackman.
Blueberrles raised in a Maine
pasture are having a long ride, two
There will be a special meeting of cases of them having been shipped
the R. V. F. A. Tuesday evening at bv the John Bird Company to Fran
7.IS to make final arrangements for cis P. Weymouth ln Palo Alto, Calif.
the supper and matters connected
with same.
Manager Joseph Dondis of Strand
The Veteran Firemen's Associa. Theatre leaves the last of the week
tion is serving a supper in Spear hall for New York where he will attend
Thursday evening for the members a conference of the Federal Trade
and special guests. Supper will be Commission relative to motion pic
tures.
served at 6 o'clock.

There will be fancy work, apron*,
cooked food, candy, fruit and vege
tables. choice dahlia bulbs, flower
table, and a real fortune teller at
the Relief Corps Fair in G. A. R.
hall next Thursday afternoon. Ad
mission free.—adv.
118-119

Oats make a splendid feeji for dairy
cows if they are ground and prop
erly mixed with other concentrates.
They are about as high in digestible
crude protein as wheat bran. They
should be mixed with other feeds,
such as corn, wheat bran, and cotton
seed meal.

ARE THE BIG DAYS

With a temperature passipg the 80
mark Saturday is said to have been
the warmest Oct. 1st since 1881.
'Twas rather Indian summerish.

NEW CURTAINS freshen up your

*♦♦»

♦ * * *

-

OCTOBER 3d to OCTOBER 8th

Furniture wood at the time of
manufacture should have a moistuie
content of about 6 per cent. This is
about tlie average of tlie* moisture
it wil] contain during its life, al
though this fluctuates with the sea
sons and with the humidity in tlie
atmosphere.

FULL PROGRAM SET AHEAD ONE DAY

Everett’s ice cream .parlor closed to
the public Oct. 1, after having a very
successful season.
'

A. W. Hutchinson has sold hls
house at 500 Old County Road, and in
turn purchased the residence of E.
W Ames on the same road.

HOME CRAFT WEEK
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

United States. Only about 14 of
these are of commercial,Importance as
furniture woods.

Oct. 18—Special State election on primary
law.
Oct. 27—Annual meeting of Knox-Uncoln
Faria Bureau In Warren.
Xov. 11—Armistice Day.
v
Xov. 24—Tliaukaglvlng Day.
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.

“Country Cupboard" is the sugges
tive title of a little wayside store on
the highway between Augusta and
Waterville.

’
s IMONTON
s
DEPARTMENT STORE

There are 60 species of oak in the

Cbttroh.

Harry Smith of Wessaweskeag Inn
has gone to Waterville. N. H.. where
he will have winter employment.

rafarajBraraiararaizraiU2fiugfZjBiaraajzjgrarejzjgfgrarzfzrajgfgJZJZJHraigrgrararare

WORTH KNOWING

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT8
Oct. 4-0— Lincoln County Fair, Damaris

Miriam Rebekah Lodge will re
sume its regular meetings tonight.

Page Three
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Reed, Metal, Cloth and Wood Ends

Beautiful Bits of Furniture at

Charmingly Low Prices

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

DIED

Insuring a

Lunt—Rockland. Oct. 3. Alma, wife of
Everett Lunt. aged 67 years, 11 tnonllia. 19
days. Funeral Wednesday at 11 o’clock from
13 Crescent street.

Bountiful Harvest
I

HAVE YOUR CAR DONE in a beautiful
lacquer job-any color. Spray system is
very durable.
Sprayed on with a gun.
STBVEXS' GARAGE, McLoud St.
Tel.
241-M.
|
,
119*121

313-319 Main Street

Ut

Rockland

isa

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, October 4, 1927
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THE BUSY GRANGERS

Fall Excursions

RADIO “A” and “B”

And the Influence They Are
Exerting On Many Ac

SOCKET POWERS

to BOSTON
Special Reduced Fares

tivities.

ROUND TRIPS

DISTRIBUTED BY

Orange influence in Michigan has
been instrumental in writing upon
the statute books of that state, effec
tive Sept. 1st of this year, one of the
most drastic laws regulating hunting
ever enacted ln the United States,
and brought about hy long-endured
suffering among the farmers from
he depredations of careless hunters.
The measure provides that hunters
must flrst obtain the consent of lar.d
owners before they can even hunt
upon the premises; the law auto
matically closing all farms and woodlots without even the necessity of
lostlng such land against trespass.
It leaves nothing but the wild, uncul
tivated land of the niulh for the
hunters and even a large part of this
will come under the provisions of the
new law, for whose violation heavy
penalties are provided.

Darling Automobile Co., Inc.
AUBURN, MAINE

RunsANYradio
fodio SetSwitch
'^Controls
Everything
"•teurA. Power
II Power

I

from your house
electric current •

Built fwr oil
Rtuito Power

kisd
Aaalf

Tubes —ami
w«: deliver
IMwItnlM
MtUi-emperes .

RadiolABJ Socket Power
It’s a fact!

It makes no difference whether you now have a

dry-cell or a storage-battery operated radio set, or what kind of battery set you
may buy, the Philco AB Socket Power will run that »et from your eiectni light
socket, smoothly and perfectly. Yes, now you can select the radio with the
tone you like—any tried and proven oat—and then remember, Philco will
operate it from your house electric current. Your radio switch controls every
thing—your “A” and “B" power as well as the radio itself

AUtnaneeatlret.
NOaVM aad
no otsroareaer.

Docs Away wfth All Battery Bother!

realUval* ta*raiaa

PACV *• TCTN1HO ON

abaetrts Ugfctt

you xaoreiy Map OSi>-our ladio switch
when you want to Jwten in. Snap it
OFF. axul youx radio ia silent. No fuss
or bother. Pr? f«ct radio reception.

Aa Iruavted Ouarantce by
tb« Faetory SM* with every Philco
AB Socket Powe; «n*l they are built to

vuufanc with the Underwriters’ Labo
ratories Safety SjxoScaGons.

Canaole-CsMnrt Models are
boilt to fit ineide the cabinets of prac
tically all well-known sets, including:
Atwater Kent, Crowley, Pfanstiehl,
Fteed-Eisemann. Fada, Radiola-,28.
Victiola-Radiola, Brunswick-Radiola.

Special Philco Uniti have
been designed for Fada. Pfanstiehl,
Freed-Eisemann. Stromberg-Carlson,
Brunswick-Radiola. Splitdorf, King.
Victrola-Radiola, and arc tested and
approved by these companies

Trade in your old “A” storage battery .*

House Sherman 585 Main

*'entral Maine Power Company

MAINE
'jarnden—CauiUeu

Garage

Macu.

Cuunleu—W. D. Heald
Cuuideu—Lentest
Xutt

more recbaig

MOVIE, f

Installation FREE and Easy Payments!

Yes, any one of

these Philco Dealers belo. will connect the new Model Philco Socket
Power to your radio set—whether il is an old set or a new set- at absolutely
no additional cost to you, and will give you easy terms; you merely make a
small down payment and the balance a little each month.

Visit Any Authorized Philco
Dealer below, or
The following are

MaUthb

Author

Xo. Haven—Emery Wooster
Rockport—Crockett’s Garage
Thomaston—W. I’. Strong
Tenant's Harbor—Tenant’s Hart»or Garage
Union— Ronald Messer
Union—Gordon Ac Lovejoy Co.
Wa.ren—iVarren Garage

FREE COUPON
To Philadelphia Storage Batterv Co.

1 bnguioa Ave, jbosiuu, .uass.
Dent. 4f»57

I shall be pleased to receive your free
illustrated literature describing the famPhiko Radio AB Socket Power; also
full details of your easy payment, free
and trade-in allowance offer.

■
ll

.un/in m, . aj-w. Though

we provided thi, year for double last year’s demand, our sales are running ao much above our
estimates that those desiring Philcos thia season should act promptly. Immediate orders wi& fce delivered
promptly. It would be well to telephone or call upon your dealer today—but mail the coupon at once anyway, even if you plan to call;
then you will have all the facts of this remarkable offer before you.
©h » i

** IWrOllTAN *

RADIO “A” AND “B

SOCKET POWERS
Distributed by

Rockland, Maine

Shrine magazine—"and we'shall lose
everything else worth while that our
And Not Dictators. If Parents Ex gri wn offspring could and would
otherwise give us.
pect Happiness On the Job.
When we parents were young, the
Today’s parents must learn to be weald was rolling at a leisurely pace
and mankind was working ten hours
comrades to their grown children in
a day. Now tiie world is spinning at
stead of keepers and judges if they top-speed and mankind somehow has
expect to get happiness and satis more leisure than ever before.
"When we parents were young
faction out of their jobs. That, at
least, is the opinion grown out ol' the there were few theatres, no picture
hi uses, no motors, no golf, almost
experience of one of them, Albert no country clubs. A trip to Eng
Payson Terhune, noted author.
land was more unusual than is a
In brief, Mr. Terhune asserts, world cruise nowadays. The home
times have changed since today s 1 hulked big and so did the church.
50-year-olds were 21, and the re • Both home and church were mightquirements of
parenthood
have iily on the side of parental authority.
changed with them. Parents, who .There were few places except home
j and church where the young could
fail to realize this, he holds, are
doomed to lie embittered by their i go for recreation and help. Hence
iin those days parents had everything
children's reactions toward them.
■ if we insist on remaining parents ; their own way.”
But today's youth, having learned
and in exacting the reverence and
obedience that were ours when our I self-confidence and the ways of a
children were babies, we shall not 1 rapidly moving world at an early
get what we demand." lie says, writ age. is likely to become resentful of
ing in the September issue of the the parental restraint to which youth

MUST BE COMRADES

Billy Hall and Ills musical comedy
company opened yesterday to a big
horse. It ts a real musical revue
anl as good a show as Rockland has
had ln a long time. Mr. Hall is well
known to Rockland theatre goers and
presents real musical revue.
The
supporting company is the best seen
in this section in a long time, Billy
las King Bozo'' was very funny and
[kept his audience in roars of laugh
ter. Other members of this tine east,
who found themselves in deserved
favor with the patrons were: Duyer
Sisters, harmony singing and danc
ing: Roy Chester, musical act; Alice
Melville, vocalist, (and wears strik
ing gowns); Alf. Sansouci, premier
dancer; Joe Mitchell, jazz and nov
elty songs. Fine vaudeville actfc were
given during the course of the revue.
The young women of the chorus
sang some of the latest musical se
lections. and are very easy to look
al. Tiie Maplewood Trio was a hit
witl; tiie audience. Special scenery
is another factor which will not be
overlooked by the patrons.
The program will undergo complete
changes Wednesday and Friday
|Wednesday and Thursday Mr. Hall'
will present the latest New York
mvsical revue. "Tiie Cohens and
Kelleys."
1 The moving picture feature today
is “Tentacles of the North," from
toe great story by James Oliver
Curwood. The feature for Wednes
day and Thursday will be “The
I Princess of Broadway" with Paul| ine Caron. Johnnie Walker. Dorothy
Dv.an and Ethel Clayton.—adv.
.

Tel. 661
o' preceding generations was sub
jected, his Shrine article asserts.
The better today’s parents do their
job of bringing their children
through the early years to a point
where they can master life’s prob
lems “the sooner the children are in
a position where they no longer need
their parents," he points out.
"Then father and mother are out
of work as parents. Of old they re
newed their parent days in helping
to bring up their grandchildren. But
tiie mother of today is too wise in
the modern upbringing of children to
let grandpa or grandma spoil them
or give them unhygienic coddling.
“But even if we can no longer be
reigning parents there are a million
fine and comforting things we can
b- . Once let our grown children rid
themselves of the idea that we arc
keeping disapproving tabs on them
ar. i let them discover that we are
mure human than parental and the’-e
a c good chances of real chumship
ind of mutual good times.
‘Meeting on terms of entire equal
ity and with parental authority glad
ly and mutually junked, there is a
brilliant chance for a friendship
v hich shall brighten all our fading
years."

PARK THEATRE
Theodore Roosevelt's “Rough Rai
s' will be shown today and Wed
nesday.
Theodore Roosevelt meant some
thing to every one; to men and wo
men in far corners of the globe who
regarded him as the ideal American,
an exemplification of vitality, energy,
ht-mor. high purpose, and fearless
sincerity. In 1S98 all America be
came incensed at the unforeseen dis
aster of the Maine. Everyone was
indignant—all wanted
vengeance—
l ut only one man acted—Theodore
Roosevelt. In “The Rough Riders."
you will see the famous Teddy viv
idly impersonated. You will learn of
his intense sympathy for those
under his command. You will be
inspired when you sense his kind
ness and generous* attitude to those
with whom he came in contact. You
will thrill when you see him with
his boys as one of the "boys." whose
safety always was his concern.—adv.

EMPIRE THEATRE

The feature attraction for the list
time today is Billie Dove in "Tile
Stolen Bride.”
The double feature program far
Wednesday and Thursday is Regin
ald Denny in "Fist and Furious" anl
Reed Howes in 'The Royal Ameri
can”
»
"Fast and Furious" is the screen
version of an original short story
by tiie star himself. The picture cer
CORPORAL TANNER DEAD
tainly does not belie its name. There
isn't a dull moment in it. Tiie action
James Tanner, known as Corporal is fast, and the fun is furious. The
farmer since his service with the irrepressible Denny conies to grips
Union Army, died in Washington with a situation that calls for an
exhibition of nerve, finesse and
Sunday in his 83d year. Legless as adroitness and lie comes out on top
a result of wounds received in the with his customary sang froid.
second battle of Bull Run Tanner j “Tiie Royal American is a story of
achieved note in political and legal tin- sea. alive with action, tingling
circles in his later years. At his with thrills and packed witli punches.
death he was registrar of wills for Reed is. as always, excellent. So, too
the District of Columbia. He was ; Is his supporting cast, which includes
Mother ! Your child isn't naturally
active in the presidential campaign ‘ J I’. McGowan. N'lta Martane, Da
cross and peviah. See if tongue ia'
of Benjamin Harrison and during I vid Kirby. Billy Franey and Hal
Harrison's administration he was Salter—adv.
tf(l» is
is a sure sign the little ,
coated; tnis
commissioner of pensions for a time,
MUST GET REPUTATION
stomach, liver and bowels need a
resigning when tiie President dis
approved of his liberal policy to
cleansing at once
Dempney Cannot Meet Tunney Till
ward war veterans.
When listless, pale, feverish, full of
He Whips Other Contenders.
Id br
breath had, throat sore, doesn't:
cold,
TWO UNUSUAL COURSES
naturally,
has
stomeat. sleep or act
“There will he no return bout be
Jch-ache. diarrhoea, remember, a gentween Gene Tunney and Jack Demp
An
interesting
feature
of
the
tie liver and bowel cleansing should j
sey next September unless Demp
freshman registration at the Unlver- sey cleans up every man of note
always be the first trea.ment given,
■c. thine equals
equals "California 1-»g
I sity of Maine is that two young wo among the contenders," Tex Rickard
Nothing
«zvrup” for children's ills: give a te.imen are entered for unusual cours said Thursday.
spoonfui. and in a few hours all the
"He will not have the easy road
es.
Miss Katherine Jackson of
foul waste, sour bile and fermenting
he enjoyed this year. He must elim
Waneton has registered for the four
food which is clogged in the bowels I
inate every‘man who disputes his
i'.tses out of the system, and you:
year course in chemical engineering, prtli. If there are half a dozen con
have a well and playful child again. |
nnd Miss Elizabeth Livingstone of tenders, all lighting for the chance to
All children love this harmless deWinchester, Mass., has registered meet Tunney, III ask Jack to face
and
it
never
little given today saves a sick child tor the four year course in agricul- them all. Sureiy Dempsey and Shar
lidous. “fruity laxative
“
inside
cleanstomorrow, but get the genuine. Ask tute
A few young women have key will Interest In a return b mt.
f.,iis to effect a good
. •' Directions for babies, children youl. druggist for a hottie of "Cali- taken the four year agricultural If Dempsey can’t defeat him again,
of all age« and eroWn’up8 are Plainly, fornla Fig Syrup." t hen see that it is course in years past, but only, one then lie has no claim on Tunney. If
! made hy "The California Fig Syrup has graduated In the chemical en- Sharkey can't heat Dempsey then he
on the hottie.
must step aside for Jack at least."
A, Company."
Igireering course.
Keep it handy in your to. me

Mother!

Child Gets Sick, Cross, Feverish
if Constipated

5

STRAND THEATRE

F. W. FARREL COHPANY
643 Main Street

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

■
■
■I

you won’t need

it when you get your Philco. Any of the Authorized Philco Dealers below will
make you a liberal allowance for it—no matter how old or woin out it muy be.

ized Philco Dealers —dealers you
can depend upon and who abso
lutely guarantee your complete
satisfaction. Any one of these dealers will give you Free Installation,
Easy Payment Terms and a Liberal Trade-In Allowance.
ROCKLAND

Ne

ing to dot No more batteries to replace! No fuss or bother! And better sl>!l,
you get improved reception—not the least hum; not tha least distortion!
Perfect “A” and "B” power alwaysl Super-power for all radio power tubes! HO
volts at 60 Milli-amperes! here is your chance to do away with your "A
storage battery and all dry-cell “A” and “B” batteries.
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HORIZONTAL
2-Help
8-Spasm
10- A mark drawn by
pen or pencil
11- Hurry
13-To deduce
14- To take vengeance
15- Pallid
16- Always
19—A drinking cup
21-Thlnly diffused
24-A seasoning
27- Polnt of the
compass (abbr.)
28- Search
31- Prepoeltlon
32- Used to propel ■
boat
.
34- Poaae««lve pronoun
35- ConJunctlon
36- Printer’s measure
37- To work at with
steadInets
38- A fruit
S9-Note of the scale
40-Reaaonl/ig power
42-Four (Roman
number)

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
44-Touchy
46-A kind of cotton
material
49—Not In
51- Box
52- Directlon
54- Pertalnlng to a hoof
55- Brought together
56- Consume
57- Relleve
60- Procure
61- Convoy

VERTICAL
1-Robbery on the
high seat
3- Slumber
4- An Island In N. Y.
State (abbr.)
6-Among
6- Cauterlzee
7-A period of time
5- Not many
9-A metal
11-The bottom of a
skirt
„
12- To urge on

VERTICAL (Cont)
17- Front
<l
18- Before
'*^1
20- Confirm
», njLl
21- Closed tightly
22- Equal Justice
23- Wandera
’IU
25- Where one lives
.
26-Wipes up
,
29-To Impel
v Xi
30- Ductlle
33- Railway (abbr.)' L '
34- Preposltlon
41-A kind of candy .
42- A mischievous \
person
43- By way1 of •
\ I
45-Placed In a seat L
47- Small bodlea
bodies of \
land surrounded
by water
48- More genulns
«> i !I
»>
49- A unit
JJt*
•5
50- Exelamatlon of '/A
Impatience
*■**’
52- Falae hair
V
53- Stlll
58- Army Corpa (abbr.)
59- For thlg reaaon

Solution to Previous Puzzls

THE “OLDS” GOES SOUTH

Makes Great Hit In Non-Stop Run
Sao Paulo to Rio de Janerio.
Scenes reminiscent in point of in
terest and enthusiasm of the early
days of the automobile in this coun
try were recently enacted in Brazil.
They clearly showed tiie strong hold
the automobile is guining in the pub
lic mind in the South American coun
tries and indicated a greater future
market for cars made in this country.
The occasion was the flrst non-stop
run ever negotiated between Sao
Paulo and Rio de Janerio. It was
successfully made in an Oldsmohile
touring car in 96 hours, considered
most remarkable time in view of the
almost impassable roads which con
stituted the major portion of the
route.
The Oldsmohile non-stop run was
staged under the auspices of two
prominent sporting clubs, the Cluh
Voiante of Sao Paulo and the Cluh
dos Bandelrantes of Rio de Janerio.
Emilio Santoro. Brazilian motorise,
drove during the run which was
checked by cluh officials during its
entire distance of 2496 kilometers.
From the viewpoint of U. S- auto
motive interests, however, the suc
cessful completion of the feat was
secondary in Importance to the re
ception given the car along the route
and the interest displayed through
out Brazil in the run. Not only did
the various newspapers of Brazil
carry stories daily during the run,
)>ut they also had special placards on
, their bulletin hoards on which hourly
were posted notices showing the
progress of the OldsmohileIn cities and towns wherever a
newspaper bulletin hoard was to be
found large crowds collected during
the run, rivaling the throngs in this
country that gather to watch the
progress of the world's championship
i baseball series. When a new report
was received showing that the Oldsmobile again had readied an objec
tive along the route on time and
j without mishap, cheers greeted the
announcement.—adv.

• THI INTWMTIOMt

A live subordinate Grange in Wis
consin devised a novel way of rais
ing funds for Its treasury. Many
farm auctions were being scheduled
n its locality, consequently the
Irange made arrangements to»serve
dinners at these auctions and found
their offerings in Instant demand
from the hungry crowd that came
from far and near. A Grange in New
Hampshire has replenished its treas
ury by buying lead pencils in large
quantities direct from the manu
facturer, having the name and num
ber of the Grange stamped upon
them, and then sending packages of
them te subordinate Granges ad
over the state to be sold to members.
Thousands of pencils have been dis
posed of and there is an advertising
value to the project as well as 1's
money-raising possibilities.
• • • •
At a Fourth of July celebration run
by a subordinate Grange In Iowa this
year more than 8,000 people were
brought together for a program of
speaking, sports and sociability, the
largest event of the sort ever fea
tured in that part of the state.

• • • ♦

FROM
FROM
Bangor
$9.20 Bar Harbor 111.65
Bucksport
8.85 Seal Harbor 11.35
Belfast
8.50 N’o'east Hbr. 11.25
Camden
8.05 So'west Hbr. 11.10
Rockland
7.85 Blue Hill
11.10
Correspondingly low fares from other
landings
Going Dates. Leaving any date
from Oct. 1st to Oct. 15th, In
clusive.
Return limit 15 days Including
date of sale.
Comfortable staterooms suitable
ifor two persons, each way,
$2.50 and up.
For tickets and reservations apply
nearest agent

EASTERN
STEAMSHIP LINES

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eiutern Standard Time

Trains Leave Rockland for
Augusta, A|7.10 a. ni , 17.15 a. in , 11.45 p. m.,
t6.15 p. m.
Bangor, AJ7.10 a. tn., 17.15 a. tn., tl-45 p. m.,
|6.15 p. m.
Boston, A|7.10 a. in,, 17.15 a. m., 11.45 p. m.,
16.15 p. tn.
Brunswick, A17.10a. m., 17.15a. in., 11.45p. m ,
(6.15 p. in.
Lewiston, A|7.10 a. ni., 17.15 a. m , 11.45 p. in.
New York, 11.45 p. in.
Portland, A|7.10 a. tn., 17.15 a. ni , 11.45 p. ni .
16.15 p. tn.
Waterville, AJ7.10a. ni., 17.15a. in., 11.45 p. m ,
13.15 p. nt.
Woolwich, |7.10 a. m., 17.15 a. m., 11.45 p. tn ,
6.15 p. nt.
Daily, except Sunday.
I Sunday only.

1

. Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool-

■•>•/•$« on<4 I4>at1i

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.
FALL .VR RANG FBI EXT
IX EFFECT OCT. 1. I#27
VINALHAVEN LINE
S’eamer leaves VlnalhaVeo at 8 A. M., ar
riving at Rockland at 9.20 A. M.t returning
leaves Rockland at 2 P. M.. due to arrive at
Vinalhaven about 3.20.
P. M.; Maine Central Wharf 3.15 P. M.
STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
Steamer leavea Swan’s Island dally except
Sundays at 5.30 A. M., Stonington at 6 30,
Xorth Haven at 7.30; due at Rockland about
3.50 A. M.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1 30 P. M.,
Xorth Haven at 2.30, Stonington at 3 40 ; due
to arrive at Swan’s Island about 5.00 P. M.
B. H. STIXSOX. General Agent.

A new phase of Grange work has
been devised in Vermont, cleverly
adapting the threadbare fraternal so
ciety plan of traveling gavels, trav
eling harrows, etc. The new Idea is
i "traveling debate." under which a
subject of general public interest is
chosen and one subordinate Grange
challenges another; the winning team
is then subject to challenge by any
other subordinate, or may itself Is
sue one to a neighbor Grange Thus
the exchange of debate goes on be
tween different Orange groups, carry
ing the same subject to different
GUARDIAN A4EMORIALS
localities and naturally awakening
iverlastiru) Heauty
keen interest. Ultimately a cham
{Kteiaered Trade Ht'k)
pion debating team for the state will
doubtless establish Its supremacy,
but with the likelihood that it will
W. E. Dornan & Son
have to fight hard to win that dis
tinction.
East Unfon, Ms.
• • • *
A surprising revelation ln the
Grange work of the year throughout
Osalsrs inthe country is the numlier of subor
dinate branches of that organization
Alto Scotch, Quincy, Westerly
which have since Jan. 1st planted a
and Mains Gray Granites, Ver
permanent tree to constitute the
community Christmas tree of that
mont Marbles.
hamlet or town. For many years the
Grange has been an active factor
in the community Christmas tree
Satisfaction Guaranteed
idea, but has lately conceived tiie
belief that it is better for a com
munlty to have a live growing tree
titlark every grave.’
for Its Christmas festivities than to
have to set up a temporary one with
each recurring festival.
• • • •
One of the best records of mem bershlp growth during the past year
made by any subordinate Grange ln
the United States is furnished byOrange Vale, No. 354, in California.
Call 170
It was organized in September 1926
with only 29 names on Its charter
People’s Laundry
list; had initiated 52 new members
17 Limerock Street
when it was six weeks old; severa
Wa do all kinds of Laundry
more before the end o'. 1926; and so
Work. Family Washing a
far this year 58 new Initiates; the
Specialty. Wat Wash. Rough
July 1st quarter closing with a net
Dry.
Finish Flat Work.
roll of 125.
Shirts, Collars.
• • * •
iWhen one of the rural Granges ot
Telephone Cennaetion
Colorado lost Its hall by fire the
early part of this year, every woman
Gilchrest
on the membership roll pledged her
Monumental Worlce
self to give $2X)0 as a nucleus for a
building fund, and every man prom
Main Straat
ised as many days work as should
Thomaston. Maine
he necessary to put in the foundation
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
for a new hall. This generous spirit
so Impressed the community that
everybody got behind the Grange
DR. E. B. HOWARD
undertaking and already the new hall
Dentist
Is rapidly nearing completion.
• • • •
Dental X-Ray and Diagnosis
During the last four weeks new
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to 5
Juvenile Granges have been organ
OPEN EVENINGS
ized in Connecticut, New Hampshire
BY APPOINTMENT
and Massachusetts, and several other
Tel. 1020
states in which this phase of Grange 407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
activity has not yet gained a foot
119-tf
hold are thinking seriously of making
a start towards bringing the children
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
of their members into the Grange
(Luccesaor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)
organization, ln the country' as a
Osteopathic Physician
whole Juvenile progress the past
year has been more marked than in
By Appointment Only Tel. 136
any previous 12 mhnths of the organ 35 Limorock Street
Roekland
izationGraduate of American Schoal ef
Oeteopathy
SEIZURES INCREASING

Telephone Directory

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Past Three Months Have Sean
Tightening of Enforcement Lines
Office Hours: 1 to S and 7 to ( P. M

Three Crow Brand of Baking Soda
ia Bicarbonate of Soda and tha
Best.

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
PLUMBING, HEATING
106 Pleasant Street,
Roekland
Talephona 244-W

FRED S. MARCH

Cemetery Memorials
PARK STREET. ROCKLAND

Residence until 9 A- M., and by
The volume of seizures of brew
eries. liquor and automobiles and the
Appointment. Telephone 114
number of prosecutions of prohibi
THOMASTON. ME.
tion law offenders throughout the
country was 15 to 20 percent great
er during June, July and August
C. S. ROBERTS
than in the similar period of any
previous year, Prohibition Commis
Attorney
sioner Doran announced Tuesday.
Announces
opening
of office In Odd
Returning from an Inspection trip
Fellowe Block, Opp. Poatofflee.
which took him to Chicago, St. Paul,
Room S-S-7
Omaha, and Kansas City, Dr. Doran Tel. 470
M.tf
also declared that general enforce
ment ln the Middle West was Im
proving, with the problem of pre Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
venting diversion of industrial al
Osteopathic Physician
cohol well on its way to a satisfac
Graduate of American School of
tory enforcement.
Osteopathy
Moonshlnlng and alley breweries,
he said, are the problems to which
By Appointment Only Tel. 323
Middle-iWest (enforcement officials 38 Summer Street
Rockiand
are giving most of their attention.

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
The British Museum has received
a prehistoric flint saw embedded in
Dentist
a piece of wood. It ls thought that 400 Main 8treet
Roekland
the unfortunate operator made so
much noise with It that he didn't Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 830-M
Cffi?* Hours: * to 12—1 to
hear the brontosaurus coming up be
Evealpgs by Appointment
,
hind.—Punch.

I
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Every-OtEer-Day

Her Worst Worry Ended
for a Dime!
A Body Sweetness that Even
Perspiration Can’t Spoil

UNION
Arthur Stewart and Mrs. Alfce I
Hills were In Rockland Saturday.
1
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Southard and
Mr. and Mrs..I. N. Southard were
guests of Rev. and Mrs. E. S. Ufford
Sunday.
,
Several from this place attended
Knox Pomona at East Warren Sat- j
uiday and were given a hearty wel- '
come by the Orange.
George Hills and family. Will
Gould and family, Mr. and Mrs. Al- 1
fred Hills and Arthur Stewart and
friend Bennie O’Connell of Taunton,
Mass., had a very enjoyable picnic at
Tenants Harbor recently.
E. G. Simmons of Oakland was a
guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bry
ant during the fair.
Mr. and Mrs. Miles Jones and
/laughter of Cambridge, Mass., were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Burkett
the past week.
Mrs. Edwin Hawes has been in
town the past week visiting former
n- ighhors and friends and attending
tiie fair. Thursday afternoon she
went to Searsmont with his sister,
___
Mrs. ____
Eben Cobb for a few days’
st„j. before returning to her home in
, Avgusta
Mrs.
Selinda
Henderson
granddaughter Dorothy Carter of
Xew Hampshire were guests of Mrs.
Emma Jones the past week.
Miss Wilmer Hills went to Port
land last week to have her eyes treat
ed and was taken suddenly sick and
li id to be operated on for a had case
of appendicitis tiie next day after
at living there
Ail roads led to the fair grounds
Wednesday and Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Peavey of
Lynn, Mass., who have been camping
at Mary Ware’s have returned home.
Arthur Stewart of Taunton, Mass.,
is visiting his son Harry at Levi
Merrifield's.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard of Washing
ton, I). C„ are visiting relatives and
old friends here. They also attended
l.’rlon fair.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Cargill are reioioing over tiie birth of a little
daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Bishop and
family of Xew Brunswick were re
cent visitors at Frank Watts.
Lucius Barker is making exten
sive repairs on his house.
Mr. and Mrs. Xelson with two
children have moved into the house
owned by Lionel Newbert.

OUR

WHITE RIBBONERS
Annual Meeting In Fairfield

Sulk

Has Large Attendance and
Interest.

Page Five'
|

You
Can

Many atylea
and tizea to
chooae from
at moderate
pricea, in
Pearl Cray
Porcelain
Enamel or
Black

Take
Things
Easy
With a
Household

The W^iitp Rihboners were in State
convention at Fairfield Sept. 28-30.
All the trick laxatives in the world
Delegates from KnoxjCounty were
ean’t tempt people who understand
Miss Alena Young, county president.
the properties of cascara.
Miss Ada B. Young. Mrs. Clara B.
HAVE ARRIVED !
A hundred different drugs will purge
Emery. Miss Annie Frye, Miss
the bowels, but a little natural casFlorence Hastings, Rockland; Mrs.
Order your needs before the as
cara purities the system clear through.
Clara Sawyer. Thomaston; Mrs. Etta
sortment ls broken—
Cleanses even the pores of your skin.
Fernald, Camden.
Renders perspiration as inoffensive as
Through the courtesy of Mr. Cor
so much dew !
son several of the delegates were con
HYACINTHS—
Your grandparents took “salts," and
veyed by automobile, leaving Rock
NARCISSUS—
slowly washed away the mucous
land In the early morning of a very
membrane with the waste! Mineral
pleasant day they arrived at the enTULIPS
—
oils are better, but they leave the
tertu nlng church in time for the
coating that your blood must then
opening exercises. They were met
CROCUSES—
by Mrs. Gordon of the entertainment
carry oft through the pores. But when
FREESIA—
committee and assigned to near-by
you eascarize the system, you get rid
homes where they were nicely cared
af all the poisons by normal muacular
OXALIS—
for during the three days stay.
action of the bowels.
| Mis. Susan H. Savage, president of
Don't get in the habit of taking
“WHAT A JOY it was to find such
SNOWDROPS
—
I the Fairfield Union, gave the delemedicine for constipation—or even for
an aid to utter cleanliness!,My system
atito-Iivtoxieation. If you have the
Write for Free Bulb Catalog, i gates a cordial welcome, saying the
is so purified, perspiration
-n’t stain
---------------fln(j
|citizens of Fairfield were glad to have
habit, stop it. A candy cascaret is a
_wil now.
my garments
and
I just fo.
quoting kinds, prices and direc 'them and hoped to benefit much in
delightful form in which to take cas
after I've taken one or two—
tions for planting.
their local work through an arousal
cara; children love them and the taste
of Interest. All were glad to greet
tempts most grown-ups to take
ROYAL PEARL CHIPS
Mrs Quimby. State president, and to
"more." And what a comfort to know
and
see the general officers in their ac
you are in that clean, wholesome con
customed places. A letter from the
HYACINTH GLASSES
dition that does away with any need
national president Ella A. Boole was
oC deodorants, even lu wannest weath
read and the platform of national
er ! Try a cascaret tonight. All drug
Postage prepaid on Bulbs pur
convention was indorsed
In Mrs.
gists, 10c and 25c.
chased s^t the dozen price
Quimby's recommendations lor the
ensuing year, she said: "We do go
forward, for Prohibition has been
WALDOBORO
found to be the best method " To the
Mrs. Berne W. Mitchell has re
department of evangelism, "More
turned from a visit In Sanford.
and closer prayer;" to the' Sunday
Charles Lilly has been visiting
School department, “Be diligent;" to
friends in Dresden.
69 Years a Seed Stare
the S. T. I., "See that the program is
The Susannah Wesley Society met
fittingly carried out;” child welfare,
with Mlrs Julia Kaler Monday even
PORTLAND, MAINE
"Continue to build for cleaner citi
ing.
zenship." "Help forward the move
i (larenee B. Waltz of Everett,
ment for a greater W. C. T. U. in the
Mass., has been a recent visitor in
NORTH HAVEN
town.
Mrs. Waltz, who has been
Mr. and Mrs. John Lermond spent second half of the flrst half century,
by working for increased member
here two weeks with her sister Mrs.
the weekend in Roekland.
M. R. Achorn, returned with him.
Several people were in town Sun ship." “Get over to the public the
discussions of the Supreme Court.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Sllloway and
day from Vinalhaven.
Mrs. E. T. Hardy of Eveiett, Mass.,
(Work on the Dwight Morrow cot Take active part in politics, know
VERYTHING about a Household Range is convenient and helpful. The
who have been guests of Mrs. Jennie
tage at Bartlett's Harbor is progress our courts. We are deeply interested
that
both
national
parties
put
dry
M. Llnscott. have returned.
cooking is sure to be delicious, the saving in time and steps remarkable
ing very fast. When completed, it
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll T. Cooney
will be one of the finest buildings in planks in their platform, standing for
and
the fuel bill much less. Call and see their fine improvements.
the maintenance and enforcement of
and family have closed their sum
town.
the
18th
amendment
and
the
Volstead
mer home here and returned to
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Cooper and
Brooklyn, X. Y
family of Roeklar.d are guests of Mr. act.”
» * * •
Miss Margaret Ashworth was at
and Mrs. E. Xoyes.
home from Freeport for the weekend.
ROCKLAND & STONINGTON
Mrs Quimby called upon all loyal
Dr. X. K. Wood of Boston is visit
VINALHAVEN
Mrs. Elinor Lee' who has been
•
ing friends in town. Dr. Wood's women voters to go to the polls Oct.
spending the summer with her sis
brother who accompanied him has re 18, and vote against the repeal of
ter Mrs. J. H. Miller, has returned to
A meeting of I’nion Church Society turned to Boston.
the primary law, saying. "The White
Waterbury, Conn.
will be held this Tuesday evening at
Mrs. Ernest Gillis and family have Ribboners are fighting the fight you
Rev. Guy McQualdee has present the vestry at 7 o’clock.
returned from Rockland where they have at heart, why not take your
• Whether building or re
ed the Xorth Primary School with a
of studentR whose homes are or wero
ROCKPORT COY ELECTED
Mrs. Fre^d Grlndle who has been have been spending the summer with place beside them?”
RAZORVILLE
modeling, think ol firenew flag.
formerly in Maine. .Holden is a stu
the guest of her nephew Langtry Mrs. Gillis’ parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Dinner and supper was served dele
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Weston were Smith returned to Rockland Satur Pettee.
Atpong {he various student organi dent al tiie College of Business Adsafety. Use SHEETROCK,
gates and their friends by the enter
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Brown ot
in Brewer for the weekend.
day.
Mrs. Frank Crockett and Mrs El taining church Wednesday and on South Ryegate. Vt.. Mrs. George Hil zation elections at Boston University minietration where be is preparing
the fireproof wallboard.
Miss Helen A. Jones. Mrs. Eugenia
fo rthe coming year, is the election ot for a degree of Bachelor ot Business
Mrs. Della Annis and Mrs. Simon mira D^pr have returned from Bel Thursday at the Methodist Church.
Stops fire where it starts.
Waltz,
Mrs. Albert
Riley
and ton who have spent the past two fast. having been called there by the All of the departments gave good re dreth of South Boston and 'Wilbur Oliver W. Holden of Rockport, as Ailmlistratlon. While he Is attending
Renfrew of South Brattleboro, Vt.,
Stephen A. Jones were in Woolwich weeks at Camp Lookout. Shore Acres, death of their sister, Mrs. Bunker.
Insulates, too. Decorates
ports and showed that work was have been visiting their aunt, Mrs. president of tiie Pine Tree State Club, the university he is making his home
a university organization composed in Revere. Mass.
Iasi week.
left Saturday for their home in West
being
done
and
interest
shown
all
Hiram
P.
Farrow
is
surveying
on
perfectly. No need for
Clara Clark and at Mrs. Sidney
Mrs. Lucy Deane and Miss Ruth Rockport.
along
the
line.
Wednesday
evening
the
Zimmerman
property
at
the
Humes'.
Stickney
Corner.
They
paneling—joints are con
Deane have gone to Hartford, Conn.,
Mrs. Xellie Xoyes of Portland ar- Xorth Shore.
an informal reception was held in left Maine for their various homes
where they will spend the winter.
cealed. Strong and endur
ived Saturday and is the guest of
the church parlor with refreshments. Tuesday going via Boston.
Mrs. H. P. Mason has been in Bos her mother Mrs. Hugh Keay.
ing. Stop here and examine
Brief addresses of welcome were
Mrs. Edith Overlook visited with
ISLE AU HAUT
ton the past week where she has
Mrs. Jennie Smith of Rockland is
given by Rev. R. J. Mooney for the friends at the village a few days last
a sheet, or telephone—
been attending openings of fail and the guest of her son Langtry C.
Paul M. 'Wlswall, who has been the churches and Herbert Brown repre
weekwinter millinery.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Dodge
Smith.
senting the business men.
Mrs.
Levi T. Marr lias been visiting at
All schools in town were closed
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Whlson, Mrs. for several weeks, returned to his Gertrude Stevens Leavitt made reply
W. H. Glover & Co.
Augusta with the Browns on Patter
Tuesday to enable the teachers to lulla 'Wilson and F. V. Crocker re home in Glenridge, X. J., last week.
in her usual pleasant manner. Thurs
attend the meeting of the Lincoln- turned Saturday from a motor trip
CONTRACTORS
Mrs. Llewellyn Rich and daughter day the convention was continued son street.
Mr. and Mrs. John Brown and Mrs.
Sagadahoc
Teachers
’
Convention
Ruth
and
Elizabeth
M.
Rich,
spent
through
Maine
and
Massachusetts.
453 Main St.
nocKiand
with, reports and demonstrations of Xora Brown, former residents.of this
!held here.
Wednesday in Rockland
Samuel
Hutchins
of
Boston
ls
the
departments; especially good was the place, were visiting friends and rela
T;l. 14
L Meenahga Grange was organized guest of Mr. and Mrs. Woodbury
E. E. Adkins who has had employ
report on institutes by Mrs Sadie tives Sunday.
I in G. A. R. hall Friday evening. The Dean.
ment here several weeks returned to
Bates of Sandy Point, and that on
Mrs. Sarah Shattuck is staying
' officers were Installed by State
Mrs- Charles Anderson of 'Sears Rockland Tuesday.
fairs and open air meetings by Mrs. with her daughter Mrs. Winfield Sav
Master John Abbott of Xorth Ber mont. Mrs. Frank Roakes of RockS. E. Rich is having extensive re
Emma
O.
Johnson
of
Stroudwater.
age.
wick assisted by County Deputy Ly lard and Mrs. Hilton Ames were re- pairs made on his house.
An invitation from Mr. Hinckley to
Mr. W’ate: man, superintendent of
dia Morse nnd officers from Maple ent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Hibert
Russell B. Richardson has complet
visit
the
Good
Will
Home
was
read,
the mill plant being established on
Grange, Xorth Waldoboro.
There Smith.
ed a very successful pastorate at
also
greetings
from
the
Fairfield
the Savage lumber lot, is boarding at
were 125 present including guests
Miss Clara Thomas returned Fri Union Church and will begin his
from York county. iWarren. Aina. day from Xorth iHiaven where she Senior year at Gordon College of Sanitarium and an announcement Winfield Savage’s.
that
autos
would
take
delegates
on
a
Very few people were left in town
South Bristol, Winslow's Mills and spent the summer months.
Theology this week. Mr. Richard
trip to both institutions.
during the Union fair days. Tiie
Xorth and South Waldoboro. Re
Capt. Lawrence Ames returned son, accompanied by his mother, Mrs.
« • • *
good day Wednesday made an ideal
freshments were served at the close Saturday morning from Boston where Charles Richardson, returned to their
IN WARREN
Eight Room House, all latest im of the installation by the members of he had charge of E. R. Kendall's home In Reading, Mass., last Tues
The feature of the afternoon ses outing.
MOTHER:- Fletcher’s Cas
Inspecting officer Florence Gardiner
Maple Grange. The new grange has
provements — Furnace, Lights,
day. It is expected to give them a sion was the demonstration of the
yacht.
'
toria is a pleasant, harmless Sub
of Warren will visit Fond-du-Lac
Bath, three acres Land, Warren about 40 charter members.
Mervyn Libby who has been the unanimous call to the church here department of Loyal Temperance
Chapter, Xo. 14, O. E. 'S„ Oct. 5. All
Village Three minutes' walk from
stitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric,
guest of his parents, Mr and Mrs. C. another season as they have gained Legion by Mrs. Myrtle G. Ames of
members please lie present.
the Bridge. Priced at $2500.
FRIENDSHIP
. Libby, left Saturday for Annapolis. the respect and confidence of the Fort Fairfield, in which Knox County
leething Drops and Soothing Syrups, especially prepared for
Wbrk
on
the
road
between
the
Mills
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Files of Port
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman (Brown re- whole community and all feel that made a good showing. At the child anil Razorville is progressing fine
ren’s hour children from the grade
Infants in arms and Children all ages.
AT THE HIGHLANDS
ia nd are receiving congratulations turned Saturday from'a visit with much good can be accomplishedschols marched in and filled the cen and will be a much needed improve
Seven Room House, Barn and Six cn the birth of a son Sept. 27. Mrs. relatives in Boston and vicinity.
ter portion of the auditorium. An ment when finished.
To avoid imitations, always look for the signature of
Acres of Land at the Highlands;
Files was foimerly Miss Merle Da
Mrs. J. P. Moore was hostess to
SPRUCE HEAD
act
in costume called the Brown and
35 Apple and Pear Trees.
Proven directions on each package. Physicians everywhere recommend it
via of this town.
the Apron Club at her home Friday.
There was a slight misunderstand Brush Brigade was given by six small
SUFFICIENCY
OF
PETITIONS
PRICED AT $1850.00
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua X. Southard
Rev. and Mrs. M. G- Perry and ing in regard to tiie item in Satur
• . » .
>
of Rockland were In town Saturday. children of Xorth Haven were guests day’s issue bearing upon the subject girls.
Thursday evening a full house wel Gov. Brewster Takes Action In Re
House at Owl’s Head, shore front,
The children of the Baptist Sun Friday of Rev. and Mrs. A. G. Hen of opening the Sunday School at
gard To Gas and Rail Referendum.
comed the speakers. Gov. Ralph
two lucres of land. Must be told
day School, accompanied by their derson.
Union Chapel. Xext Sunday at 2
BUICK WIU BUILD THEM
mothers, were entertained Saturday
▼HEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT
at once.
Stewart Davis who has been em o’clock the pastor wishes to meet all O. Brewster and Mrs. Xellie G. Berger,
Gov. Brewster announced Wednes
hy Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Lawry at their ployed during the summer months on the children and young folks of this national officer and president of
EASY TEKMS
day that a hearing will be held be
cottage at Forest Lake. Games were yacht Xevada returned home Satur village, and us many adults as pos Missouri W. C. T. U.
A feeling of good fellowship and fore him on the sufficiency of the
played, a picnic lunch was served day.
sible to organize a 'Sunday School.
V. F. STUDLEY CO.
ard a very enjoyable time reported,
Mrs. Hiram Arey of Rockland is It is hoped that he will have the understanding pervaded the whole petitions that have been tiled asking
convention. Mrs. Berger brought an
Much credit Is due Mr. and Mrs the guest of her daughter, Mrs. Ralph
ROCKLAND, ME.
hearty support of the parents in this inspiring message from the national for a referendum on tiie laws in
Lawry, Mr. and Mrs Rufus Condon Claytor.
work in order that it may be carried
interesting creasing the tax on gasoline and de
Mrs. Patience Murphy and Mrs. Edna
George Strachan and family have on successfully. Brother Chadbourne convention and told
stories of the fight the dry forces had creasing the railroad tax.
Packard for the interest shown in moved Into the house on Pleasant
Is intensely interested in the children
tha Sunday School.
“At that time all persons interest
stieet formerly owned by the late I. and he desires to be a help to them put up in Missouri the past year and
of their stupendous victory. Real
Carlisle Lash ls visiting his mother C. Glidden and recently bought by J.
and to all who attend his services. izing that Senator James Reed ls the ed in the petitions will he given an
Mrs. Jessie Lash.
opportunity to present evidence or
S. Black.
Let us rally to the call and do our
Capt. Cleve Burns and Leslie
Miss Elizabeth Rosa is home from bit in this particular line of work most dangerous enemy of the dry argument touching tihe legality and
Burns, who are scallop fishing out Xorth Haven -where she spent the
forces, the W. C- T. U. and the dry
Don’t forget the date, Sunday, Oct. 8 Democrats of the South ure out to sufficiency of the petitions that have
of Xew Bedford, spent the weekend summer months.
been filed.” says Gov. Brewster. "The
at
2
o'clock.
Preaching
service
is
at
fight his nomination for the presi
with their families here.
Vivian Libby, Kendall
Hatch,
o’clock immediately following the dency to the last ditch. They do not answers to the questionnaires sub
Mr. and Mrs. Granville T. Brow Frank Thomas and iHllton Young
mitted to the various verifying peti
Sunday School.
and son Bernard and James
fear Al Smith. He will not get the tioners 'Will be available for examina
spent the weekend at Camp Merry
Murphy and Miss Laura Murphy- Mac's, Shore Acres.
support of the Southern Democracy.
tion at this hearing. This action is
Doughnuts Are Best
motored to Portland Sunday.
The ride to the sanitarium and the
M.ss Arlena Kossuth who has been
being taken in accordance with the
Dr. nnd Mrs.W. H. Hahn and Mis; ihe guest of her parents, Mr. and
visit to the Good Will 'Home where
advice of the justices of the supreme
Alma Johnson were In Portland Sat Mrs. Willis Kossuth, returned Satur
the delegates were received by Mr.
judicial court and follows the pre
Hinckley. An inspection tour was
urday.
day to Rockland, to resume her
cedents established in previous situ
Gleason Perry of Camden was in duties at Knox Hospital, where she
TRAINER’S
made of the rooms and museum und
ations of tills sort.”
town Sunday.
the
new
grammar
school
for
girls
Is a student nurse.
Rockland
Foot of 8pring St.
Albert Collamore spent the wegk
just dedicated made one realize more
An extension is being built to the
Praise* Lydia E. Pinkham’sVegetable than before what a great work was
80-tf
end at his home here.
Baker cottage on the iNorth Haven
Miss Grace Winchenbach, who
being done here.
Compound Because It Gave Her
Shore. E. L. Glidden is doing the
• • • •
teaching in South Cushing, spent tiie
Health and Strength
weekend with her parents, Mr. anu work.
The convention closed Friday noon
Mr. and Mrs. Edward McDonald
Mrs. Francis Winchenbach.
In a sunny pasture in Oklahoma, with the county presidents’ dem<»nTacr year Buick said: "Change your oil only four
Miss Lura Morse, who teaches Claudine Walls and Hanley Dyer at
herd of sleek cows was grazing. strution, laying the wall of defence,
tended the Union Fair.
the Primary school, speht the week
times a year.” Buick tests at that time had
They made a Led by the buglers and the “Spirit
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Delano re
c
end at her home ln Thomaston.
pretty picture. of the W. C. T. U" the county presi
turned
Thursday
from
Union,
where
shown that oil changes would never be necessary, <.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Feyler and
But the thin dents came bringing their bricks
they attended the fair.
woman
in
the
'chl.dren
of
Thomaston
visited
rela
with the Oil Filter to remove impurities, and the
13 PLATE BATTERV’
which represented one for every 1(1
Mrs. John Whitlngton returned
blue checked new members (48 in all) precedtd by
lives In town Sunday.
Crankcase Ventilator to prevent oil dilution.
apron sighed as
Abbot Spear of Bowdoin College Saturday from Rockland.
their attendant bearing the county
$12.00
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Young and
she looked at
visited Miss Margaret Tompkins
Now, more than a year has passed, and Buick
banner and another following with a
son of Portland are guests of Mr
them. She was
over the weekend.
silken
flag.
owners in every section of the world—-under
BATTERY CABLES
tired of cows,
Mr. and Mrs. William Bramliall Young's parents, Mr. and Mrs
The procession wound up and down
tired of her tedi
RADIO SUPPLIES
every climatic condition—have also proved that
have returned home after a trip to Jason Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Moody who have been
ous work in the the aisles to the platform singing
Boston. Lowell and through the
“
Onward
Christian
Soldiers."
you never need change your oil ifyou own a Buick
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Smalley
dairy. She was
Mountains.
OJFRED P. CONDON White
These resolutions were adopted by
tired of cooking
—replenishment and inspection of the Buick Oil
Mr., and Mrs. Leland McElwee returned Saturday to Thomaston.
i MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
the convention:
_______ for a houseful of
Miss Frances McIntosh and Miss
(Virginia Thompson) arrived in
,
Filter only are required.
TEL. 966
Prohibition
ls
the
best
method.
town Sunday to spend a few days Allegra Ingerson spent Sunday at boarders, besides caring for her
113-tf
own family. The burdens of life
'We believe In the primary law and
with Mrs. McElwee's parents. Mr. Xorth Haven.
Sedans
>1195 to >1995
»
Coupes >1195 to >1850’
Robert Aiey attended Union Fair seemed too heavy for her failing oppose its repeal.
and Mrs H. A. Thompson, on Long
health.
She
had
lost
confidence
in
That we work with the L. T. L.,
Sport Models >1195 to >1525
Wednesday.
Island,
That we work with the L. T L.,
Mrs- Lewis Eupea of Camden is the herself.
All prices f. o. b. Flint, government tar to be added. The G. M. A. C. financing plan, the neottdesir*
Sumner Whitney has returned to
One
day
she
began
taking
Lydia
able, it available. The model illuttrated above it the 5-Pattenger, 4-Door Sedan, Senes 115, fllfS
Xew Bedford after spending several guest of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mc E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound Y. I’. B. and S. 45. that the coming
generation be strengthened in peace,
Donald.
days visiting relatives in town.
and her general health began to Im purity and prohibition.
Mrs. William Doane has returned prove. She took it faithfully. Now
Satellite, Capt. Roy Morton, ar
Work for the Golden Rule in busi
rived at the Consolidated Lobster Co. to Portland after several weeks visit she can do her work without any
pound Monday with a trip of lobsters with her mother. Mrs.-Stephen Peas- trouble, sleeps well and is no longer ness and society.
That our papers be read by ull of
ley. Mrs. Guy Peasley accompanied blue and tired.
Since 1840 this firm has
from Calais.
her to Portland for a visit.
faithfully ssrvsd ths fami
This woman, Mrs. Cora Short, R. ficers of our organization.
That we extend our heartfelt
C. -F. Grimes has returned from R. 9, Box 387, Oklahoma City, Okla.,
lial of Knox County.
Union Fair.
Lady Attendant
writes; "Everybody now says: ‘Mrs. thanks to the people of Fairfield for
Short, what are you doing to your- I‘heir hospitality, kindness and inMiss Muriel Chilles is spending
Tai. Day 450; Night. 7S1-1
TeL 238
51 Park Street
Rockland
Gargle with warm salt water few weeks in Portland with her par self?’ I weigh 135 and my weight , terest.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
BRANCHES AT
— then apply over throat— ent#, Mr. and Mrs- Charles Chilles.
before I took it was 115. I have
AUGUSTA
LEWISTON
PORTLAND
For the benefit of European critics
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Kelley of taken seven bottles of the Vegetable
BATH
FARMINGTON
WATERVILLE
Compound.
”
it
might
be
pointed
out
that
we
do
Pelham. X. H., recent guests of Mr.
DOVER-FOXCROFT
BRUNSWICK
ROCKLAND
Are you on the Sunlit Road to our dollar chasing largely in our own
and Mrs. T. L. Roberts, left Saturday
ROCKLAND. ME.
ub
Better Health?
country.—Arkansas Gazette.
Vearfe. for their return home.
O-rU fwwion,/era

CASCARETS

Builtto
Bake"

Kendall & Whitney

E

Stonington Furn. Co.

Children

Castoria

FOR SALE

DON’T ASK US
ASK ANYONE !

DOWNYFLAKE

FARMER WOMAN
IN OKLAHOMA
a

wdwa

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

BU1001928

RETHROAT

s?

BURPEE’S

"You Need Ator Change¥>ur Oil
if You Own a Buick*

VaroR

LEWISTON BUICK CO.

0

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day "
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LOST

IN

BANCOR

“Bayer Aspirin”

RICH SCALLOP BEDS

ft Everybody’s Column

Hartford Talbot. R. 11. B. on the
I*
n
r-..
j j-,
I Advertisements in this column not to exSteamer Gov Douglas. Capt. Earl Camden High School football team
Mave Deen Discovered Down ctcd three lines tnse ted once for 25 cents.
in
the
,
3 times for 50 rents. Additional lines 5
Ftarrett will leave Wednesday for .had his collarbone broken '
"
But the News Says Our Boys Had the Better of Two
Nova Scotia Wav
—Recalls tint
i','nps“ <'”Mix’h words
for ,,nemake a line.
,}* cent* tur inrf*
fanso to tow the mission boat Maraval gameat Wilton Saturday.
J
Gilbert Patten has closed Overock
to Thomaston to be repaired by
Periods—No Walkover For the Queen Citq.
Monroe
Island
Boom.
in
Bay
View
street
and
returned
to
Charles A. Morse & Son. It is plan
Wanted
—AND—
ned to start the boat out in the spring his winter home, Hudson View Gar
Discovery of rich scallop beds
for service on the coast of Labrador. dens. New York City.
PLAYER
PIANOS
WANTEO Boarders at 26 State St. Ap
Jlollie Bennett has returned from
The little group of Rockland foot-, never allowed jiangor’s goal line
down off Nova Scotia is described in
Labrador.
danger,
the following interesting despatch pi) AT THE HOUSE. ______________119-123
without
Fear
as
a trip to Chicago, Michigan and In bull fans which witnessed the game be in dange
The W. C. T. U. will have a rally diana.
Now is your time to sacuro a
in Bangor Saturday came home
In Hie second half the Crimson
fiom Eastport:
WANTED Reliable man to edge staves.
and roll call in the Methodist vestry
fine piano from cottage piano
• • • •
HtVtX Sl’l'AB. War en, Me.. Box 53. 119*121
Mr. and Mrs. Reuel Sanford of loudly prating the fine showing tide let loose again and flowed down
in
“
”
next Friday evening at 7 o'clock. Belmont, Mass., are visiting friends which Coach Macomber’a team had the fielil to engulf the bewildered |
rentals, just used a little.
What promises to he the richest
WANTED Two boadeis In a private famRefreshments will be served. Mem in town.
made against the big up-river school. Rocklanders. Tearing gain after gain
find in the history of 'Nova Scotian llv. references required. .MItS. YV. S. KBX
EASY TERMS
bers are requested to be present.
119-tf
scallop fishing has been reported by XISTOX. 176 Main St. Tel. 278 R.
Tin- Lawrence High School foot It was a defeat so far as the score through the Rockland forward line.
A
Good
Piano For $100.00
'Percy Merrifield is slowly recovering ball team of Fairfield will play the shows, but it was virtually a victory Johnnie Murray and Art Taple.v car- I
Capt. George Baker, in command of
WANTED—Two men for roomers and
from an attack of pneumonia.
119-121
fisheries patrol boat FBI, to H. II. lodjeis. And J 20 STATE ST.
Camden High School team at Cam for a team which most of the fans ried the ball to Rockland's 35 yard
Piano Man
believed was in for a trouncing The line, then Flash McDonnell gave the 1
Marshall, fisheries overseer at Hali
Mrs Annie Heaton Is with a niece den Saturday.
WANTEO Posidon as housekeeper for a
fax. While cruising near Briar Is gentleman or as assistant In general house
Christopher Longworth of Lynn. Bangor News gave a play by play fans a chance to use their vocal or- |
in Hartford, Conn., where she will
PEARL ST. MUSIC HOUSE
land at Digby Neck, N. S., Capt. work or lodging house. Apply to ELLA
Mass.. Is employed in E. E. Boynton's description of the game, its running gans by rounding right end tor 25
spend the winter.
PAI L. Camden. Me. Tel. 75-2.
118*120
story being as follows
aids
before
he
was
forced
otf
side
Baker
found
an
enormous
bed
of
pharmacy,
taking
the
place
of
Ray

The cooked food sale of the Ath
Camden, Me.
•♦ • •
WANTED Full description and photo
on Rockland's 10 yard marker. Line
scallops. This Is the second big
letic Association will be held In Levi mond Pooler who completed his duj graphs of any boats you wish to sell- -no
Phone 52
Facing a much stronger, better plunges by Tapley and Murray ad
find
off
the
Digby
County
shores
in
ti<
s
there
Saturday
mater
how
large
or
how
small,
commercial,
■Seavey's store Saturday. Note the
118-tf
md grittier football team than the vanced the ball several yards
,
Argust.
The
fisheries
patrol
boat
•
The
funeral
of
Ell
Tibbetts.
76,
pleasure
or
auxiliary.
We
are
receiving
change of place made since a pre
C^e which faced her three lyears and on the last down Bill Welch
Ai’.eux searching for scallops in the numerous inqut les every <lay for such heats.
who
died
at
his
home
in
Pearl
street
vious announcement.
not lei us sell your boat? KXOX MA
Bay ot Fundy located an immense Whv
Saturday, was held Monday -after ago. Bangor High took a hard earned crossed the end line for the second
RINE EXl'HAXt.E YACHT AXD SHIP
Mr. and Mrs. Sinex left Monday for noon at 2 o'clock. Rev. F. Ernest victory from Rockland High.. Play score of the game.
bee about 15 miles out off the Point BROKERS, Camden, Me.
93-TAS-lf
their home in Philadelphia where Smith officiating. The deceased was ing in sweltering heat of a summerDoes not affect
The last half was even In the eyes ’
Prime lighthouse at the entrance to
WANTED—(ilrl tor general housework.
Mr. 'Sinex will enter a hospital for an born in Camden and had always're like day. both teams fought gamely of most of the fans. Both backfields !
Digby Basin.
These two scallop MRS. DAVID RUBENSTEIN, 63 Tark SI.
operation.
109 tf
beds are reported on reliable author
sided here. He is survived by his and put up a fine exhibition of foot tore off gains but near the end Coach j
the
ball.
Elbridge Grafton of Colby College wife.
McGinley, the Crimson mentor, gent j
ity to be the largest areas yet dis
WANTED Ditilug room and kltcheu girl
Near or on the property of the
at
KXOX
HOTEL,
Thomaston.
1045-lf
Each team used only straight foot in his second team all at once and
spent the weekend at his home.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Manning and
Unless you see the “Bayer Cross" covered bn the Nova Scotia coast
Eastern Steamship Co., Saturday
Rodney Feyler has been at home son Frank left on the hhat Monday ball and both teams paraded up and Coach Macomber of Rockland re on package or on tablets you are not and their value to the fisheries Is
night for Whitinsville. Mass., where •down the field on line plunges and lieved many of his weary first getting the genuine Bayer Aspirin calculated to be enormous.
from New Bedford for a few days.
To Let
evening, Sept. 24, a Diamond
off tackle plays. About 600 people stringers.
•
The advent of the motor fishing
proved safe by millions and pre
Miss Harriet Wilson came home they will visit relatives.
watched flee battle and the Bangor
Taking desperate chances lo score scribed by physicians over twenty boat marked the beginning of the
Horseshoe Pin. Finder wall re
William
Padham
was
quite
badly
TO
LET
-Upstairs
apartment
at
277
Main
from Lewiston to spend Sunday with
Maine and Nova Scotia scallop fish St., foot of Myrtle St.. 9 rooms withh lights
Injured in an automobile accident cheer leaders kept the rooters busy. In (he last stanza the Rockland backs five years for
her parents.
warded.
Address G. N. PENDLE
The game was nearly even all the hurled three passes, but to no avail,
eries about 25 years ago. The beds and bath. Tel. 138 I or Inquire ELIZABETH
Saturday as he was driving into
DONOHl E, 89 Park St
119 121
Colds
Headache
Miss Margaret Hanley of Belmont. Belfast.
lay in 40 to 50 fathoms of water and
Something went wrong way through. Bangor took the first the Bangor secondary defense easily
TON, 250-83rd Street, Brooklyn,
Neuritis
Lumbago
LET Rooms furnished or unfurnished
Mass- High School faculty was in with the steering gear and the ear period. Rockland, the second. Bangor blocked all the passes. Both kickers.
to operate drags from slow moving at TO
119*121
8 FO4M7 ST.
N.Y.
117-119
Toothache
Rheumatism
town over Sunday.
sailing craft, hoisting the small
hit a fence. Mr. Padham had sev the third and the fourth was even. Ari Tapley for Bangor, and Captain
TO LET —Two furnished rooms for light
Neuralgia
Bain.
Pain
Tice
Bangor
and
Rockland
baekfieids
catches
by
a
hand
windlass,
was
Trafton
for
Rockland,
had
a
fair
af

eral
ribs
broken
and
was
cut
in
sev

Charles Lovejoy is visiting in Bos
housekeeping, with electric lighta and water
were both brilliant and they brought ternoon. Tapley getting off several
Bach unbroken “Bayer" package hard, unprofitable work. Equipped 16 WlbLOtt ST.
eral places.
11 >*121
ton.
the
fans
jumping
to
their
feet
with
long
low
kirks
while
Trafton
also
contains
proven
directions.
Handy
with
power,
for
propulsion
and
for
Frank Manning is enjoying a vaMrs. (Walter Currier is afflicted
TO LET—House of five rooms with toilet
For Sale
sent low kicks humming down the boxes of twelve tablets cost few cents. lifting the drags, meant a new era end las at 22 T St., Rockland. Inquire on
cation of two weeks from his duties flect gains through the line
with iritis.
PREMISES
119*121
Taking the game as a whole. Ban field to Welch.
Druggists also sell bottles of 24 and for the scallop fishing industry.
Capt. Leander Thorndike and crew as clerk in Frank L . Kennedy's
FOR SALE- Dining suite, good as new.
TO LET Furnished apartment. bents and
gor v.as the superior team. Bangor
The Monroe Island beds in Penob100.
displayed great skill in the removal store. Main street.
The summary:
for the winter. MRS. A. K. 5VHHBLDR. little used Great bargain. I’HOX'fi
ot Bay were the most prolific for toilet,
The ladies of the Grand Army of had the largest score and made
yesterday of a number of large dead
38 Holmes 8t.
118*120
Rockland High
several years. One Owl’s Head fish
limbs from the lofty elms in front of the Republic will enjoy a picnic at twelve first downs to ten for ,the Bangor High
FOR SALE-Rabbit hound
V. T JOHNTO LET—To adults only, house of 5 rooms,
Rockland team. In rushing Bangor C. Welch, lo ............. .... re. D. Gatti
erman dragged enough of the bl- bath, electric lights, Cor. Main ami Laurel 80iN, 105 Broadway. Tel. 904-M.
West Rockport Tuesday.
U9*1M
the Levensaler block.
ROCKPORT
also
held
the
edge,
she
had
an
aver
Flannlgan
alves between sunrise and sunset 6U. Address A. W. D . Box 281, Oak Bluffs,
Mrs. Willis Pitcher was quite se
Miss Abbie Mitchell who has been
FOR SALE—Dry soft fitted slabs $8; alio Miss
Mabel
W.
Pottle
returned
to
Blass.
118-120
age
of
three
and
one-half
yards
to
Emery
no day to yield him 175 gallons of
cord and fitted wood. Tel. 2^3-13 Rockland.
visiting relatives here for three riously hurt in an automobile acci
Washington, D C.. Wednesday ifter
119-13O ’
TO LET Fu nlshed rooms, also storage for L. F TOLMAN. P. O. Thomaaton.
weeks has returned to her home in dent Sunday afternoon while riding a rush, while the Rockland team Licht. It........................ ........... rt. Frve spending the summer as guest of the solid scallop meat. At that time
furniture,
etc.
at
120
CAMDEN
ST.
117*119
boasted
three.
FOR SALE Two rabbit dogs, famous HillConnor
prices ranged from 60 cents to $1.50
from West Rockport to Simonton's
Lowell. Mass.
TO LET—Tenement over Kennedy's store at haven strain. 4 month* old. reasonable price.
Tice outstanding stars nn the Iqcal Dt’tnphv. lg.................. rg. M. Wiggin Mi. and Mrs. E. C. St. Clair anJ
gallon. More than 100 boats were
Messrs Brewer and Hathorn. who Corner. Several ribs were broken
Mrs. E. A. Wentworth.
Brook, entrance from rear. Inquire P. L. U. W CREIGHTOX. 3 Gey St.. Thomaston.
engaged In scallop dragging In Pe the
119-121
are building a new house in White- and she was badly cut and bruised. team were: Johnnie Murray. Art Rubin
HAVENER Tel 792.
117 If
Mrs. Albert Adams is spending two nobscot Bay.
Miss Elizabeth Bryant and her young Tapley, Bill Welch. Flash McDonnell. Campbell
field spent Sunday at home.
FOR SALE—Cut flowers, houuuets 25c up.
TO
LET
—
Eight
room
house,
electric
lights,
weeks
in
Boston
and
vicinity.
In 1911 nearly one and one-half
75c up. Order bulbs now. MRS. H.
I^slie Clark and family of Port brother, were also hurt, the boy re Captain Colburn. Fat Dumpily and Marques, c ................. ........... c. Fowler
Miss Hattie Maynard and Mrs. million pounds of scallops were tak- bath, furnace heat. Apply MRS. J. A. Spravx
Dizzy Tremble. Tile boys who sup Russ, c ........................ ............. c. Fyrde
118*120
FROST. 8 Summer St. Tel. 318 R.
115 tf L. STEVEXS. 192 Limerock St.
land spent the weekend with their ceiving some bad cuts.
Mitchell
of
Waltham
and
Ocean
from the Monrtoe Island 'beds
Master Henry Manning, aged 10 pilled the cause of the High Srhool Capt. Colburn, rg .... ...... lg. Parsons
FOR SALE—Henry F. Miller upright piano
TO LET—Furnished apartment, heated, at
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Clark,
Point
and
Mrs.
Jackson
of
Jefferson
alued at about $100,000. For three II MASONIC ST
114 tf In perfect condition. Price $200 here. N. W.
years, fell from a barn on Sunday from the coast were: Captain Trai Perrv. rg ................. ..... Sylvester
Green street.
SARGEXT. Box 269. Newcastle. Tel. Daw- o
tor.. Knight. Marsh, Frye and Wig- Callinan. rt.................. ......... It, Emprv were guests last week of Mrs.
four years the fishermen made
TO LET Garage on Florence St. Apply at artscotta 56-2.
Oscar Blunt is improving and Is afternoon and one leg was broken
_________ 118*129 a
Blanche
Hcald
Ellsworth,
motoring
gin
111 tf
FLINT S MARKET.
Cotev
money
right
and
left.
The
average
near
the
ankle.
He
was
taken
in
P.
now able to sit up.
FOR SALE—At a bargain the old Hills’
Taking the opening kickoff from Tremble, re ............... ..... le. T. Gatti from Canada enroute to Boston.
J.
Good's
ambulance
to
the
Knox
catch
per
boat
per
day
was
25
gal

TO
LET
—
Furnished
apartment
of
5
rooms,
elder press with full equipment. V. E. HILLS.
The Baptist Mission Circle helji
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Piper have
the toe of Slim Fowler. Murray re
Then the fishery beg^in to furnace, bath, garage. MRS. ETTA II. SAN Tel. 1-3. Warren.
118*120 J»>
------------------------------their first meeting of the new year hospital in Rockland and after re turned the kick 15. Then the "Big Luosov, re ................. ..... le. Minnone returned from Riley where they have lons.
BORN. 80 Pleasant St. Tel. 903 AV
112-tf
ceiving treatment was brought to
Hall
decHne
as
the
beds
were
fished
out.
FOR SALE—1923 four cylinder Essex,
With Mrs. H- B. Shaw this afternoon.
been
visiting
friends.
TO
LET
Furnished
house,
seven
rooms,
Parade'' started, the Bangor horse W. Welch, qb ....... qb. Capt. Trafton
thoroughly overhauled, new clutch, new
his home on Sea Street.
close time was imposed in Maine
Announcement is made of the mar
Mrs. Mabel Thorndike of Rock ard the legal fishing season is now electric lights and gas. Garage, shed for hold timing chain and rings, new springs and
Erskine
York's
poolroom
was men got into action and cantered Allen
ing wood. At the Northend. TEL. 138-J or tires at a bargain ; also two piano boxes, and
riage of Miss Anne lHanley to George
land
was
the
guest
of
Mrs.
Minnie
from Nov. 1 to April 15.
opened to the public on Monday, down the field for a touchdown on Tapley, Ihb ........... rhb. K. YViggip
223-J.
109-4f one choice lot on Grace St.; also two lots on
E. Gilchrest of Rockland.
Miss
having been closed for a few weeks. ten plays straight through the line Gillen. Ihb.................. .... rhb, Wasgatt Crozier Sunday.
Each winter the fishing grewr
TO LET—Furnished apartment, 3 rooms, the co~ner of Mechanic St. extension. Apply
Agnes Hanley, a sister of the bride,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Buzzell
spent
in spite of the frantic efforts of the Taylor
105-tf to DAN MUNRO, 105 Limerock St.. Rock- ■M
poorer until most ot the beats ahan- 388 BROADWAY.
was bridesmaid and Joseph Coihig
Sunday in Bangor where they were
land.
118*120
geme Rocklanders to stop them.
McDonnell, rlib ...... ....... Ihb. Marsh
oned the chase and turned their
TO LET—Store at 19 Tillson Ave. Apply
GLENMERE
was best man. Miss Hanley is too
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
E.
Walms.
FOR SALE—42 Inch gas heated electric
The thrill for Bangor came when Graham
ttention to other lines of endeavor to GFX)RGE <M. SDCMIONS. Tel. 4 W. 118 tf lroner,
real bargain. TEL. CAMDEN 307-3.
well known in her home town to need
Charles Johnson and family have Murray crashed through theh center Murray, fb ............... ..... fb, Knigh's ley.
or else hauled up until spring. The
118*L20
any introduction Her many Thom moved away where lie has employ of the tine for the first touchdown of
Mrs. Cacitdia Cain and Mrs. Ernest
Gillen, fb ................... ....... fb, Accardi
U. S. Bureau of Fisheries and the
FOR SALE—Lumber and wood; 4 foot
Miscellaneous
Torrey were guests Saturday nt Mrs.
aston friends are wishing her a ment.
the game a few seconds later he
Score by periods:
Maine Sea and Shore Fisheries de
board slabs $6 50; stove length $8; stave
happy future.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene H. Smith and added another point to the score. Bai.’gor ....................... . 7 0 6 0—13 Wesley Thurston In Rockland.
slabs $6.50. L. A. PACKARD, Thomaston,
partment have cooperated in at
Mr. and Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham, tempts to locate new beds. Some
Chester Vose entertained the Vege Mr. and Mrs. Henry MacCarthy mo After this onslaught of the Bangor105-tf
NOTICE The owner of Stock Certificate R. F. D.
Touchdowns. Murray. W. Welch.
No.
4258,
issued
by
the
Rockland
Loan
Build
tarian Club recently with Miss Abbie tored to I’nion Fair Wednesday.
ians the Rocklanders settled down Goal after touchdown. Murray. Ref- Olniver Ingraham and Miss Arlene have been found hut nothing like ing Association has notified the Association,
FOR SALE—Wood .prepared for the stove,
Mitchell as guest of honor.
The Allen Henderson house has i and now it was their turn and they eree. Simon of U. of M. Umpire. and William Ingraham motored to these just reported from Nova that said Certificate lias been lost, and that mixed hard and soft, well-seasoned. Big
Sunday evening service at the been sold and is being repaired.
he requests a dup’lcate of same.
RtM'K- measure. At your door, $15 per cord ; $8 pt«
took advantage of it for they tore Dexter of Colby.
Head linesman Gorham Sunday.
Scotia.
Mrs. J. Carlton Davis is visiting
IaAIXD LOAN AND BUILDING ASStMTA one half cord. ROSE HILL FARM. Owl g
Baptist Church was in charge of
Dr. and Mrs. T. 11. Stevens of] through for gain after gain but the Fouricade of Colby
Old
scallop
draggers
favor
the
be

Time. 12, 12.
T1ON By H. O. (in dy. Secretary. Rockland. Head. Me. Tel 425 31. ___________ 117-122
relatives in North Haven.
M iss Evelyn Mossman and Miss Lillian Boothbay Harbor called on friends l|n*' work of the secondary defense I 10, 10
FOR SALE -One 350 Suckeye Incubator;
lief that scallops are again becom
116-T-122
Mrs. Annie Deane spent Sunday ing plentiful through natural propa- Maine. September 26, 1927.
Davis, Howard Swift. Philip Newbert here Sunday.
also one 600 egg Buckeye; 300 8. C. R. I.1
$1,000000
A
ROUND
MILLION
OOLLARS
with her sister Mrs. Sarah Buzzeli i.tion, but that the shellfish are paid Anatol Josepho for an idea on an Au- pullets, ready to lay. H. C. BUBER. War- <■»
and Warren Knight. They conducted
Rev. and Mrs. Packard returned
116*1H *
in Simonton.
the meeting very successfully and tram their vacation last week. He
NOT TILL 1928
Y<»u may ren. Me Tel. 6-31.
THEY'RE WELCOME
more or less migratory, so the search tcin.i'lf Ph '•"graphing Machine
Mr. and Mrs. 'Fred Wooster of for new beds should he constant. have an idea that I can get you a million
FOR SALE —Crescent kitchen range with
presented an interesting program. gave a fine sermon Sunday morning
Hallowell were 1 event guests of Mr#. Last winter Penobscot. Ray flsher- dolla~s for I am in touch with hundreds hot water coH, and Glenwood gas stove, all
Stereopticon views of Ocean Park which everyone should have been
of moneyed men and manufacturers who wish in good condition. Apply MRS. BERNICE
Is There Likely To Be Spe One" Community
Which Mabel Withee.
were thrown upon the screen during there to hear.
mcr. divided their time between to buy good inventions or Ideas, patented or STAPLES. 95 Limerock St.__________ 118 120
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Crone who dragging for scallops and flounders unpatented. Other people are reaping millions
the reading of their patters and songs
FOR SALE—Genuine German police pups,
cial Election On Rail and
J. Adam Wiley of Peaks Island
Found That Circuses Are hate been spending two weeks with
of dollars from their ideas, why not you?
were sung as used at the meetings spent a few days with his brother
an t because of high prices many of It Is the simple little ideas that are worth pedigreed, four months old. Apply to ED
WARD
MURPHY. 101 Tillson avenue, Rock
relatives
in
Rockport
and
Camden
Gas
Tax
Laws.
in that place.
Not a Detriment.
them did well.
Scallops brought millions. Write for my three plans free. land
Charles last week.
116*121
returned Sunday to Portland.
Oscar Ross who started a potery
from $4 to $4.50 a gallon and flound HARTLEY, the patent man, 38 Court St..
Several from this place attended
Bangor. Maine.
119-It
FOR SALE—Fitted hard wood. $14; cord
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Greenlaw
ot
plant at Brooklyn Heights last fall Union Fair last week.
There is good reason to believe
Nowadays Rockland doesn't have Waldoboro were guests ot Charles ers $16 to $30 a barrel.
R. J. MAYHEW CIOER MIL. at 563 O'd wood. $10; fumai’e junks. $12. M. LOHMAN,
has gone to Cleveland, Ohio.
Frank Harris and Charles Davis that Gov. Brewster will not call a any circuses to worry about, and the F. Ingraham Saturday and Sunday.
County Road. Highlands, will open Monday, Rockville, Me. Tel. 263-11 evenings from 5
113*121
'In making a landing at Dunn &
Oct. 3.
Grinding dajs will be Monday, to 7.
art helping Rodney Simmons repair special election* for the referendums natural result is that everybody
FROM THE EXCITER
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Prince, Jr.,
Elliot wharf Monday steamer Gov.
Thursday and Saturday until further notice.
FOR SALE—Part of my household furniture
. wants one to come, In former days daughter Marie and son Thomas who
his whanf.
w
118 120 for different rooms. C. A. EMERY, 28 Pa
Douglas was caught by the tide and
on the gas tax and r-i'road tax. hut J there were two divisions of people,
Potatoes are rotting badly in this
cific St.. (Tty. Tel. 518-M or 436-M.
113 tf
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. B. A Bundle of News Items
forced in contact with a cable in use
trucking and jobbing of ait muh go
will
defer
the
matter
until
the
next
one
which
believed
that
the
circus
section.
H. Paul returned Sunday to their
FOR SALE- Eight room bungalow, all
I anywhere day or night.
R. W .1EWW4.
in the construction of the Wadsworth
regular
election
a
year
from
thi3
was
a
detriment
because
it
took
so
118*120 modern, fine location, about 11,000 ft. land.
Charles Wiley is doing a little job
home in Norway.
Dealing With the Central '
1 !
’ ‘ i r:_______
stret bridge. The smokestack of the
month, as he can legally do. says much money out of the communltyy
E. P. KEATING, 10 Elm at.. Thomas
of mason work for Winslow Watt.
SPEAR S CIOER MILL. W.- t Warren. Will A|>t»:y
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Whitmore and
113*120
steamer was upset.
Fred
Owen
in
the
Sunday
Telegram.
and
another
which
wanted
to
see
as
Maine.
I*
1
operation
Saturday,
pet.
8.
and
each ton, Me.
Mrs. Walter Barter is in Portland.
daughter Lillian. Mr. and Mrs. I.
FOR SALE—Forty settees to accommodate
Tuesday and Saturday until further notice.
The law provides that the election many rings as possible, gosh darn W. Ames and daughters Mildred and
116*121 120 persons
Two benches and a stove.
Julia V. Woodcock, teacher of
on referendum petitions can be de the cost..
Margaret motored to Bath Sunday
115-tf
Ralph Smith and Julia Coombs,
CLARK ISLAND
MAIL ORDERS Ladies' silk snd wool hose, Price reasonable. HARRY CARR.
piano. Tel. 157-2. Thomaston—adv.
ferred until the regular election un
Under the caption "Circuses Now
Fred
J.
Parsons
of
Portland
was
co-editors
for
the
Rockland
division
FOR
SALE
—
One
large work horse, one
very pretty shades, silver and h ack, heaver
113-130.
-Mrs. John T. Williams, Mrs. August less request is made in the written Welcomed." the Foster County Inde
•ho guest of Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Ott of the Central Maine Power Com and tan. grain, gray, beige and dark Ian. large new milch cow, Holstein. White Chester
Putansu and daughter. Mrs. Charles petitions that the same he called at pendent of Carrington. N. D.. pub
$1 00 for 1 pair. $1.85 for 2 pair. shoates. Angora kittens, shaggy. Solid white
recently.
pany, have these items in the current Send
SLOWLY, BUT SURELY
(iRAND VIEW FARM,
RAWLKY'S HOSIERY SHOP. 12 High St.. and eolld yellow.
Chaples and brother Albert Putansu an earlier date. There was no such lished recently the following editor
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Ingraham Issue ot the Exciter.
Rockland. Me.
115*tf James L. McManus, State Auto road, Warren,
and Mrs. Emma Smalley and grand request in either of the petitions in ial:
« • • •
son Maynard Jr., and daughter
Me
Tel.
5-6
Warren.
114 1W
OPPORTUNITY for some one to get com
Maine Is Gaining In Population.— daughter Margaret Crouse visited question, so that it is optional with
Nancy motored to Waltham Sunday
The boys wiring the houses along pletely stocked farm, cow, horse, hens. Incu
FOR SALE—A pretty home and It is mod
Some Interesting Things To Know. Mrs. William Davis Thursday after the Governor to call the election at
Carrington business men are wise Tl.ey were accompanied by Mrs (he new extension at Jefferson are bators, hen houses, b ooder house, tools, hay ern, and located in the heart of the city—•
noon.
an earlier period or wait until Sep in that they welcome the circus com Ingraham's mother. Mrs. Nellie Ever progressing
rapidly.
already
20 In barn, garden truck, apples, firewood, new only $2500—half cash, balance 3 years.
The immense area of Maine com
Victor Blomberg is able to take up tember. The Governor still has the ing to town. Many towns still main ett who has been spending the sum homes having been completed. The ar'eslan well. This is a chance not often Compare it with some being shown at $5000
had.
Jltist be seen to be appreciated. and $6000. FREEMAN YOUNG, Realtor. Tel.
prises one-half of New England and work again after being in poor health petitions in his hands and so far has
tain the old-fashioned attitude that mer at her cottage on Spear street crew there is In charge of Sidney CHARLES L FRENCH, YYarren. Me.. K F D. 714 M.
about a hundredth of the United all summer.
not made proclamation that a ref a circus is undesirable, largely be
Xo. 2. Box 119.
115-120
Chester Richardson ot Portland Andrews.
FOR SALE—1925 Fori coupe, newdbattery, „#
States. Maine boasts 29,895 square
Mrs. John Caven has sold her black erence has been legally asked for.
VIRGIN WOOL YARN, for sale by manu generator and rear end. Good ruboer> and
cause "it takes money out of town." and Elmo Crozier of Bangor were in
The new extension at Rockville is
miles. Of water, Maine has 3.145 cow.
Postponing the elections until a That charge was slightly true years town to spend Sunday .at the home now complete, the folks enjoying the facturer at bargain. Samples free. II. A. paint, $130 cash. EARLE CONANT, South
BARTLETT. Harmony, Maine
114*125 Hope.
110-tf
square miles.
Mr. and Mrs. William Harrison and year from this month will operate ago. when travel facilities permit of Mrs. Minnie Crozier.
convenience of lighting by electricity
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING. PICOT EDGE.
FOR SALE—Place on west side of Maple
These figures drive home the fact, daughter Hazel have moved hack into to suspend both laws until the time ted only a crowd for the show gath
Sunday was observed as Men' for the first time on Saturday, Sept. covered
buttons,
buttonholes.
plaiting. Juice Cove, about 10 miles from Thomaston,
In that case the ered from a small radius around the Sunday at tile Baptist church with 24th.
discovered by the Geological Survey, their hungalow after having made an of the eleciion.
HY'LLLS TOLMAX MORSE. 359 Main St. good State road, buildings in good repair, 21 ,
that the geographical center of New addition to ft. They stayed at Miss State would lose the gas tax, which town. Good roads and autos have a special sermon by the pastor. Rev
Tel.
W8-JI
114*123 acres land, shore privilege. Inquire R. B.
Mrs. A. W. Hanscom is enjoying a
England is in Maine—near Norway in Elizabeth Monaghan's while their is expected to net the ‘State more changed this, and now the circus J. L. Wilson. Solos were rendered Two weeks' vacation from the office.
PROF. ELLISON-PSYCHIC-MEDIUM solves F1LLBFORE, 83 Park St.. Rockland.
problems. Tells you how to be success
than half a million dollars annually crowd comes from 50 miles around. by Mrs. A. Belle Skinner of New
Oxford County, at a point 10 miles house was being remodeled.
Lieut. Bridges has returned from your
ful. Gives advice on all affairs jot life love,
FOR SALE—Glenwood gas range, slightly
west of Paris and 25 miles northwest
Mrs. Henry Crockett has returned and would collect the railroad tax
The town that has the circus la a Ri chelle. N. V.. Mrs. Freda Simmons Camp Perry. Ohio, where he attended courtship, marriage, health, business. A used; also Vulcan gas hot water heater, used
of Auburn.
to her home in South Thomaston after amounting to about $200,000 for the live one for the day. More than 5.000 and Herbert Maxey with piano ac the National
Shooting matches. proper solution of your affairs may be the offly two months. H. H. 8TOVER A CO.. 32
108-tf
The populational figures given in spending a few days with Mr. and same period. This is assuming of people came to Carrington last Fri ccmpaniments by Miss Clara Walker Lieut. Bridges was second nut of turning point in your life. Readings $1.00 Union St. Tel. 818.
to ladles. Hours 11 a. in. to 5 p m. 27
FOR SALE—All kinds hard wood and
the recent compilation by the Bureau Mrs. Elevett Baum and grandson, course that the action of the Legis day to see the circus. Had the show- and Mrs. Florence Knight, a pleasing 3 000 in the Individual pistol shoot PARK STREET. ROCKIA'ND.
117*120 kindlings.
Special price on three or five
lature will be sustained in both in pitched its tents at New Rockford or selection was given by the large and high man for the State ef Maine
of the Census are as of Jan. 1. 1926. Elevett, Jr.
MASON WORK OF ALL KINDS, day or cord lots fitted wood to be delivered before
>
team. He Is employed in the wiring contract; cement blocks and posts In stock. Oct. 1. RALPH P. CONANT A 8ON. South
Maine is rated at a population of
George Rolland Is slightly im stances. If the railroad tax Is voted some near-by town, hundred 4 of our chorus choir.
down by the people, as many believe townspeople and hundreds of our
Mrs. Eliza Upham of Hyde Park department.
FRANK E. GRAY. 17 Bay View Sq , Rock Hope. Me. Tel ‘Rockland 67-<M
118-tf
788.000 as compared with 742.371 in proved.
118 tf
Frank Seavey, foreman of the gas land. Tel. 194 J.
1910 and 768,014 in 1920 . The latter
Mrs. William Davis picked two vio it wil! be. nothing would be gained farmers would have gone there to Mass., has been the guest of her
FOR SALE—Hot air furnace, almost new.
or lost by postponement of tile see the show. That Is the real way sister, Mrs. C. E Rhodes for a few department, has returned from a trip
WHEN IN NEW YORK-Remember that see DR. FOGG.
96-tf
figures were obtained in regular de lets In bloom Oct. 2.
you can buy copies of The, Courier-Gazette,
election.
today In which a show takes money days.
to Eastport and Canada.
SALE—Soft wood slabs, stove length,
cennial census enumerations. The
with the home news, at Hotallng's News $8 FOR
per cord In Rockland; $7 In Thomaston
If the gas tax 13 ratified then post from a town—when it exhibits in
H. W. Keep has returned from his Agenev. 308 Wmt 40th St.
24-tf
1926 figure is based on the halfTmd $6 In Warren. Also first quality fitted
WARREN
HEED THIS ADVICE
ponement would cost thq State the another city.
vacation. Mr. Keep visited several
decennial estimate made in 1925.
THE SKOWHEGAN INDEPENDENT RE hard wood or junks. L. C. PACKARD, War
Dr. and Mrs. F. G. Campbell Re revenues from that source for the
The circus did well financially at
places In Maine, and inspected the PORTER is fur sale at J. F. CARVER’S. ren, Me.
118-tf
This estimate Is made on the as
Rockland.
132*tf
sumption that the increase in the turned Thursday from a few days time that the law is suspended. The Carrington. It did so well that the Winter Js Near At Hand, And Care new- Kennebec Bridge.
FOR SALE—Cottage at Lake Meguntlcook,
gas tax goes into the highway fund management promised to be back
also 2 cottace lota.
L. A. THURSTON.
Bert Gregory of the railway de
Will Protect Lite and Property.
population of any state during the stay in Boston.
Rockland. Tel. 1182-M.
118-tf
Miss Edna Boggs returned Sept. 23 and the railroad tax into the gen on regular schedule In 1929. The
partment is serving on the Jury.
period from Jan. 1. 1920. to the date
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
Hollle Bennett of the Camden store
of the estimate was at the same rate from a summer's stay in the west as eral fund The railroad lax was op management likes Carrington. The
Promote fire prevention and pro
the
Rockland
Hair
Store.
236
Main
8t.
Mall well tect your pronerty and family.
has been visiting in Michigan. On
as the increase between the census guest of her sister. Mrs. William H posed by the Governor, who vetoed city administration treats It
orders solicited. HEiLEX U RH0DB8. 118 tf 4
and
does
not
attempt
to
gouge
It
for
Morrison
of
Snoqualmie
Falls,
Wash.
it.
only
to
have
it
enacted
over
his
the
return
trip
he
went
to
the
Denipenumeration of 1910 and that of 1920.
J-AKt year over $1,060 worth of
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGER
The
Mrs. C. A. French returned from a objection and it is popularly sup an exhorbitant license fee
Maine stands 35th in population
and estates: up-to-date property, In the gar-'
property was burned every mlnut sey-Tunney fight, and his voice was
tradesmen
give
fair
prices
on
the
few
weeks
stay
in
'Boston
Saturday.
hoard
over
the
radio
by
several
of
posed
tliat
he
instigated
the
refer

den
spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
and 38th in area. Other New Eng
and a life was lost every 35 minutes.
us what you want. OUKLX J. DICKEY. BelEittle Madeline 'Haskell who has endum wltcih was handled by Sena vast quantities of food needed dally
land states have varying ranks
Clean property seldom burns—do his friends.
faU,
Maine.
llg-tf
Myrtle Simpson is employed In
Massachusetts, tor instance, is 8th been confined to her homo with ton- tor 'Harriman of Readfleld. On the for man and bea9t with the show away with rubbish and junk.
FOR SALE—Eight room house at 129
Carrington
merchants
cooperate
silitis
is
again
able
to
be
out.
other
hand
lie
favored
the
gas
tax.
the
Rockland
office.
Miss
Simpson
in population in the United States
Careless smokers burned $30,000
REGULATION 8IZE WITH
Rankin St. with 10 scree of land and two
ir an artist of no mean ability.
Hally Day will be observed next which was an essential part of his with the show in drawing a crowd. 000 worth of property last year.
but 44th in area. Rhode Island is
barns. EDWARD 1. HKLLIER. Tel. 43-M.
NAME AND ADDRESS OF
"I
have
not
been
at
Carrington
in
Mrs.
Lucy
Stevenson
is
on
her
va

Sunday
at
the
Congregational
pay-as-you-go
highway
program
__ _________
<7*tf
36th in population but 48th ill area—
MAKER AND NET WEIGHT. IN
Keep matit-hes in metal boxes where
six
years
but
the
boys
prevailed
on
cation.!
We
don't
know
where
Lucy
church.
Tuesday
evening
there
will
The
loss
of
It
for
a
two-year
period
FOR SALE—Dry soft fitted slabs, $8; dry
the smallest state of die Union in
children cannot raach them.
ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL
me
to
come
here
today
to
see
the
hard
wood,
also
lumber.
T.
J.
CnJtROLL.
and
Bert
are,
but
we
miss
them
be
a
meeting
of
the
officers
and
would
cost
Ute
highway
department
area. Vormont is 45th in population
Don't keep ashes in wooden boxe.
LAW
Tel. 263-21 Rockland, r. 0. Thomaston.
Earl Cogan with George Furbush
and 42nd in area. New Hampshire teacheis of the Sunday school at the over a million dollars, which will circus." said a substantial farmer or deposit them against wooden build
from
30
miles
away
Friday.
"I
have
are
on
a
two
weeks'
inspection
tour
seriously embarrass the plans that
is just the opposite: 42nd in popula parsonage.
$4.50
ptr
1
000
Sheets
ings
or
partitions.
BARKER'S POEMS—A copy In excellent
spent $1"5 with your merchants in
of equipment in the Eastern Division.
Wednesday evening there will be a the department lias made.
tion and 43d in area. Connecticut
ci ndltlon for sale. Also a copy of "Begin
For Pound Size
(Don't change your electric wiring
Speaking of pay-as-you-go it is addition to the smaller amount we without consulting a competent
is 28th in population and 46th in social at the Congregational parson
nings of Colonial Maine." R. T. PATTEN. ,
Postage
15
Cents
Additional
Skowhegan.
118-tf
age for the young people of the Sun now quite generally conceded that spent at the circus," he said.
area.
UNION
"We did as good a business as on electrician.
■New England, as a geographic day school and church.
the pjan has proven a failure, if the
Ladies
of
the
»Farm
Bureau
will
■Don't hang electric light cords on
The Congregational choir will meet road between Portland and Bidde one of our best Saturdays and it was
$2.75 per 500 Sheets
division of the country, ranks 7tlj
meet at Masonic hall. Union, Oct. 6,
nails.
in population and 9th In area. The in the vestry Thursday evening for ford is to be rebuilt within a reason surprising that nearly all the trade
Postage 10 Cents Additional
Miss
Be careful with electric flatirons subject, “School Lunches”
came
from
new
faces
in
our
store,
”
population In 1920 is given as 7.400,- supper and a rehearsal.
able time as most people believe that
I For each additional 1000 eheats
Simmons will be present.
and always use with signal light.
said
a
Carrington
merchant.
Others
Mr and Mrs. Nelson E. Moore and it must be. The funds derived under
909, a regular census enumeration,
| ordered at same time, add to the
Use metal protection under aij
Frances with IHerbert the existing plan will serve very well reported practically the same story.
and in 1925 is given as 8.067.428, an daughter
• price of first 1000. $4.00 and Ii
stoves and protect woodwork where
A
holiday
crowd
likes
to
spend
some
estimate, arrived at as hereinbefore Bucklin motored to Woolwich Sunday for the construction of new projects
Lost and Found
cents postage for each 1000.
stoves or furnaces are close to walls.
Standard FI
and walked out upon -the Bath as approved by the departmeqf from money. More of it goes- to the mer
explained.
Don't pass stove pipes through ceil
LOST—Sept. 29, black and white female
The Department of Commerce is bridge on a tour of inspection.
time to time, but they are not suf chants during the day than to the ing, roofs or wooden partitions.
Collie dog. GBDRGE WRStJHT. Clark bland
$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
4nuch Interested in the discrepancy
ficient to construct the Biddeford- circus Itself.
119*121
ADDRESSOGRAPH
Have all flues cleaned, examined Me.
No institution affords as much real
For Half Pound Size
between the geographic and popula
I'ortland highway unless the work is
LOST—$10 bill and 85 hill Friday night
and repaired at least once a year.
Pottage 10 Cents Additional
tional centers of New England. The
at Gray’s sto-e. Finder leave at IRVING
to be spread over a long term of pleasure to young and old as the cir
Every open fireplace should have a GRAY’g STORE. Broad St.
118-120
geographical center will not, of
years. Taking four or six years to cus. The menagerie inhabitants are screen.
For M Platen
FOUND—In Rockport sum of money
coutse. change.
The populational
Our
rebuild this road is objectionable highly educational to the young. The
$2.50 per 500 Sheets
Don't
connect
gas
stoves,
heaters
or
magnificent
spectacles
now
staged
Owner
may
have
same
<Qy
paying
charges.
F.
certer will, and this change will un
from the fact that it is the main
With
Gl
Graphotype
and Cabinet
A. PBTER«ON”S STORE.
118*It
Postage 10 Cents Additional
by the better circuses afford scenes hot plates with rubber hose
doubtedly be northward toward the
avenue entering the State and to have
For each additional 1000 sheets
All Complete
Don't
use
kerosene,
benzine
or
FOUMO
—
Punt.
MAX
FORD
MADDIX
KS,
of
beauty
that
could
not
be
witnessed
Columns
Are
less-populated regions of Maine. If
any portion of it held up for that
118-120
ordered at same time, add to the
otherwise outside of a few theatres naptha in lighting fires or to quicken Owl's Head, Ma'.
Maine ever becomes the populational
length of time would he quite cer
price of first 1000, $3.50 and 10
As new, in original pack
in the largest cities. The circus fel a slow fire.
center as well as the geographic cen
tain to keep tourists from Maine
cents postage.for each 1000.
Remember that there is always
lows give their customers an unus
ter of New England, a bright future
ings. At a bargain. If in
ual amount of entertainment for the danger In the discarded cigaret and
dawns for her as the heart of NewOr real utete. First
THE
Because
of
his
tender
years,
the
money
charged.
cigar
stub.
terested write to
Merchant
er
mertfSIM.
England.
little King of Roumunia will not be
Official and business Carrington
HARRY
BERMAN,
COURIERrecognizes
the
value
of
circuses
and
charged
with
the
responsibilities
of
A scientist says the cllnging-vine
<23 Mall BE. Been ». ReeUeafi. Tel. M9.
Windows
GAZETTE
modern kings, a dispatch says. “And other attractions that draw great shortsightedness ot merchants In
type of woman Is passing. No doubt
113-Th-tf
what," King Alfonso and King Vic crowds of people Into the city. many towns to contrive to keep peo
eh® would have ntayvd longer if
, Rockland, Maine
tor Emmanuel might ask in chorus Kno'tvlng the value of such events. ple away rather than inviting them
there had been anything very solid
our people look with pity on the in"are those'.''—El Paso Times.
l»ft to cling to.—Kansas City Star.
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LORD-BARTER
The World Wide Guild connected
A MIDNIGHT MARRIAGE
with the Llttletie’d Memorial Church
The home of Mrs. Edgar W. Barter
will meet in the vestry Thursday aft
at 125 Camden street was the scene
ernoon and evening. There will be
Rev.
John
Dunstan,
pastor
of
Pratt
9
o
’
clock
the
next
morning,
to
teach
of
a happy gathering at X o'clock
Wcrk In the afternoon, picnic supper
in audition to personal notes recording de
Memorial M. E. Church, was sleep-! school, he admitted the applicants Saturday evening when her daughand
a
business
meeting
in
the
eve

partures and arrivals, thia department espe
cially desires information of social happerf- ning.
ing the sleep of the just at 11.30 Sun- , utnl found that they were Brainerd ter, Miss Lillian B, Barter was unit
,
, Paul and Miss Dorothy Andrews, both ed in marriage to Ronald (1. Lord.
lngs, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
day night when there came an insist- > ot n,„.U|)ol.t.
Thev WCre attended Tlie pretty double ring ceremony
mall or telephone will be gladly received.
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Bartlett. Mr. ent'rlng at the door-bell. So insist- for this auspicious occasion, by Mr., waSjiierformed by Rev. B. I’. Browne
TELEPHONE
J 70
and Mrs. Norrib Bartlett, Mr. and ent that he hastily donned a reason-j Paul’s brother, Robert A. Paul, and in the presence of the two famMrs. Earl Bartlett, Mrs. M. A. Mur- able amount of clothing and went to' the latter's wife. The ceremony was Hies and some of their more inti
The Unlversalisl Indies will serve j<hy and Mr. and Mrs. Archie W. answer the summons.
I quickly performed, and they went on mate friends
their first circle supper of the sea Bowley motored to Cumberland Mills
The central feature of the house
“Please, sir, we want to be mar , their way rejoicing.
son Wednesday night. The house Saturday afternoon to attend the
decorations wds the wedding arch
keepers are, Mrs. Annie Haskell Harding-Vanher wedding which took ried,” was the rather astonishing i The bridegroom is a graduate of of evergreen and dahlias from the
greeting he received.
j Rockport High Srhool and B »wdoiti
Mis. Susie Davis, Mrs. Lena True, place that evening ftt 8 o'clock.
Midnight weddings are not an ad-1 College and is now teaching in New dome of which was suspended a bell
Mrs. Kate Veazie, Mrs. Alice Marsh.
With the coming of the crisp days of fall and
vertised portion of Mr. Dunstan's Portland. The bride is a graduate of of pure white. The hallway was
Mrs Adelaide Snow. Mrs. Clara
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Maxey and clerical duties, but when he learned Rockport High School, attended Sim- colorful in autumn leaves, mingled
Smith, Miss Mabel Lamb, Mrs. Har
early
winter we move back into our homes once
Mr. and Mrs. E. iH. Maxey motored that the man In the case had an' mans College and lias since been v.ith which were pine tips.
riet Rankin. Miss Adelaide Holmes
The
bridegroom
was
attended
by
"to
Waterville
Bunday
and
were
the
more
from beach and out of doors and comes the
urgent call to be in New Portland at ■ teaching.
and Miss Myrtle Herrick. Supper
his brother. Sherman Lord, while his
guests of Horace P. Maxey at Colby
will be served at 6 o’clock.
season for new Floor Coverings.
sister. Miss Berla Lord, acted as
College.
Mrs. L. B. Smith and daughter,
bridesmaid. The two rings wee
FEDERATION
GOSSIP
Miss .Mildred Smith of Wessaweskeag
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Dauphin who
conveyed to the altar by Leona
Mr. and Mrs. 'Fred A. Carter at Inn are spending the week In Newhave been guests the past week of
Elanders and were concealed in a
tended
the
Maine
Music
T'estlval
in
York and ProvidenceSays That Mrs. Ruth Elling basket of flowers. The bride’s .gown
their aunt, Mrs. James A. French,
Bangor.
Maverick street, have returned to
white georgette. She wore a
wood Might Be Vice Presi was
their home in Bath.
tulle veil, caught with orange blos
Mr. and Mrs. B. O. Hurd of South
The Ladies' Aid of the Littlefield Thomaston entertained Dr. and Mrs.
soms and carried a shower bouquet
dent.
of roses and snap dragons. The
I The E. F. A. Club will meet Wed Memorial Church will meet in the J. C. Stanton of Danvers, Mass., and
bridesmaid wore pink georgette, and
nesday afternoon with Mrs. Grace vestry Wednesday evening for roll Miss Jeannie McConehie at a dinner
Alice
F.
Lord,
a
Lewiston
news
Supper will be
carried pink carnations. The flower
Rollins at her cottage at Holiday call and supper.
party Monday evening.
writer.
Indulges
in
the
following
In

served at 6 o'clock. Members are
girl was clad in white.
Beach.
teresting comment Tor.eerning the
urged to be present.
The wedding march—Bridal Chor
Mrs. Elmer Vfcrrlll will entertain second viee presidency of the Maine us from Lohengrin—was played by
Miss Hortensc Bryant of the Bath
the
Opportunity
Class
Thursday
eve

Federation
of
Women's
Clubs:
Mr. and Mrs. (Charles H. Wey
Miss Elsa Hayden^and two vocal
High School faculty was a weekend
“Lewiston and Auburn Federated selections, popular on these occa
ning at the First Baptist Church par
guest at F. C. Flint's, 16 Franklin mouth of Flsherville, Mass., were lors.
clubwomen
are
much
pleased
that
guests last week of Mrs. A. S
sions. “At Dawning” and “O, Prom
street.
among the names most frequently ise Me,” were most pleasingly sung
Littlefield, Talbot avenue.
We are prepared to serve you wilh a splendid
mentioned
for
candidacy
for
the
va

Mis3 Amanda Wood spent the
by Miss Beulah Rokes.
'William Black is home from Hart
cancy of second vice president of the
weekend
In
Lewiston,
the
guest
of
At
the
informal
reception
which
Edward
Gonia
is
on
a
business
trip
assortment of Rugs and Art Squares in a wide
ford, Conn., where he has been em
Maine Federation, is that of Mrs. A followed wedding refreshments were
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Burke.
to New York this week
ployed the past summer.
E. CWittenden of Auburn. Mrs. Chit served by Misses Evelyn Jacobs.
range of patterns, sizes and prices.
•»
——_
tenden doubtless will receive the Beulah Richards, Berla Lord and
Mrs. G. W. Mugridge suffered quite
Miss Josephine Ilaltlgan and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ross of Peaks
solid backing of Androscoggin Coun
ulah Rokes. An inspection of the
ar.d Mrs. Peter Edwards motored to i
Island were weekend guests of Mrs. a serious ill turn Sunday night.
ty clubwomen, who know so well the wedding presents showed many at
Boston and are guests of relatives
Ross’ brother, Harry Post. On their
work she has done for the Literary
Miss Vittrici Carini and Mrs. Pearl in Waltham for a few weeks. They Union. They fully appreciate her tractive gifts in the way of silver,
return they were accompanied by
Sizes 9x12 feet to 22x36 inches
cut glass, linen, etc.
her father Freeman Post for a short Hall entertained at the cottage of will return by the way of the White ability and energy and leadership.
The bridegroom is a son of Mr.
Mrs. Stella Linekin, Friday, in honor Mountains.
visit.
“There is no question but Mrs. and Mrs. Alfred G. Lord of 5 Bay
0
All varieties of colorings and patterns with de
of Mrs. James O'Hara, who was pre
Chittenden's name is being talked
William H. Weed has gone to New sented with a very handsome leather
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Fickett who generally through the state, among View, Square and graduated in 1922
signs certain to please you.
London, Conn., to attend the funer writing ease. Auction was the fea- have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. clubwomen, for this office. It means, from’ Rockland High School where
he had played with distinction on
al of his mother, who died last ture of the afternoon, which was most ! Cleveland Bleeper In South Thom- |of course, if she were elect!
•tWd, that the baseball and football teams. He
dellghtfully spent.
laston, returned to Bangor yesterday ■ jn ((pa
sne would move through
Thursday.
is in the employ of the Rockland
-----I Mrs. Sleejier left today for a visit
first Vjce presidency to the presiWholesale Grocery Co. The bride
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover have re
Mlss Carrie Fields has gone to in Boston.
dency> A recent letter from Mrs. graduated from
Ideal for chamber, living room or den.
Rockland
High
turned from a week’s visit at Poland Boston where she will remain for the
Maybelle H. Brown of Waterville, School in 1923 and for tlie past two
9x12
8x10
6x‘T
Miss Audrey Blackingtnn has re treasurer of the Federation Is typlSpring and Paris Hill.
winter.
years has efficiently served as cash
turned her duties at the E. C. Moran ca, lt indicates that Mrs. Chitten- ier for the New England Telephone
and smaller sizes
Foster Flfleld was home from
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hall and , Company insurance office, after a den’s name Ik being used that way, Co -^lie is a member of the Firkt
Kent's 'Hill over the weekend, the daughter Estelle spent the weekend two weeks' vacation,
fore the vacant post.
Baptist Church.
With tlie best
For chamber and bathroom. Wide variety in color
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. (W. in Madison.
'
I “Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood of Rock- wishes of a very large circle of
A. Flfleld.
——
I land, who has been so charming an friends the young couple will begin
and patterfi of most attractive nature.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Dow of (office-holder as recording secretary, housekeeping at the home of the
Mr. and Mrs Irving Pettlnglll, Mr.
Miss Catherine Llnster of Luxem- and Mrs .Austin St. Clair and son Portland are guests of Mr. Dow s 11V0Uid receive hearty support from
bride.
'bourg, who is In the country on a six Bradley and Mrs. 'Barrett of West brother, Galen Dow, Park street.
! many for the second vice presidency,
months' visitor’s passport as the brook, Mrs. Clara St. Clair and Mr.
----would she consider accepting such
HASTINGS-GARDNER
Miss Effle Pitcher of Ocean ( it.v, ‘ojf|ce< But she has ndt received apguest of her sister, Mrs. Austin and Mrs. W. A. Holman of Portland,
Supplied in rubber and brush
Bre wer, has forfeited her status by Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Leach of Tenant's N. J., is the guest of Mrs. H. B I pioaches in tills matter favorably.
A pretty wedding took place in
accepting employment with Mrs E. Harbor. Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. [.each Waltz Broadway.
I She has frankly said that lt would Martinsville, Saturday evening, when
K. Leighton.
Miss Llnster is so and daughter Virginia, Mr. and Mrs.
-----j be impossible for her to go on Mary E. Gardner was united in mar
anxious to remain in Rockland that Maynard Leach, Miss (Pearl Leach,
Mrs. Helen Bain, Misses Carolyn through the succession to the presl- rii'.ge to William J. Hastings of
she will sail on the George Washing Mr. and Mrs. George L. St. Clair and ard Alice Erskine and Miss Addle deucy, as seems to be the unwritten Tenants Harbor. The ceremony was
Tel.
Second Floor
ton Oct. 13 and wait at tier home for Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Stoddard and son Srow were motor trip visitors to law. hence she does not deem it fair performed at tlie home of the bride?
Rockland, Me.
an opportunity to return on the im Robert formed a party which spent Portland last week, the party being to the Federation to consider run in the presence of a few guests, Rev.
migration quota.
ning for preliminary offices.
the weekend at the G. L. St. Clair cot guests of Mrs. Bain.
Sidney E. Packard, being the offi
"Mrs. Ellingwood has three sons, ciating clergyman A delicious sup
tage, Martha's Beach and the A. P.
Miss Margaret Innes lias returned whe need her attention in her home, per In the preparation of which the
Rev. E. O. Kenyon has gone to St. Clair cottage. Ash Point. Two
Deering to attend a three-dav mis wonderful autumn days made It an to this city after several weeks spent and, while her interest in elub work bride's efficiency is well known was
sion at the Bishop Codman Memorial outing to be remembered. Breakfast in Belfast and vicinity and will re i. sincere and deep, she cannot give sei ved at the close of tlie ceremony.
, Church.
the time to it she otherwise would, Mrs. Hastings is one of Tenant's
was se ved at the Ash Point cottage sume her professional duties.
because of responsibilities at home Harbor s esteemed young women and
and dinner at the Martha’s Beach
Miss
Ada
Young.
Miss
Alena
Young.
Mrs. Mary Ivison who has heen cottage.
which are naturally of prior impor ery popular with summer guests,
Miss Annie Frye, Miss Florence ts ice.”
visiting In Rockland and Vinalhaven,
who flresentel her with many beau
Hastings
and
Mrs.
Clara
Emery,
left Monday for her home in Phila
tiful gifts. The groom is one of the
Mrs. Edward Ingraham left Satur
were
in
attendance
at
the
W.
C.
T.
WHY PRICES VARY
delphia.
town's worthy and industrious eitiday for Boston where she will spend
burndale and Earl E Leonard of lowing the ceremony a reception was
MOODY-ASTILL
U. State Convention in Fairfield last
zens.
Mr. and Mrs. Hastings will
held in tlie church parlors.
two weeks.
Cambridge.
week.
Cost of Crude Petroleum And Addi residflfat Tenants Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. W T. White of New
Mrs. Moody is a graduate of New
The wedding march was played by
The following marriage report,
York are the guests of Mr. White's
tions to Stocks Affect Gasoline.
W. E. Morgan of Hartford, Conn.,
from the Belmont (Masft.j Citizen, Miss Lillian Merle Pride of Medford, England Conservatory of Music and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
Follanshee
father. 427 Main street. Their daugh spent the weekend with his family
HASTINGS-MUZZY
will interest friends of the bride a classmate of the bride. F. Addison is now studying at Boston University,
wmt to Boston Saturday for a few
ter Mrs. Waldo Adams of Dubuque, at 462 Old County Toad.
Tlie outstanding point In regard to
groom in Thomaston and elsewhere Porter gave the bride in marriage <’allege of Liberal Arts. (Her husband
days
stay.
Mrs.
Follansbee
is
hav

Iowa, accompanies them.
Donald Francis Hastings ef this in Knox County:
the tank-wagon price of gasoline
She was dressed in white headed is a graduate of Massachusetts Agri
ing her vacation from The Courierduring the past five years, Is its low ity and Miss Betty Agnes Muzzy ef
georgette with a white silk marlene ' cultural College at Amherst. He is
Mrs. Maynard Oxton left yesterday
• ♦ • •
Miss Elizabeth Post returned Sat for Medford. Mass., where she will be Gazette office.
Greenville
were
married
last
Friday
scarf.
Tlie bridal bouquet was of I now associated with the Equitable
level as erffftpared with prices of
Miss Willa H Astill. daughter of white roses and lilies of the valley, Life A'Siirance Society of Boston.
urday from Boston where she at the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Lester
most other commodities.
At the at the home of the bridegroom’s
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Staples of
tended the Dennison classes in paper Ayer for jwo weeks.
end of 1925, for example, the tank- uncle, F. Cornelius Doherty, in St. Mr. and Mrs. 'W. T. Astill of Ogden, and her dark wavy hair was crowned Thecouple left for a motor trip through
Boston are visiting their daughter.
work.
She brought back many
wagon price of gasoline in New York Albans, N. Y. Mr. Hastings is the Utah, became the bride of Kenneth with a wreath of orange blossoms.
I Maine. They will make their home
Mrs. Avaughn Ames In Camden.
, dainty novelties.
City was only a little more than the son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. Hast KVa Its Moody, son of Mr. and Mrs.
The church was attractively .deco tor the present at 130 Common street,
Mrs. L. II. Soper and Mrs. William
H.
C.
Moody
of
439
Common
street,
average price for 1913, whereas the ings apd graduated in 1925 from the
T. Haines of Waterville were guests
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Morton. William calculated price of all commodities University of Maine, where he was a Belmont, Saturday afternoon, Sept. rated with palms and gladioli. Fol- Ib Imont.
Mrs. ’William Ellingwood. Mrs.
Rockland friends Sunday.
Devone
and
Miss
Annie
McCluskey
Orissa Merritt and Mrs. H P. Blodg
combined was more than 50 percent, member of the Kappa Sigma fra 24. The ceremony took place in the
motored to Portland Sunday and re
ett will attend the State Federation
ternity. Up is now employed as radio chapel of Park Street Church, Boston,
Congratulations are offered to Mr. turned yesterday. Mr. Morton left higher.
of Women’s Clubs in Lewiston this
Prices
of
gasoline
were
highest
in
engineer
in New York. The bride is Kev. A. Z Conrad officiating.
and Mrs. George E. Gilchrest whose this morning for Pleasant Point
The maid of honor was Miss Rose
week.
1920
and
the
early
part
of
1921,
when
daughter
of F. Leslie Muzzy of
recent marriage is announced by the where he and his men are deeorating
tlie tank-wagon price in New York Greenville and is also a graduate i f Ann Astill of Wollaston, sister of the
Thomaston
correspondent.
The
bride
interior
of
S.
A.
Gould's
cotMr. and Mrs. E. C. Davis, Mrs. R.
for a time reached 31 cents a gal- University of Maine. She received bride. Her gown was orchid georg
wag formerly Miss Anne Hanley of (age.
L. Knowlton and Miss Edith Mac•lon. The period from 1921 to 1924. her degree last June, and was a mem ette and tuffeta and her bouquet but
Thomaston, who became exceedingly
terfly roses. P. W. Moody, brother
Alman enjoyed a weekend motor trip
Inclusive witnessed a .general reduc
popular as central telephone opera
Dr. and Mrs. Guy E, Dore. Mr. and tion in gasoline prices throughout the ber of the Pi Beta Phi sorority. of the ^bridegroom, was best man.
to Quebec.
Many congratulations will he forth
TODAY—WEDNESDAY
tor In Thomaston, and who is new Mrs. Hugo Cross and Miss Evelyn
Ushers were Henry F. Law of Aucountry, followed by a slight reaction coming from Rockland friends.
Mr. and Mrs Morris Perry motored bookkeeper for the Rockland Motor Young of Guilford were guests Sun in 1925, which brought the prices
PRICES—Matinee .... 25c, 35c. Evening .... 35c, 50c. Cbddrcn .... 10c
Mart. Mr. Gilchrest is a former city day of Capt. Israel Snow. They mo
to Quebec for the weekend.
(or that year about on a par with
marshal of Rockland and Is now em tored hence to try a few rounds of
those for 1923.
During 1925 the
A MAN’S PICTURE THAT WOMEN WILL LOVE
There will be a Harmony Club ployed in the office of the Standard golf, at the conclusion of which they average tank-wagon prices at New
enjoyed a delicious duck dinner at York. Washington. Chicago. New Or
meeting at the B. P. W. Club rooms Oil Company.
the
Community
Sweet
Shop
irt
South
• next Wednesday ©ct. 5. 7.15 p. m
leans. and San Francisco were all
Dr. and Mrs. B. B. Annis attended Hope.
Plans will be made for a Hallowe'en
less than 20 cents a gallon.
a meeting of the Maine State Chirodance.
The price of the raw material—
PRESERVING GRAPES
practi^ Association in Bangor Sun
crude petroleum—inevitably affects
Visiting Washington recently and day.
1 the price of gasoline. The usual
Her* Ark a Few Recipes Deserving early spring advances in price of
registered at the Arlington Hotel
(WITH MATINEE DAILY)
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Blethen ef
were Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Hathaway
of Consideration Just Now.
crude, occasi med by the decreased
Beechurst, L. I., N. Y„ are making
from Rockland, Maine.
output durirg winter months, has
a ten days' visit with Mr. B’rthen'sSoon preserving grapes will be in generally heen accompanied by high
father, George W. Blethen, Holmes the market, and in fact are already er prices of gasoline. Prices of ga ■
loch Class this afternoon, in the street.
available In some parts of the coun oline are sensitive to increases o'
church parlors.
try. and those with a little space to decreases in stocks of crude, perhaps
Mr. and Mrs. David Connors and store grape preserves will find their more' so than to fluctuations In
The Women's Missionary Society son Daniel. Jr., of Quincy, Mass., who efforts In this direction very worth sle.cks of gasoline The upward re
connected with the First Baptist are house guests of Miss Bertha Mc while. Naturally your work will he action of gasolinp prices in 1925 was
church will meet Wednesday after Intosh. Curdy street, return home tremendously simplified if you have caused primarily by greater firm
tomorrow where Mr. Connor has many an automatically controlled electric nets in the market for crude through
noon, at 2.39 In the chapel.
duties as manager of the Weymouth oven, for Then close supervision is a cessation of additions to stocks.
I Mrs. Caroline Slierer Swett and Division of the Massachusetts Street quite unnecessary.
Likewise, the low prices of ga.
son Charles Swett, visited relatives Railway. Mrs. Connors will be re
Grape Jelly—<Ripe grapes should he ■ oline this year have been caused by
In Portland over Sunday.
membered as Miss Edna Storer of used for the common variety of large additions to stocks. When supRocklamL and a school frtend Uf grape Jelly. Pick ov;r the grapes as ply and demand are more nearly
David G. Hodgkins and family. Mr. Miss McIntosh.
you remove them from the stems, and equal prices will again rise.—The
and Mrs. H. G. Cole. Mr. and Mrs
wash thoroughly before putting Into Manufacturer.
THURSDAY-FRIDAY
*
With
Fredertck Powers. Mr. and Mrs. G.
V. A Leach and daughter Ruth the preserving kettle. Heat to the
Maurice Derry and Mr and Mrs. Fred spent the weekend in Boston and boiling point over the heating top of . President Coolidge tell3 doctors
E. Linnekln motored to flqngeley vicinity. Mr. Leach attending to busi your electric range, then mash, and they are guiding the people to health
Sunday and came home with a tale ness and Ruth visiting relatives in place In your automatic oven, which right thinking, and peacp. Mr. Cool
of autumn scenery beautiful beyond Winthrop and Cambridge.
AND
has been pre-heated to 400 degrees idge next should laud a convention of
description.
F., and let the grapes boll for 30 min patients for helping doctors to fresh
“We’ve been on the go all the time” utes. Remove the grapes from the air, motoring and golf.— Brooklyn
■Leonard Campbell and Dana Cum writes Dr. W. H. Armstrong from oven, strain through a coarse strain- | Eagle,
mings were home from Gorham Nor Merchantville. N. J. Wtlh this city er, then allow Juice to drop through
mal School for the weekend.
as a center. Dr. and Mrs. Armstrong a double thickness of cheesecloth or
Today’s feature picture—“TENTACLES OF THE
have been making side trips to Phil a jelly bag. Measure the quantity
Chandler Smith of Niagara Falls, adelphia, Atlantic City and various Into the clean preserving kettle, bring
NORTH.” Feature for Wednesday and Thursday,
is visiting G. O. Wentworth, Maver other parts of New Jersey. “On our to a quick boil over "high" heat, add
ick street.
trip to this place,” writes tl»e doc an equal quantity of heated sugar, I
"THE PRINCESS OF EROADWAY."
»
NOW PLAYING
tor, “we tarried a while in Bhn- boil for another three minutes, skim j
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Newbert re nington, Vt„ where the historic and pour Into glasses. Place In the '
BILLIE DOVE
turned Saturday from a trip of sev drama of the battle of Saratoga had sun, and let stand for 24 hours.
“THE STOLEN BRIDE”
eral days through Penobscot and Its most effective beginning and Cover with paraffin and paper and
ah exemplification of vitality, energy, which ended In the surrender of the keep in a cool, dry place.
"THE CRIMSON FLASH”
Aroostook counties. While in Island English forces under Gen. Burgoyne.
Green Grape Jelly—Green grape 1
Falls they were guests of Mr. and practically deciding tfae Revolution Jelly Is made from grapes picked Just
WED.-THURS.
Mrs. J. H. Lurvey and were present ary War. We spent our first night before they begin to turn. In making, a* the official inspection of Loyal In Troy, N. Y„ having made 333 follow the directions above.
Chapter O. E. S. by the worthy ml’es In 12 hours, including «tops.
Grape Marmalade—Prepare the
grand patron. Sept. 39. they attend from Rockland We passed through grapes for the marmalade as you
: : at : :
ed a reception given by Pleiades the Delaware Water Gap. which Is would for the Jelly. Then separate!
Chapter of Patten to the worthy a most marvelous sight, as you wind pulp from skins. Place the pulp in j
grand patron. Charles E. Lhrd of along Hie base of the mountain.” your preserving kettle, bring quickly ’
Camden who is a member of that Dr. and Mrs. Armstrong are starting to the boiling-point, then let simmer .
chapter. Mrs. Gertrude B.‘ McTeer. for home today by the way of Get In the automatic even until the seeds 1 It's a Merry Jamboree of Speedworths" grand matron, and other tysburg to Harrisburg and Delaware
East Union, Maine
separate from the pulp—about one
Love and Lightning and Thrills
grand officers were present. There Wfter Gap. thence retracing the
hour at “low” heat. Then rub this
and Yon Must Come Over.
wad 4 very large attendance and it course which took them to New
through a very fine sieve, return to
Was a most enjoyable occasion. Jersey. They expect to be In Rockkettle with the skins, add equal
“Judging from the looks of the po la pd Friday..
_.
*
.
quantity of sugar, and cook in your
tato fields which were being harvest
electric automatic oven at 300 de- ,
ed there need be no fear of a potato
Music by MARSTON’S ORCHESTRA
IN
grees F. for 46 minutes Put In Jars ;
Don't daro breathe this to a soul, but we have it on very good
\amine this winter,” said Mr. New
and treat them as you would the , ' “The Royal American”
The Place To Go For
authority that “One Woman To Another” is the most phasing picture
bert,, “the rot is negligible.”
Old and New Dances
Jelly.
Florence Vidor has been in to date.
The Royel American Will Win
There will be a Harvest Dinner at
It will tickle the woman folk and entertain the men.
Your
Heart
■Edison thinks people should eat
108*110-Tu-tr
the Methodist Church vestry Wed
F. W. Fan-el Company
the same thing every day. Nature
nesday from 11 to 1. Supper at 6
NEWS
COMEDY
FRI.-SAT.—“RANGE COURAGE”
o’clock, with baked beans and red
643 MAIN ST.
ROCKLANO designed that man to run a boarding
house.
—
St.
Paul
-Pioneer
Press
flannel -hash.—<tdv.

N SOCIETY
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AUTUMN

THE SEASON FOR RUGS

AXMINSTER RUGS

INDIA DRUGGETS

PIAZZA AND PORCH RUGS

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

PARK

Strand Theatre
ALL THIS WEEK

THE FAVORITE COMEDIAN

BILLY HALL
And

Big Musical Revue
Snapshots 1927

REAL VAUDEVILLE
Feature Pictures

EMPIRE

DANCING

THE PIONEER GRANGE PAVILION

REED HOWES

RADIO

NEXT SATURDAY EVENING

Eve y-Othe“-Day
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First for Finer Flavor
—No Throat Irritation
—No Cough
11,105* doctors give written opinion

RHYMES OF ROCKLAND
Written for The Courier-Gazette
By Ruth H. Whittemore

You Pay
No more, no less... but
Quaker Oats has the
flavor

MIDDLE STREET HILL, OCT. ’

Flat on mv back with my elbows braced
To hold the binoculars still,
1 lay on my back and looked up at the stars
Last night on Middle Street Hill.

Harvey qualifies today for a New
England Weekly. For he is inter
preting for posterity the life of Hen
ry Clay Flick and there 18 much ma
terial in that purified playground in
Far to the southward a thin crescent moon
Massachusetts known as the North
Slid gently down through the sky,
HE difference in breakfast oats Shore. From the turbulent torrent
The October air was Junelike for once
is in their flavor. The price which symbolizes the past course of
George Harvey the lessons are more
And the ledges sun-warmed and dry.
mostly is the same.
s
than one. First, an inkwell may
Millions demand the Quaker brand spread more sorrow than a bomb
The Dipper dipped brightly, Arcturus was coy
because of its toasty, wonderful flavor. shell. This lesson he learned from
With a thin wisp of cloud for a veil;
For flavor is the important point in the Reverend Martin Luther. Again,
“
”
The Pleiades seemed to giggle and wink
food.
one may spur himself as effectually
a favorite in
And the Dragon lacked part of his tail.
Some SO years were spent perfect up Into the councils of the great
ing that famous Quaker flavor. Once to attempt to purr Ills way. Does
Radio-land,
1 had found, as I thought, one of Jupiter’s moons
you taste it, you are spoiled for or not one fasten spikes on his calve*
writes:
when climbing a telephone pole? Is
dinary oats.
And its magic was tilling my brain,
not fear as great a lever as love?
“During a ttrenuoturehear*
When 1 suddenly realized I wasn’t alone.
Quaker milling, too, retains much Again, one may be a party chame
tai, with the work entailed
I of the "bulk” of oats. And that leon and yet, if he wears long, sharp
For the voices were near and quite plain.
in operating the World's
makes laxatives less often needed. spurs, reap recognition from even
LargestTheatre,whereonc's
O. B. Detroit—Full Factory Equipment
Protein, carbohydrates and vitamines regular Republicanism.
Snatched hack front contemplating infinite space,
nervous system is working
independ
4-Door Sedan (Not * Coach)
and
"bulk
”
are
thus
combined
to
make
under great pressure* there
1 slid down the ledge, swift and still—
ence of party obligation is some
is nothing quite like a'Lucky
Quaker Oats an excellently balanced times an asset.
HAT is the quality that
(Who
was
it,
I
wonder,
was
getting
engaged
Strike* cigarette. It does not
ration.
• « • •
Giuseppe Danise, Adam
impair the voice, and fives
Last night on Middle Street Hill?)
Get Quick Quaker (cooks in 2J4 to
To go back. Harvey first met hls
Didur.Queena Mario, AntonioCortis,the mental relaxation so cs»
sentiui to carry on.”
5 minutes) or Quaker Oats today at mother, sixty-three years ago, al
Lenore Ulric, Nanett4 Guilford,
your grocer. See how much finer to Peacham In Vermont, where he and
Wilton Lackaye, “Roxy,” and other
morrow's breakfast will be than today's;. she both happened to be at the time
famous singers, actors, broadcasters
The babe was christened with a
heavy load, with the name of George
and pubic speakers have found that
VOYAGING AROUND THE WORLD
B-lnton McClellan, a general ln the
makes LUCKY STRIKES delight
Civil War, as some veterans will
ful and of no possible injury to their
remember. This elaborate nomen
voices?
the boy soon scrapt. For
Some of the Things Seen By Miss Hilda George On Her WOMAN’S ASSOCIATION CON clature
he was quicker to battle with his
GREGATIONAL CHURCH
For the answer we turned to medical
brains than to fight with hls fist,
Trip With the Floating University.
•
-----men and asked them this question:
His creed he had read on the walls
Circle Suppers for 1927-1928 to be
DYER’S GARAGE, INC.
of a Y’ermont school-house: “The
Do you think from your experi
Held in the Vestry of the Church.
TELEPHONE 124
pen is mightier than the sword.'
(Fourteenth Paper]
to the Dead Sea. It was a tre
ence with L UCKYSTRIKE cig
Further, George the general had nev
54
Park
Street
Rocldand, Maine
Oct. 12—Mrs. E. L. Brown, chair
mendous drop down over barren hills
arettes that they are less irritating
The Holy Land
er sought the front with any too
Tune in on Dodge Brothers Dsp.ndable Hour of Music
from Jerusalem—3000 feet above sea man; Mrs. C. H. Duff, Mrs- Alice groat zeal, So Abraham Lincoln
every Monday Night at 9—COLUMBIA CHAIN
to sensitive or tender throats than
YY’e followed the canal by train to level—to the Dead Sea 1200 feet be Hicks. Mrs. D. N. Mortland, Mrs. E.
Port Said where we embarked Im low. And below in the plains of D. Spear. Mrs. C. I. Burrows. Mrs. E. saia. But George, hls successor, was
other cigarettes, whatever the
ever quick to dive off the plank, no
mediately. And next morning we
Sodom and Gomorrah was the dese.t C. Davis, Miss Annie Frye, Mrs. H. matter how cold the water ol- how
reason?
were in Haifa. By train to Jerusalem and the Dead Sea—which was abso B. Fales, Mrs. J. A. Frost.
Stic ng the current.
took us through the land ot the Philis- lutely deadly—not a living thing
11,105< doctors answered this
• • • •
Oct. 26—Mrs. A. H. Jones, chair
ines, past the place where David
about except a dark-skinned Bedi uin man; Mrs. A. E. Keyes, Mrs. Everett
In
those
pastoral
days it is not
lew
Goliath,
etc.
Barren
land,
rollquestion “YES.”
woman beggar and her two cunning Spear, Mrs. G. E. Parsons, Mrs. recorded that Georgle ever presented
ng hiljs made of small rock mixed
babies. The Dead Sea water tastes Lizzie Hahn, Miss Caro Littlefield, to hls school-teacher a large roseate
At
'At
/.i\!I
Ml’Mij MIL'S
with earth until you wonder what on
like a dose of salts Two of the boys Miss Annie Blackington. Mrs. Alice apple. It was not his way. Neither
These figures represent the opinion
earth can exist ln that land.
went In for a swim. 'It buoyed them
and experience of doctors, those
Jerusalem was what I expected up remarkably. The Jordan is as Cobb, Mrs. J. E. Stevens, Miss Ada was he recognized as “teacher’s pet."
B Young, Mrs. Laforest Thurston.
For hls barns bulged more with cit
and
I
got
little
kick
out
of
seeing
the
whose business it is to know.
puny and insignificant as the Thom
ertify t,
Nov. 9—Mrs. A. L. Whittemore, rons than with oranges. He had
churches erected over the supposed
wo have examined 11,105
aston Creek. One could well imagine chairman; Miss Lois Keene, Mrs. A. never learned to cultivate a rose
signed cards confirming
sites of mangers, tombs, ascension
Jesus wandering in this wilderness S. Littlefield, Mrs. F. R. Spear, Mrs. without thorns.
66
As he grew he
tho above statement.
places, etc. Various sects of Chris
and meeting John the Baptist. Some C. M. Kalloch, Mrs. N. T. Farwell, never was suspected of political
LYBRAND. ROS9
tianity have fought over these places
BROS. Bt MONTGOMERY
jaeople were at the Jordan being bap Mrs E. B. Silsby, Mrs. E. K. Leigh aspirations.
Hls hopes were not
ind have put up hideous things In the tized.
We also have Competent Mechanics to Put Them On J
Accountanttand Auditor*
ton. Mrs. W. S. White, Mrs. R. YV. those. Wisely he foresaw that it was
way of chapels. But the view from
No Throat Irritation-No Cough.
New York,July 22. 1927
I never was so near dead from Bickford. Mrs. E. C Moran, Jr, Mrs. a greater aspiration to make and
For You
Bethelehem across the Valley of ’he
fatigue as I was that night! And YV. YV. Sheldon
to unmake Presidents than to con
Iordan to the Hills of Moab Is stunnext day we left Jerusalem by auto
ing. Again the barren mountains,
Get Our Prices Before You Have Your Work Done.
Nov. 30—Mrs. E. S. Levensaler, strict himself to the privileges and
to Nazareth, some 87 miles. We
obligations of that high office.| So
flat topped, suggested our West, espe
chairman;
Mrs. C. O. Perry, Mrs. F.
passed fascinating native hill towns
All Work Guaranteed
he
had
faith
in
hls
pen.
Having
cially the colors. I managed to run
and wells, shepherds and camels, C. Norton. Mrs. H. V. Tweedie, Mrs. mode himself a master of literary
to have roused the McAdoo organiza
THE PRESIDENCY
off by myself and see gome of the
H.
B.
Bird,
Mrs,
Charles
B.
Nichols,
tion to early activity to prevent Its
etc. It is a great country of rocky
style, of a certain sadistic sort, he
quaint streets of Bethlehem, enough
hills. Olive orchards and fig trees Mrs. R. J. YVIasgatt, Mrs. Lizzie se. out to put this skill to some
being turned into votes in the Demoto
want
to
see
more.
Clark,
Mrs.
Leo
Howard,
Mrs.
R.
E.
Looking Over the Lowden i cratic National Convention next
grow near the towns. The towns,
practical effect, as when a medical
On the Mount of Olives at sunsot
The McAdoo resistance to
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER
though made of mud, are not as Thurston. Mrs Cyrus Plnkham, Mrs. student turns to his first surgical
Boom—Anti-Smith Senti-I1 summer.
time D— and I stole away into a
A.
J.
Bird.
BUILDING MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS
the New York Governor’s candidacymuch like the pueblos as I had ex
operation. As when the gannet, a
Russian convent, peaceful, lovely.
Dec- 14—Mrs. A. C. Jones, chair master of fishermen, poising high off
may have given way in Washington,
pected them to be. They look more
ment Not Dead.
One has to detach oneself from imme
Thomaston, Maine
Oregon and elsewhere, but in Mr. Mclike Moorish forts. There are too man; Mrs. Bussell Bartlett, Mrs. the rocks along the coast, with
diate
surroundings
in
Jerusalem
and
107-tf
Ralph Hanscom, Mrs. L. N. Law spectacular skill dives into the sea
.
r,
Adoo’s home state the word has almany
domed
roofs
and
arched
door

frank O. I.owden, former Governor ,
, .
; . , , ,.
ready been passed by his lieutenants Just look at- the great vistas and re ways and windows. We saw some of rence, Mrs. C. A. Rose, Mrs. O. F. to the destruction of his prey, so
construct
Biblical
history
for
one

of Illinois, apparently has made no j that smith must not pass. While
z'tW SWSw iwwiSw iwaV/SVi
tvi-avZ-aYs:
the new Zionist settlements—very Hills, Mrs. Harold Connon. Mrs- F. Harvey, a fisher of men, in his turn
personal move toward starting his j Democratic state organization lead- self- That night we were too tired to hideous.
L. Llnekin, Mrs, Neil Fogg, Miss descended on his human specimens
do much. But D— took me on a 1PI was sick of churches, etc., so Charlotte Buffum, Miss Katherine for study and dissection.
candidacy for the Republican nomi- ers are Uylng plans to try to corral tle tour through the fascinating old
• see
____ _ for ,,,„
_ _____ __
nation
the Presidency.
Mr. ,Low- 1 some, if not all. of the state's 26 streets in old Jerusalem. The next wandered with K— and R— through Buffum, Mrs. William Kelley, Miss
votes for Gov. Smith, tlie formidable
the fascinating hill streets of Naza Louise Sawyer.
New England saw Harvey in his
den icturned recently to his home at dry wing of the party is letting no forenoon we walked all over town. reth. The women are of a lovely,
Dec. 28—Men’s Circle. J. C. Perry, best stride on the platform during
Churches, convents, etc. Only the
Oregon. 111., after a vacation in the grass grow under its feet.
though Jewish, beauty. But the na chairman. All are. asked to provide. the war. His fame as a literary hargreat Mosque of Omar and th" Jews’
•
•
•
•
tives of the Holy Land are dirty.
East to begin a survey of the Presi
Jan. 11—Mrs. J F. Cooper, chair pooner and as a political scalper had
Admitting that Alfred E. Smith Wailing Wall stand out in memory YY’e went on by road 22 miles to
The house was
dential field from tne vantage point
man; Mrs. W. W. Spear, Mrs. E. J. run before him.
as
especially
stirring.
That
Mosque
was liked in the Soutli “as Governor
Haifa and a welcome four days on Hellier, Mrs. Elonia Tuttle, Mrs. A. jammed with the best of New Eng
of his home state.
is
a
gem.
The
curved
streets
of
old
the steamship Ryndam. The driver YV. Foss, Mrs Harry Hanscom, Mrs. land. His was a gloomy atmosphere.
Some of Mr. Lowden's friends are of New
. . York.”...but declining
,
, to
„ dls- Jerusalem.
where
donkeys
and
poll,, ahead with their plans to make
“I*.
we had was the darndest speed fiend F. K. Clark, Mrs. YY’illis Ayer, Mrs. His was not the face of an ascetic,
camels
flatten
you
up
against
the
him the next President. It was an dency, Josephus Daniels, Secretary of walls as they pass and all the activi YVe never expected to reach Naza Scarlott, Miss Etta O'Brien, Miss in a close-up kodak. His sight he
THOMASTON and WARREN
nounced Jn New Y’ork on Sept. 6 by the Navy under Woodrow AYilson, ties of the bazaars going on, are ir reth alive. How he tore down those Alena Young, Mrs. Ensign Otis, Mrs. had augmented with a type of glass,
ytlept the tortoise-shell, out of re
mountain sides and around curves!
William H. Crawford, political writer. J°,ned ‘he r“*8. °f
Prohibition
A. L. Orne.
resistible.
Succeeding Stanley R. Cushing
spect to the fashion of the town.
that the first definite move to bring , PU^-footers Wednesday,
Well, I'm written out. We are still
Being too tired to walk any more, in the Dardanelles with its interestJan.
23—Mrs.
Wallace
Spear, Only the front row got what he said.
about Mr.
Lowden’s nomination „4t *ou d, be terribly unfortunate,
I
Joined
five
others
and
we
moto'ed
chairman; Mrs C. YY'. Proctor, Mrs. All knew It was good, however, as
Gng old Turkish forts.
would be started by Chicago friends, i Mr Daniels thinks for either the
Thomaston Tel. 212-3. Warren Tel. 14-13
George Clark, Mrs. John Clayter, Mrs. when a country congregation tries
who would open Lowden head- I w*ts or, “>c drys to be in the sadd e
81-tf
Archie Bowley,, Mrs. George Cran to listen up to a great city preacher.
quarters at the- Waldorf, in New 1 "he" ‘h« Democrats meet to nom- SCHOOL AND COLLEGE
dall, Mrs. Harold Karl, Mrs. C. F, A; times, for fear that the second
I nate their candidate for the Presi
KNOX POMONA
Joy, Mrs. Basil 'Stinson, Miss Anna row might catch even a spray of
The Lowden-for-President boom dency next June.
‘The Democratic party cannot win Impressive List of Rockland Lively Discussion At East Coombs, Mrs. Fred Colson, Mrs, Fred what he said, he covered hls mouth
already has been started in Iowa. In
Y'eazie.
with his hand. The more he cov Indian except a dead one. His sling high dinners, virile Y’ermont verJune more than 3.000 persons gath if a faction that wants a glass of
Young Folks Seeking the
Warren—A Public Session Feb. 8—Mrs- C. F. Snow, chairman ered. the more they craved. For the wa* busy. “A stone a day will raise muthed with vacillating viscounts.
ered on tbe Emmettsburg picnic beer or a faction that doesn’t want a
Mrs. YY’hlter Rounds, Mrs. J. E. charm of the chase lies in the pride a tower," but It also Pnded Saint And it is an eloquent fact that Har
grounds to listen to 'Frank J Lund, glass of beer gets in control of the
Higher Education.
Roberts, Mrs. C. D. North. Mrs. Min of conquest. The whole hall did Stephen. The amphitheatre, largely vey made an unique and profound
Planned.
chairman of
the Iowa Lowden convention,” Mr. Daniels said. ‘This
nie Rogers, Mrs. R. K. Snow, Mrs however catch his best, when he cried Republican, in the spirit of a Span impression on the whole British EmLeague, score President Coolidge for ,talk ot alcoholic content must stop "
Following Is a revised and extended
Knox Pomona Grange held it, reg Celeste YY’ood, Mrs. H. C. Chatto out: “If the Wilson league is vital ish bull-fight, stood up, licked its pile, though many continued to
‘Tailing to heed the cry of agricul
Division of the Utah delegation list of Rockland boys and girls who ular session with Highland Grange. Mrs. Milton Griffin. Mrs. H. A. Buf for peace, then I'm for war," It chops and yelped for more. For even cling to the memories of Lowell,
ture” and plead for an organized
fum. Mrs. G. YY’. Foster, Miss Flo'-a was a superb show, measured if not
to tlie Republican National Conven have gone away this fall to various
fight behind Lowden.
East Warren. Saturday land It was Fish, Mrs. C. E. Gilley, Mrs. Roy in Ideals then as an intellectual de the Republican thoroughbred may at Choate and Page.
• • • *
times lapse into a shabby spiritual
At a recent meeting of the Missouri tion between Herbert Hoover and schools and colleges:
one of the best for the year.
Page,
bauch. Boston thrilled. Then Para specimen, some say.
Of such has been Harvey. So he
Farmers’ Association a resolution In Frank o. Lowden to keep peace in the
University
of
Maine
—
Martha
Feb.
22
—
Mrs.
Marion
Cook,
chair

dise
paled
for
Harvey,
and
with
rea

At the morning session the degree
may continue, doubtless, for the lines
dorsing Mr. iLowden for President family is contemplated by party
Harvey made the rules of any of hls Impetuous nature are burned
was adopted. Gov. Hammil of Iowa, leaders. This is the first of four Wasgatt, Frank Stewart, Katherine was conferred upon three candidates. man; Miss Marion Norton, Miss Mar. son. that is among the discrimina
Carl
Herrick,
Charles Dinner was served by members of garet Snow, Miss Dorothy Snow ting.
game he played, which made him In perhaps beyond the power of the
most of the state officials and more states visited by the New York Veazie,
• * • •
more of a favorite with the gallery beauty artist to soften. Hls is a
than 90 per cent of the employes in Herald Tribune correspondent in Coughlin, Donald Small, Mary Syl Highland Grange; after which a so- Miss Hazel Marshall, Miss Corice
Harvey sought to make Mr. Wilson than with the players. The harvest record of triumph and of disaster, a
Thomas, Miss Marlon Richardson
tbe Iowa Capitol building have signed which Gov. I.owden has substantially vesterHe ambitiously sought in 1920 was the election of Mr. trail of sunshine and of shadow. In
cla; hour was enjoyed ln the open, Mrs. Florence Snow, Mrs. Emery President.
a petition pledging their support to benefited by President Coolidge’s re
Bowdoin—Sidney Bird, John Mc
nunciation The others visited were Loon, Arthur Orne, Donald Mer
being one of the warmest days of Howard, Mrs. H W. Look. Mrs. Wy- th" apparently difficult, for Mr. Wil Hnrdlng. Harvey had turned a com operating rooms where too often the
the former Illinois Governor.
man Foster. Miss Ruth Spear, Miss son was not the kind that naturally plete somersault, personal and party anesthetic has been too scantily util
*
tlie Pacific Coast states, where the riam, Norman 'S. YVhldron, Herbert C tho season.
Madeline Rogers, Miss Ruth Rogers caught the people. Then Mr. Wil tics and President. He had become ized. What a tragedy that his high
California support
for
Smith’s trend to Mr. Hoover was strong. Prescott,
Al
the
close
of
the
noon
hour,
the
son intimated to Harvey, perhaps a human fly-wheel. With those plain talents could not have been hitherto
Mrs. Harold Coombs.
Presidential aspirations is sufficient What advance Mr. I.owden made
Colby—Mary
Wasgatt,
Sidney lecturer presented a splendid pro
March 7—Mrs. John I. Snow, chair with scant discretion, that tie should human beings of delicate digestions consecrated to building up and nqt
there as a result of Mr. Coolidge’s Snow, K. Havenor Cassens, Horace
giam
and
at
roll-call
almost
everyman; Mrs. Charles Merritt. Mrs. G take a seat back nearer the balcony of who watched the aefiobat, vertigo to tearing down? What a calamity
withdrawal was not sufficient, it Maxey, Wendell Thornton.
ore responded with a quotation. The A. Lawrence, Mrs. Nilo Spear, Mrs, the house. Now Harvey hated to was victor.
would appear, to find expression in
YY’itli him, however, that he could, not have hitherto
Bates—Helen Verrlll.
question
for
discussion
was
one
of
Minnie Cobb, Mrs. B- B. Smith, Mrs, vacate the stalls. He preferred the whether he stood on his feet or on sought with the same zeal to excel
votes in tlie national convention,
Boston Universfiy—Oscar Crock
the
lively
features
of
the
day
—
“
Is
Alan L. Bird. Mrs. Kennedy Crane, stars of a general to the habiliments his head, the latter ■continued to as an adept with the pruning fork,
And even in Utah, nearer the na ett, Sidney Segal.
our Grange taking sufficient initia Mrs. Alma Leo. Mrs. Helen Pendle of a bell-hop. Then adulation turned guide hls course, surely to hls own rather than content to stop with the
tional grain belt, if the Republicans
Brown University—Wilbur Fro tive to get extension work for oun
ton. Mrs. .1. O. Stevens. Mrs. Lillian to scorn. He gathered up his bag satisfaction. It was as Independent axe? Neveretheless all the world
were put to it to make a choice be hock.
community?” This discussion was Bicknell, Mrs. Homer Robinson.
gage and checked out of the camp of outside storms as the Inside free- thrills at genius, even though at
tween him and Secretary Hoover they
Simmons College—Eleanor Snow, opened by R. S. Simmons, who took
March 21—Mrs. Frederick Powers, of Mr. Wilson and of Democracy. He swung compass of a ship is inde times miscued. And his is genius.
probably would name the latter.
Gertrude
Smith.
a stand affirmatively. H. W. Waltz chairman; Mrs G. M. Derry, Mrs. became the first and the last of the pendent of the outside hurricanes. Thus may Peacham like the mother
Wouldn’t you. too, like a face pow
Lassell Seminary—Y'era Studley, started a lively discussion when he
David Hodgkins, Miss Evelyn Young, Wilson Intimates to depart, that is Whatever Harvey had done, however of the Gracchi, say, even to Ply
der that will keep shine away—stay
THE NORTHPORT WHARF
leannette Smith.
spoke on the negative side. These Mrs. Lloyd Benner, Mrs. L. E. Jones, voluntarily. This Is an unique dis he had done It, he had won. Hls mouth, the Notch and not the Rock;
on longer—spread smoothly—not clog
Wheaton College—Barbara Wig members were followed hy YY'alter
Mr. Wilson did not fire ccurse was sweetened by success, of George Is our Jewel, the Pride of
Mrs. Ralph Smith, Mrs. Corinne Ed tinction.
the pores—and always be so pure and Abandoned By “Eastern” It Will Be gin. Margaret Hellier, Alice Merrick. Swift, Warren Gardner, H. N. Bra wards, Mrs. C. E. Bartiard, Mrs. him
Harvey decamped.
But the ten the human test of right.
Peacham. Harvey will live long as
Public
Landing
Supported
By
Vil
Springfield
Training
College
—
zier, Jesse Overlook, O. A. Copeland.
« * • •
fine? It is made by a new French
Harvey seed had taken root in the
a master-creator of ungloved liter
David Beach.
lage Corporation.
Francis D. Orne.
Mason Tolman and Sarah Young.
May 2—Children’s Circle. Miss Wilson garden. 'It sprouted. Mr.
Process and is called MELLO-GIA}
And now comes the final act, as ature. of the high temper of HarveyNew England Conservatory of MuThe discussion was followed by
Wilson became President.
the
playgoers reach for their outer Ized steel. As such he Is superb.
It is surely a wonderful Face Pow
When some property owners at sit—Dorothy Bird George, Nellie readings, recitations and music, with Caro Littlefield, chairman; Y’olunfieer
• • • •
Committee.
garments.
Harvey was made an am And yet this portrait. In Its shad
Northport
learned
that
the
Eastern
Sncw.
W. J. Bryant at the piano. It was
der. Just try MELLO-GLO. Corner
Any housekeeper unable to serve
Then Harvey established the War- bassador. Some lamented. Never ows and light. Is anemic as set off
Steamship Lines, Inc., was lazing the
Massachusetts Institute of Tech voted to hold a meeting in Pioneer
Drug Store and all other good stores.
is requested to notPy the circle com Weekly. Nothing in Journalistic po theless. more than any one Influence ' In contrast sharp against hls surgfreight sited and waiting room on nology—William Wood.
Grange hall. East Union, under the
litical purpose has touched its sort. Harvey had made Mr. Harding Pres I Ing style, the high coloring of a Turthe wharf and intended to take away
Annapolis Naval Academy—Rich auspices of Knox Pomona, to which mitteej
Officers
of
the
Association;
PresiNevertheless,
Its files are not to be ident. The country got what It vot- j net sunset.
ard
Snow.
the wharf as well, they got busy on
ths public is invited.
1
dent.
Mrs.
Henry
B.
Bird;
vice
preslfound
in
the
libraries of Sunday of which was materially Harvey. I
”
tlie wire and tbe result was a visit
Wesleyan
University — Charles
Knox Pomona is to have an en I dent, Mrs. A. L. YVhittemore; secre
Schools. For its diction was not Sil. Lodge himself did not hesitate.
of President Calvin Austin and Vice T\t eedie. Robert Tweedie.
tertainment. and everybody will
CHARACTER
Its editorial walls knew "A Regular of Regulars," at confirm
YVentworth Institute—Arnold Nel want to hear both the reader, and tary, Mrs. H. B. Fales; treasurer. Biblical.
Preside.it Andrew Sides. The out
not the maxim; "A soft answer ing Harvey, a party maverick, for
come uf a conference will undoubt son
her son, who is an excellent singer. Mrs. Alan L. Bird.
LOANS
Circle committee: Mrs. George M- turneth away wrath." or "Turn tbe one of the greatest of the party
Sea Pines—Rose O'Neil.
edly be a public landing at Northpor
The date of the meeting is to lie an
Deny,
chairman;
Mrs.
John
I.
Snow,
other
cheek.
”
For
its
editor
feared,
gifts,
the
Court
of
Saint
James.
Mr.
YVestbrook
Seminary — Ethel nounced.
supported by the Village Corpora
Mrs. Henry B. Bird.
perhaps, that the physical supply of Harding, a politician, recognized tlie
tion. This corporation will have to Thomas.
two cheeks which was his might obligations of reciprocity, not the
Newton Theological Institution—
lease or buy the portion of the wharf
When they were building the py
become exhausted. The sheet was least of the virtues of that trade.
which lhe steamship company will Marion Brawn.
ramids in Egypt it took 2,000 ablewritten In red ink as it were. An So by his cleats Harvey had climbed
Phillips Andover—Albert Emery,
leave after removing the building
bodied men three years to move one
ell was built on Its trophy-room, be todhe top of the pole. Incidentally,
Faelton Pianoforte School—Edna of the huge stones from the quarry
and the wharf back to the piling
cause of the rapid accumulation of Mt. Harding, of sweet spirit, may
wiiere the yacht float has been tied Gregory.
to tbe scene of construction, but for
I scalps. It commanded a mighty fol- have guessed JtJhat tlie sflieets of
Gorham Normal School — Estelle tunately there were no efficiency ex
up fo. some years. This will give
I lowing. Its purpose was the head Washington were safer with such a
perts around then, to make a pre
a fine landing for small steamers, Hall.
I of Woodrow Wilson on a charger and scrapper three thousand miles across
Northeastern University — Peter liminary survey, so they finally got
yachts and boats and make an at
th" annihilation of hls league. This the seas. So Harvey went. He dePellicane, Kenneth Overlook.
it done.—Ohio State Journal,
tractive water front.
■ It did.
With diction brilliant but sc-ted hls Peacham tailor.
He
St. Joseph's College—Robert Mc
The reason for the steamship com
' brutal, Harvey turned upon and beat bleached and brass-huttoned hls
pany giving up its landing at 'North- Carty.
Don’t allow it to continue, for it surely up his party and hig President and dress-waistcoat.
So
he stayed.
Burdett's Business College—Annie
port is lack of business at the port
will lead to some form of sickness. the invalid with whom he had lived
When he plunged at the Court of
but was precipitated by tlie accident Dunn.
This family remedy will give daily relief
close. He had found in Mr. Wilson Saint James, he was not reprimand
Electrify Your Set with a
Northeastern University—Donald
and improve indigestion.
during tlie past summer when one
Real Estats
Personal Propai
I one man who did not shape hls ed. For might he not return? For
of the steamships struck the wharf YV. Thomas.
“L. F.” Atwood's Medicine (or Bitters' cturse to follow Harvey's pen. Well Mi. Harding was less averse to a
Loans Privately
Philco Socket Power
Harvard University—Philip Rounds.
and injured it and,the shed Here
The economy laxative, 50c and 15c loi sick, he hammered him, accord- surgical
operation
by
Harvey,
2—Offices—2
after all passengers from Boston and Castine Normal School—Ruth L.
I Ing to the rules of Indian warfare. ubioad. than upon himself at home.
Office Hours: 9 A. M. t0 5 P. I
F.
W.
Farrel
Company
Sylvesterup river who wish to reach NorthMade and Guaranteed by
I
His
tomahawk
was
read
and
red.
And
was
not
Harvey
less
of
a
lia
Lawful Rate of Interest
Gorham Normal School—Leonard
643 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
port must land at Belfast and motbr
He believed that there was no good bility abroad than at home? At
L. F. MEDICINE CO.. Portland. Maine
Campbell, Dana Cummings.
112*121 tlie rest of the way.
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